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P R E A M B L E




Computer hardware keeps increasing in complexity. Software design
needs to keep up with this. The right models and abstractions empower
developers to leverage the novelties of modern hardware. This thesis
deals primarily with Models of Computation, as a basis for software de-
sign, in a family of methods called software synthesis.
We focus on Kahn Process Networks and dataflow applications as ab-
stractions, both for programming and for deriving an efficient execution
on heterogeneous multicores. The latter we accomplish by exploring the
design space of possible mappings of computation and data to hardware
resources. Mapping algorithms are not at the center of this thesis, how-
ever. Instead, we examine the mathematical structure of the mapping
space, leveraging its inherent symmetries or geometric properties to im-
prove mapping methods in general.
This thesis thoroughly explores the process of model-based design,
aiming to go beyond the more established software synthesis on dataflow
applications. We starting with the problem of assessing these methods
through benchmarking, and go on to formally examine the general goals
of benchmarks. In this context, we also consider the role modern machine
learning methods play in benchmarking.
We explore different established semantics, stretching the limits of
Kahn Process Networks. We also discuss novel models, like Reactors,
which are designed to be a deterministic, adaptive model with time as
a first-class citizen. By investigating abstractions and transformations in
the Ohua language for implicit dataflow programming, we also focus on
programmability.
The focus of the thesis is in the models and methods, but we evaluate
them in diverse use-cases, generally centered around Cyber-Physical Sys-
tems. These include the 5G telecommunication standard, automotive and
signal processing domains. We even go beyond embedded systems and
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1I N T R O D U C T I O N
Programming computers is notoriously difficult. Indeed, people learning
to program usually struggle, paradoxically, with the fact that the com-
puter does precisely what they tell it to do. This is confusing, not because
a computer program is executed faithfully, but rather, because humans
think at a very different level of abstraction.
It is certainly true that instructions in computer architectures are at a
completely different level of abstraction than the instructions we give
each other. However, most programs are also not written at the level
of the architecture. Programming languages are designed with increas-
ingly improving abstractions, making it easier for programmers to ex-
press themselves. Complementary to these efforts are compilers, which
serve as bridge between the levels of abstraction. Ideally, a compiler trans-
lates the abstract human-level expressions into efficient machine-level in-
structions. While we have made significant progress, this task has proven
to be dauntingly difficult.
Traditionally, we have put the research and effort into optimizing the
execution of a single core. Most of the progress of decades of research in
programming language and compilers revolves around this single-core
model. In the last decade or two, however, with the multicore era, this
challenge has increased dramatically. Now we have to use and coordinate
multiple cores, commonly with different capabilities. The widespread pro-
gramming language abstractions and compiler analyses of today are ill-
suited to tackle this challenge.
There is probably no universal solution to these emerging problems, as
different domains have different requirements. This thesis thus focuses
mostly a particular domain, that of Cyber-Physical Systems (CPSs) or gen-
erally, embedded systems. In this domain, a family of methods called soft-
ware synthesis seeks to enable efficient programming of complex multi-
core systems. Central to these methods is a focus on using models for de-
scribing computation. We follow the idea of letting theory inform practice,
in striving to improve methods of software synthesis. We do this by identi-
fying and exploiting mathematical structures in the problems in software
synthesis.
1.1 The Multicore Era
On the hardware side, the last two decades have firmly established what
we call the multicore era. Modern computing systems are almost univer-
sally composed of multiple logical cores, and there is a clear trend of in-
creasing both the number and the degree of heterogeneity of these cores.
This increasing complexity brings about an increasing challenge in taming
it.
Both the execution frequency and the closely intertwined single-core
processing speed of computing systems increased exponentially up un-
til the early 2000s (cf. Figure 1.1), an empirical fact observed by Gordon
Moore in 1965 [Moo+65]. Since the early 2000s, however, while transis-




structing a human, we can probably say something like “look through
those pictures and sort out the ones that have cats”. A modern x86 chip,
on the other hand, would understand something closer to this:
▲❇❇✵❴✶✿
❝♠♣ ❞✇♦r❞ ♣tr ❬r❜♣ ✲ ✺✻❪✱ ✶✵
❥❣❡ ▲❇❇✵❴✹
♠♦✈ ❡❞✐✱ ❞✇♦r❞ ♣tr ❬r❜♣ ✲ ✺✻❪
❝❛❧❧ ❴r❡❛❞❴♣✐❝t✉r❡
♠♦✈ q✇♦r❞ ♣tr ❬r❜♣ ✲ ✻✹❪✱ r❛①
♠♦✈ r❞✐✱ q✇♦r❞ ♣tr ❬r❜♣ ✲ ✻✹❪
❝❛❧❧ ❴❝♦♥t❛✐♥s❴❝❛ts
♠♦✈s①❞ r❝①✱ ❞✇♦r❞ ♣tr ❬r❜♣ ✲ ✺✻❪
♠♦✈ ❞✇♦r❞ ♣tr ❬r❜♣ ✰ ✹✯r❝① ✲ ✹✽❪✱ ❡❛①
♠♦✈ ❡❛①✱ ❞✇♦r❞ ♣tr ❬r❜♣ ✲ ✺✻❪
❛❞❞ ❡❛①✱ ✶
♠♦✈ ❞✇♦r❞ ♣tr ❬r❜♣ ✲ ✺✻❪✱ ❡❛①
❥♠♣ ▲❇❇✵❴✶
▲❇❇✵❴✹✿
♠♦✈ ❡❛①✱ ❞✇♦r❞ ♣tr ❬r❜♣ ✲ ✺✷❪
♠♦✈ r❝①✱ q✇♦r❞ ♣tr ❬r✐♣ ✰ ❴❴❴st❛❝❦❴❝❤❦❴❣✉❛r❞❅●❖❚P❈❘❊▲❪
♠♦✈ r❝①✱ q✇♦r❞ ♣tr ❬r❝①❪
♠♦✈ r❞①✱ q✇♦r❞ ♣tr ❬r❜♣ ✲ ✽❪
❝♠♣ r❝①✱ r❞①
♠♦✈ ❞✇♦r❞ ♣tr ❬r❜♣ ✲ ✻✽❪✱ ❡❛①
❥♥❡ ▲❇❇✵❴✻
This snippet is a very oversimplified version of the task, but it serves to
make the point. Where we abstractly tell a human to look through the pic-
tures, and they understand them as a whole set, interpreting themselves
how to go through the set. On the other hand, we instruct the machine
to iterate through them by a series of very fine-grained commands. We
need to set certain registers to contain the right memory addresses, be-
fore calling an instruction to operate on them. We then call external func-
tions that do the reading and cat identification. To then loop through the
pictures here, simplified, we repeat this reading and identifying by jump-
ing to a previous point in the sequence of instructions. Even this x86 as-
sembly snippet is already an abstraction, not only because it uses human-
readable mnemonics for the instructions, but more so because it also ab-
stracts away the concrete memory addresses and the microarchitecture.
In practice, however, almost no one would write this assembly code. In-
stead, they could write something closer to this (equivalent) C snippet:





Notice how the register management and several other low-level de-
tails are abstracted away. The end of the loop is very clear to read, as we
know when we have reached the final picture. We can certainly say this
is at a level of abstraction between the human and machine instructions
listed above. However, the very widespread ❢♦r instruction we used here
also has the inherently sequential semantics, as exhibited by the assem-
bly code it translates to. The semantics of the for loop are that the loop
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body will execute completely. After each iteration of the body, the incre-
ment expression is executed (usually incrementing the iteration variable),
and the condition is evaluated, deciding wether to continue iterating. In-
deed, in the two (equivalent) snippets above, we do not know how the
functions r❡❛❞❴♣✐❝t✉r❡ and ❝♦♥t❛✐♥s❴❝❛ts work. Do they have an inner
state, or side effects? We do not know if we can call r❡❛❞❴♣✐❝t✉r❡ in a dif-
ferent order, or multiple times in parallel. Perhaps it is internally keeping
a single reference to the iterator of the image files and doing so would
break the logic. The ❢♦r instruction is very useful to abstract away the
logic of registers and instruction jumps, but not a useful abstraction for
expressing concurrency. A similar construct exists in functional program-
ming, ♠❛♣, which generally does not have this implicit sequential seman-
tics. The ♠❛♣ instruction is what is called a higher-order function, taking
a function as an argument and applying it to a list or any iterable object,
in general. The same cat-identifying snippet, in Haskell, can be written as
follows:
r❡s✉❧t ❂ ♠❛♣ ✭❝♦♥t❛✐♥s❴❝❛ts ✳ r❡❛❞❴♣✐❝t✉r❡✮ ♣✐❝t✉r❡s
While the language separates statefull and stateless computation, al-
lowing a great analysis of concurrency, there are reasons why Haskell is
not the most widespread language for embedded systems. For example,
garbage collection makes execution times very unpredictable. Similarly,
the lazyness of the language adds a performance penalty to large com-
plex computations. Compiling Haskell code to an efficient single-core ex-
ecution is significantly more challenging than equivalent C code. The lazy-
ness also makes it difficult to reason about time in the computation. This
is crucial in application domains like CPS, where the systems interact with
their environment. The ♠❛♣ abstraction, as implemented in Haskell, is not
well-suited for many tasks in the domain of CPS. In general, we are faced
with trade-offs between abstract expressivity and translatability to an ef-
ficient execution. At its core, the challenge is about choosing the right
models and corresponding abstractions for a particular domain.
1.3 Software Synthesis
Models play different roles in science and engineering. E.A. Lee explains
this well in [Lee17]. He argues that scientists adapt their models to fit ex-
periments in the world, while engineers adapt designs in the world to fit
their models. Indeed, some fundamental principles of computation, like
λ-calculus, are arguably discovered instead of invented, as Wadler con-
tends [Wad15]. Those might fit in the first paradigm, giving computer sci-
ence a justification for its name. In the case of programming multicore
systems, however, the problem is clearly in the second realm: we need to
engineer good models [Lee06]. No serious argument can be made for lan-
guages like C or Haskell, nor the x86 instruction-set; They were invented,
not discovered.
There are different ways of finding and exploiting the right models for
programming multicores. It is unlikely that there is a single right model for
this. Different models are differently suitable for different use-cases. For
example, applicative functors in functional programming [Mar+14] seem
to be a great model for expressing I/O concurrency in microservice-based
systems. As mentioned before, however, Haskell and its underlying model
are not a great fit for CPS.
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For CPS and, embedded systems in general, there is a family of methods
called software synthesis [RPM92; Abb+93; Lin98; BLM00; Pin+95; CSL11;
BML12]. It is a family of methods devised precisely to help with the bur-
den of fully exploiting the capabilities of modern multicores. Inspired by
hardware design flows, it aims to bridge the ensuing (software) productiv-
ity gap by integrating knowledge of the application and target multicore
architecture into the compilation process. At the core of these methods
lies a shift in the programming model. Instead of the de facto sequential,
shared-memory model, programmers express the code in diverse Models
of Computation (MoCs). This makes the underlying model explicit, not im-
plicit as is the case in most programming languages.
These models expose the structure of the computation in ways that
permit a compiler to reason about its parallel execution, even in the pres-
ence of heterogeneous hardware. Aided by abstract models of the target
architecture, we can design compilers for multicore systems that devise
execution strategies specialized to the target architecture and applica-
tions. Depending on the flow, the target architecture can be implicit in
the methodology [RPM92] or be an explicit input to the flow [CLA11]. This
can be realized for example by finding efficient mappings, i.e. allocations
of computational and communication resources to the different parts of
an application.
As mentioned above, the central principle behind software synthesis
is the underlying model of computation. Some approaches [Lin98] use
general models, like Petri Nets [Pet62], while others [RPM92] more con-
strained models like Synchronous Data Flows (SDFs) [LM87]. Most allow for
multiple models [BLM00; Pin+95; BML12], generally dataflow models. Mak-
ing the model explicit just makes it easier to see the trade-off between ex-
pressivity and translatability to an efficient execution. The advantage of
models like Petri nets is that they can express virtually any computation.
On the other hand, very constrained models, like SDF provide behavioral
guarantees that permit several optimizations, like static schedules and
channel bounds [Par95].
Several more modern flows [Thi+07; CLA11; PEP06; Kan+06] have set-
tled at the Kahn Process Network (KPN) model. Originally meant as deno-
tational semantics for parallelism [Kah74], the model has been shown to
be compatible with dataflow [LP95]. Kahn Process Networks are provably
deterministic [Kah74], which is not the case for other models, e.g. Petri
Nets. In a canonical sense, KPNs are more general than most dataflow
models, and represent the most general deterministic dataflow model of
computation [LM09]. In this thesis we will focus on a software synthesis



















Figure 1.3: A flow for MoC-based Software Synthesis. The main abstractions col-
ored in green are the ones we deal with in this thesis.
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There are exactly 28 “ 64 mappings in the mapping space, yet only 6
distinct execution times (colors). This is because, at least a priori, map-
ping both tasks to PE6, as shown in the figure, or mapping them both to
PE7, will obviously result in the same execution time, since the two cores
are identical (Cortex-A15™). This can be generally understood as a prop-
erty of the symmetries of the architecture, and should be exploited when
exploring this mapping space.
Similarly, researchers often use heuristics based on geometric proper-
ties of the design space to explore it. Yet they often disregard the encod-
ing they use for the design space. If we consider the point p4, 4q on Fig-
ure 2.9, there are four points adjacent to it, yet they are vastly different in
terms of their execution time. We can compare the geometry of the space
with the geometry of the architecture itself, and see why this is the case:
the distances in this space do not reflect the architecture with its hetero-
geneity and its memory subsystem. In general, the geometry of this space
does not reflect the geometry of the problem.
Mappings encode the resource allocation for the application to an ar-
chitecture. As such, they inherit structural properties of both the applica-
tion and its semantics, as well as of the underlying architecture. Yet map-
pings are commonly treated as simple lists of assignment, disregarding
this structure, like which tasks depend on which, or if they are mapped to
cores with a large communication latency between them. Mapping algo-
rithms commonly encode a heterogeneous architecture as a list of num-
bers of cores of different types, or perhaps use a grid system to encode
processing elements (PEs) as they assume a NoC with a regular-mesh topol-
ogy. These models break down as soon as the complexities of the architec-
ture transcend the fixed model, for example by having multiple clusters
or levels of hierarchy, or star-mesh topologies instead of regular meshes.
The problems mentioned here permeate the design of the internal al-
gorithms in software synthesis flows, which effectively constraints them
to a small class of models or disregards opportunities for reasoning about
the structure of the problem. While memory has been identified as a first-
class citizen for achieving efficient implementations, many methods also
consider it just as an afterthought. For example, when discussing hetero-
geneity in architectures, the heterogeneity implied by the memory sub-
system is seldom considered, nor are emerging memory technologies like
non-volatile memories (NVMs).
The issues raised above are not inherent issues with the flow, but rather
with the state of practice. However, the flow itself does has some inher-
ent limitations as well. The KPN model of computation falls short on cer-
tain use-cases. For example, the blocking-read semantics common in KPN
implementations are ill-suited for certain cases of data-level parallelism.
Also, perhaps more importantly, KPNs do not model time in the physical
world, which plays a central role for the execution of CPSs. In general, a
model-based design approach needs to evolve its models according to
the use-cases.
Another inherent problem with the flow as formulated is the structure
of the flow itself. An application is described using a concrete MoC and
then this is used to reason about an implementation. However, the flow
as depicted in Figure 1.3 (and implemented in practice in many instances)
disregards transformations at the level of the application. This could
mean a feedback loop back to the application, or perhaps semantics-
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preserving code transformations at the model level, as part of the explo-
ration.
If methods like software synthesis are to be used in practice, we should
also make sure they also work in practice. Strong results on a varied
benchmark suite from real-world applications are usually a much better
indicator for practical applications than, say, a good asymptotic worst-
case behavior. In order to get such results, however, we need such a var-
ied realistic, up-to-date benchmark suite. In reality, however, increasingly
branching subdomains and concerns of intellectual property mostly yield
a scarce landscape of outdated benchmarks instead.
Finally, there are multiple issues with these flows that depend more on
the industry itself than the methods directly. Tool support and maturity,
degree of adoption and knowledge of the models are all beyond the realm
of the academic contribution of this thesis.
1.4 Contribution
In this thesis we seek to improve the tools we use for understanding and
tackling the problems discussed with software synthesis. We work in a
model-based perspective and consider the trade-off we have introduced,
between abstract expressivity and translatability to an efficient execution.
To consider this we tackle the problem from both sides: the models and
the compilers, in a very general sense, that translate to an efficient ex-
ecution. The main idea behind this thesis is that the underlying models
endow the problem with structure. We can then identify this structure
(mathematically) and leverage it to improve our solutions. Again there
are two ways of doing this:
1. by taking a concrete flow and improving it leveraging its own struc-
ture, or
2. by changing the underlying models in a way that improves the bal-
ance in some way in the trade-off above.
This thesis discusses both. We first focus on software synthesis for (high-
performance) embedded systems running on Multi-Processor Systems-
on-Chip (MPSoCs). In particular, we focus on a concrete software synthesis
flow [CLA11; CL14] based on KPNs. Chapter 2 introduces this flow, as de-
picted in Figure 1.3, and the corresponding background on the mapping
problem.
To evaluate methods in software synthesis in particular and compilers
in general, we need to test them on benchmarks. Chapter 3 discusses
benchmarking in compilers, and introduces some benchmarks we use in
the thesis. It also discusses benchmark generation, with its advantages
and pitfalls, both using random processes and machine learning.
As motivated in Figure 1.4, the mapping problem in software synthesis
has a rich structure, like its symmetries or geometry. We identify and de-
scribe this structure in Chapter 4. Describing the structure is only as useful
as the applications we find from it. In Chapter 5 we discuss multiple ap-
plications, e.g. at compile time in DSE or at run-time in hybrid mappings.
We also show how this structure can be used to formulate other proper-
ties of mappings, like robustness or compactness, which can be useful for
resilient computation even in real-time scenarios in CPS.
After exploring how to improve concrete flows with its structure, we
turn our attention to the underlying models. Chapter 6 reviews Models of
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Computation (MoCs) in general, and shows how to improve the methods
here. We first show how to improve existing methods, discussing what we
call the MacQueen gap in the KPN semantics. We discuss a novel model,
Reactors, where time is a first-class citizen, and discuss applications in the
telecommunications and automotive domains.
MoCs are abstract mathematical models, they need to be exposed to
programmers using a language or an API. In Chapter 7 we discuss the pro-
gramming languages used to develop MoC-based applications. We review
different existing languages, including the Ohua paradigm, which can be
used for implicitly defining dataflow applications. We discuss language-
level transformations and abstractions in the context of Ohua and how
MoC-based design can be used for optimizing I/O in microservice-based ar-
chitectures, i.e. in a collection of loosely-coupled services in a networked
setting.
The topic of this thesis is broad, and much related work exists for all
aspects covered here. While different chapters cover related work perti-
nent to the topic discussed, we review and discuss it concisely again in
Chapter 8. Finally, some conclusions from this work are summarized in
Chapter 9.
While all topics covered in this thesis are related by model-based design
of software, not every chapter depends on everything previous. Figure 1.5
shows the logical dependencies of the chapters, and in some cases, the
sections of the chapters in this thesis. Any path in this graph should yield
a consistent exposition of the topics discussed. A reader only interested
in some topics can readily skip chapters and sections that are not in the


















































Figure 1.5: Dependencies of chapters and sections of this thesis.
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1.4.1 A Note on Originality
This thesis presents the fruits of over half a decade of research on the
subjects presented. Research, especially in an interdisciplinary approach
like presented here, is much more fruitful when collaborative. In the case
of joint work, I have made an effort to focus only on my own contribu-
tions in this thesis, whenever possible. I have also taken care to describe
the work of my colleagues as theirs, when I have included it as an indis-
pensable requirement to understand my own work. However, some of
the ideas in this thesis are the result of joint work and cannot be credited
to a single person. In those cases I have also taken care to describe the
work as joint and mention other coauthors. If in doubt, any idea or result
that I have included here which has already been published elsewhere is
also due to my coauthors.
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2M A P P I N G K P N S T O H E T E R O G E N O U S M P S O C S
Software synthesis refers to a family of methods, rather than a concrete
one, which share common properties about the abstract flow for generat-
ing code for an efficient execution in (heterogeneous) multicores. It can be
seen as embedded in a spectrum of design approaches going from hard-
ware design (and classical Electronic Design Automation (EDA)) through
hardware-software co-design up to software synthesis on the other end.
While some principles apply more generally than others, to actually pro-
duce and optimize code, we need to focus on a concrete flow. In this chap-
ter we will introduce the concepts behind software synthesis and map-
pings in a concrete flow, mapping KPN applications onto heterogeneous
hardware. The flow is an instance of the general flow from Figure 1.3, and
is presented in detail in [CL14].
As is general in Software Synthesis, the applications to be executed are
represented abstractly, linked with a model of computation, Kahn Process
Networks (KPNs). Similarly, the target architecture is assumed to be known
at compile-time, and is modeled via an abstract architecture model. The
KPN model has a property that allows to capture the abstract execution
behavior in a trace that is independent of the execution target. Combin-
ing these application and architecture models, and using an execution
trace, a simulation can be used to estimate the performance of a map-
ping - an assignment of physical execution and communication resources
on the target architecture to the logical (abstract) components of the KPN
application. In an iterative process, these estimations can be leveraged
to determine a near-optimal mapping subject to objective goals (e.g. exe-
cution time, energy consumption). Finally, a compiler can lower the KPN
application to an executable that uses the selected mapping.
The rest of this chapter will explore the various models referred to in
this flow, with precise mathematical definitions and a discussion of com-
mon design choices and goals.
2.1 Kahn Process Networks
The main flow we investigate in this thesis is based on the MoC of Kahn
Process Networks (KPNs). In this section we introduce this model, or rather,
its most common implementation with blocking-read semantics [KM76] .
In Chapter 6 we will discuss the original (denotational) semantics [Kah74]
and how they differ to those introduced here. There, we also discuss other
MoCs and how they relate to each other.
We can think of a KPN as computation distributed among different pro-
cesses (originally derived from coroutines). Each of these processes exe-
cutes sequentially and is Turing complete. However, the processes share
no memory, they have local memories accessible only to themselves.
They communicate between each other using channels. These channels
work as unbounded FIFO buffers. Processes have sets of outgoing and in-
coming channels. As an instruction, any process can write to one of its
outgoing channels or read from one of its incoming channels. They do so
in discrete tokens of data.
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1 ❴❴P◆❦♣♥ ❢❢t❴♣r♦❝❡ss
2 ❴❴P◆✐♥✭✐♥t ❝♥t✱ s❤♦rt sr❝❴❞❛t❛❬◆❪✮
3 ❴❴P◆♦✉t✭❝♦♠♣❧❡① ❢r❡q❬◆❪✮④
4 ✐♥t ✐✱ ❧♦♦♣❴❝♥t❀
5 ❴❴P◆✐♥✭❝♥t✮
6 ❧♦♦♣❴❝♥t ❂ ❝♥t❀




Listing 1: An Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) implemented as a KPN process in CPN,
based on Appendix A.1.3 of [CL14]
The original language [KM76] was proposed as an extension of POP-
2, which is pretty dated and has fallen out of use today. Instead of this
language, we will consider a more modern incarnation, C for Process Net-
works (CPN), which extends the C programming language [She+14]. We do
so by looking at the example from Listing 1. Processes in CPN are instan-
tiated from process templates, similar to classes and objects in object-
oriented languages. The listing shows a very simplified process template
for an FFT process. Lines 2 and 3 declare the incoming and outgoing chan-
nels for the process. In Line 5, the ❝♥t channel is read and its value is
stored in the local variable ❧♦♦♣❴❝♥t in Line 6. Then in Lines 7-10 the pro-
cess applies an FFT to the data in its incoming channel sr❝❴❞❛t❛ and out-
puts it to an outgoing channel, ❢r❡q. Similar to the read operation in Lines
5-6, the values of the input channel data are available in the identifier
sr❝❴❞❛t❛ in the scope of the ❴❴P◆✐♥. In an analogous fashion, the values
written to the ❢r❡q variable in the scope of the ❴❴P◆♦✉t are written to the
corresponding output channel.
In general, the communication in KPNs is asynchronous: When a process
writes to an outgoing channel, the data is buffered in the channel until it
is read, and the process continues to execute. If a process reads from a
channel, it receives the oldest token buffered in the channel. If there are
no tokens, execution blocks until such a token is written to a channel -
hence the denomination of blocking-read semantics. A channel can be
the outgoing channel of at most one process (this should also be so for at
least one process, otherwise the channel is useless). On the other hand,
if a channel is an incoming channel to multiple processes, all tokens are
copied for each of those processes. Hence, all processes will see the ex-
act same incoming stream of tokens from a shared channel, instead of
splitting them up.
Let us consider the FFT process from Listing 1 and combine it with other
processes into a full application. Listing 2 describes a simplified algorithm
for a low-pass filter on a stereo sound file, using this FFT process. We also
omit the templates and channel declarations in this simplified listing. The
sr❝ process reads the stereo file, splits it into two channels and sends the
sound in blocks of a determined length as tokens. These files are then
transformed from the time domain to the frequency domain using an FFT,
filtered and transformed back to the time domain. A sink channel gathers
the filtered blocks from both channels, left and right, and combines them
again into a stereo sound file that it can store.
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❴❴P◆♣r♦❝❡ss sr❝ ❂ sr❝❴♣r♦❝❡ss
❴❴P◆♦✉t✭❝♥t✱ sr❝❴❧❴♦✉t✱ sr❝❴r❴♦✉t✮❀
❴❴P◆♣r♦❝❡ss ❢❢t❴❧ ❂ ❢❢t❴♣r♦❝❡ss
❴❴P◆✐♥✭❝♦✉♥t✱ sr❝❴❧❴♦✉t✮ ❴❴P◆♦✉t✭❢❢t❴❧❴♦✉t✮❀
❴❴P◆♣r♦❝❡ss ❢❢t❴r ❂ ❢❢t❴♣r♦❝❡ss
❴❴P◆✐♥✭❝♦✉♥t✱ sr❝❴r❴♦✉t✮ ❴❴P◆♦✉t✭❢❢t❴r❴♦✉t✮❀
❴❴P◆♣r♦❝❡ss ❢✐❧t❡r❴❧ ❂ ❢✐❧t❡r❴♣r♦❝❡ss
❴❴P◆✐♥✭❝♦✉♥t✱ ❢❢t❴❧❴♦✉t✮ ❴❴P◆♦✉t✭❢✐❧t❡r❴❧❴♦✉t✮❀
❴❴P◆♣r♦❝❡ss ❢✐❧t❡r❴r ❂ ❢✐❧t❡r❴♣r♦❝❡ss
❴❴P◆✐♥✭❝♦✉♥t✱ ❢❢t❴r❴♦✉t✮ ❴❴P◆♦✉t✭❢✐❧t❡r❴r❴♦✉t✮❀
❴❴P◆♣r♦❝❡ss ✐❢❢t❴❧ ❂ ✐❢❢t❴♣r♦❝❡ss
❴❴P◆✐♥✭❝♦✉♥t✱ ❢✐❧t❡r❴❧❴♦✉t✮ ❴❴P◆♦✉t✭✐❢❢t❴❧❴♦✉t✮❀
❴❴P◆♣r♦❝❡ss ✐❢❢t❴r ❂ ✐❢❢t❴♣r♦❝❡ss
❴❴P◆✐♥✭❝♦✉♥t✱ ❢✐❧t❡r❴r❴♦✉t✮ ❴❴P◆♦✉t✭✐❢❢t❴r❴♦✉t✮❀
❴❴P◆♣r♦❝❡ss s✐♥❦ ❂ s✐♥❦❴♣r♦❝❡ss
❴❴P◆✐♥✭❝♦✉♥t✱ ✐❢❢t❴❧❴♦✉t✱ ✐❢❢t❴r❴♦✉t✮❀
Listing 2: An audio filter KPN application in CPN, based on Figure 7a in [She+14]
The data flow in the example of Listing 2 is very structured: it goes from
the source, splits into two channels, through the filter, back to the sink.
This structure can easily be visualized in a graph, like in Figure 2.1. More
generally, we can think of any KPN application as a directed graph K “
pVK, EKq, where the nodes VK represent the processes, and the edges EK,
the channels. This works even when a channel is an incoming channel for
multiple processes. In that case, we can split it into multiple edges from
the process it is going from, to each of the target channels. We can do so
without loss of generality since these are the semantics of such channels.









Figure 2.1: The audio filter application as a KPN graph
2.2 Execution Traces
Kahn Process Networks have a more abstract definition with mathemati-
cal semantics [Kah74], in the sense of Scott [Sco70]. These abstract away
the concrete implementation of individual steps in a computation. Even
so, the execution of a computation can be thought of as a series of steps
or partial computations that eventually yield the final result. These series,
which is commonly referred to as execution trace, can be captured as a se-
quence of steps, e.g. as the element of a Scott Domain1. Abstract compu-
tations, modeled as Scott-continuous functions, can can make computa-
1 This will be discussed more in-depth in Chapter 6
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tions of arbitrary length. For an alphabet Σ, this is modeled by (countably)
infinite sequences in Σω :“ tpanqnPN | an P Σ for all n P Nu. A concrete ex-
ecution, on the other hand, always has a finite length. It always resides
in Σ˚, the Kleene closure of Σ. For a (Scott-continuous) function, this se-
quence can be modeled as a finite string in the computation domain.
In a concurrent execution, multiple entities concurrently execute steps.
As modeled by Kahn, these entities all implement individual functions. As
such, there is not a unique series of steps that can be said to be the execu-
tion trace of the computation. To see this, consider the example depicted
in Figure 2.2: It shows multiple execution orders for the audio filter KPN
application. If we were to consider the values in the channels, each of
these orders would yield a different sequence of values. In this case, the
actions in the alphabet Σ should also model the actual values of the arrays
of floating-point values that can be stored in the channels, which is why
we show the processes in the figure instead. The traces corresponding to
the executions shown in Figure 2.2 are all equivalent.
src fft_l fft_r filter_l filter_r ifft_l ifft_r sink
src fft_l filter_l ifft_l fft_r filter_r ifft_r sink
src fft_l filter_l fft_r ifft_l filter_r ifft_r sink
src fft_r filter_r fft_l filter_l ifft_l ifft_r sink
src fft_l filter_l fft_r filter_r ifft_l ifft_r sink
Figure 2.2: Different possible sequential executions of the audio filter KPN.
In the case of a concurrent execution thus, traces are in fact equiva-
lence classes of strings. We define this more formally, following [Maz95],
the first chapter of [DR95]. Let ∆ be a symmetric, reflexive relation on Σ,
which we call a dependency. This means that if pa, bq P ∆, we have pb, aq P ∆
and also pa, aq P ∆ for all a P Σ. With ∆ we define an additional relation over
Σ, namely I :“ pΣ ˆ Σqz∆. We call I the induced independency. We define
an equivalence relation „I on the monoid Σ˚ (with respect to concatena-
tion) as follows: We require that if a, b P I, then ab „I ba. The relation „I is
defined as the least congruence that satisfies this requirement. Note that
a congruence is an equivalence relation that respects the algebraic struc-
ture, in this case the monoid structure of the concatenation operation.
We call the equivalence classes of Σ˚{„I traces. By definition, the con-
catenation operation on Σ˚ factors over the equivalence relation „I , and
thus Σ˚{„I defines a monoid (with identity element rǫs„i , where ǫ P Σ
˚
is the empty string). We call this the Trace Monoid, TpΣq. We care about
the algebraic structure of a monoid since it is central to the definition of
Scott-continuity.
There are two additional equivalent definitions of this monoid as his-
tories and dependence graphs. We present histories here, as they are
better for the intuition. Instead of a single alphabet Σ, we have a finite set
of alphabets Σ :“ pΣiq, i P I , where I is a finite index set. We can think of
the indices as corresponding to the entities in the system (e.g. processes)
and the alphabets Σi to the alphabets of actions of these individual en-
tities. If we think of the individual entities as computing some function,
their execution trace will be a unique string ai P Σ˚i (recall that concrete
executions are finite). Since, in general, these entities do not compute in-
dependently, they have common synchronization points. These synchro-
nization points are abstractly modeled in the computation alphabet by
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mutual elements in Σi X Σj for two entities i, j P I . In the case of syn-
chronous dataflow[LM87] application, for example, we could model the
alphabet as being tuples of a channel and a value, and the common syn-
chronization points would be reading to or writing from a value. In KPN,
since the communication is asynchronous, we would need to model both
the channels and the processes as entities.
We can define a monoid, the product monoid PpΣq, by component-wise
concatenation of the strings: paiqipbiqi “ paibiqi for all i P I . However, not
every such a string product can be the history of a system. The synchro-
nization points of different subsystems should be consistent with each
other. To avoid this, we want to ensure histories are consistent. For this,
we define elementary histories as follows: For any a P
Ť
iPI Σi, the elemen-
tary history of a is the tuple paiqiPI , with
ai “
#
a, if a P Σi,
ǫ, otherwise.
Here, ǫ represents the empty string. The monoid generated by all elemen-
tary histories for elements in
Ť
iPI Σi is called the history monoid HpΣq,
and is a submonoid of PpΣq. If we examine the definition, it is not difficult
to convince ourselves that these are precisely the histories which avoid
inconsistencies.
We can go from a trace to a history by the morphism π : Tp
Ť
iPI q Ñ
HpΣq, a ÞÑ pπipaqqi, i P I , where πi is the projection
Ť
iPI Σi Ñ Σi. Here,
for the trace monoid TpΣq we define the dependencies to be
Ť
iPI Σi ˆ Σi.
This is not just a morphism, but in fact an isomorphism: See Theorem
1.5.4 of [Maz95]. Thus, the two concepts are equivalent. For the rest of
this thesis we will use the terms traces and histories interchangeably.
Traces, and equivalently histories, can be used to describe the concrete
computations in concurrent systems like those described by a KPN. They
are also well-suited to model these systems in the context of process cal-
culi, like Communicating Sequential Process (CSP). However, an important
observation is the converse: a concrete execution of a KPN is determined
uniquely by its history. Moreover, any concrete implementation of the
KPN realizing the same execution will have the same history: the history is
an invariant of the abstract execution model. It captures the concurrent
essence of the concrete computation.
2.3 Architecture Models
Hardware architectures are in contrast to applications from the point of
view of modeling. Abstraction boundaries are arguably more clearly de-
fined in the hardware world: semiconductor components like transistors
implementing digital switches are used to form logic gates (like a NAND
gate). Logic gates are used in increasingly complex logic diagrams for
building components like an Arithmetic Logic Unit (ALU). These compo-
nents are combined into digital machines in a microarchitecture to ex-
pose a well-defined Instruction-Set Architecture (ISA) in a PE [Lee17]. PEs
can then be connected via on-chip interconnects to on-chip memory and
other peripherials to make an MPSoC. There are mostly clear boundaries
between these platforms, as A. Sangiovanni-Vincentelli calls them [San07]
(which are levels of abstraction). Designers at each level expose a small
amount of complexity through these established abstractions, in what is
commonly referred to an hourglass design [Bec19].
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Figure 2.3: Different levels of abstraction in architectures
Figure 2.3 summarizes different models used at different levels in ar-
chitectures. The “bottleneck” design shown on the left implies how there
are well-defined abstraction layers at the different levels. The layer be-
tween hardware and software is, in a sense, also just such a layer of ab-
straction. Since these layers are clearer in the hardware world, so are the
corresponding models at those levels of abstraction. If we want to rea-
son about the execution of complex applications on MPSoCs, we certainly
should not focus on modeling individual logic gates in the architecture.
The challenge is to model architectures at the right level of abstraction.
In the modeling of the computation in applications, we care about the
semantics of the model. It should be expressive enough to capture the
application while being rigid enough to allow a compiler and system to
reason about its execution and optimize it as much as possible. Hardware,
on the other hand, is fixed: in software synthesis (and in this thesis) we’re
not concerned with hardware design. As such, we take a more scientific
role2 to modeling hardware, as opposed to the engineering role we take
for applications: We fit the model to the hardware, not the hardware to
the model.
Architectures models for software synthesis have two main require-
ments: specification and simulation. In order to derive an efficient im-
plementation of an application to an architecture, the model of that ar-
chitecture needs to at least include the possible decisions required for
that software implementation. Different PEs and their types in the archi-
tecture, scratchpad memories or Direct Memory Access (DMA) controllers,
when present, are certainly necessary parts of the models. If actual phys-
ical memory addresses or concrete instructions in the ISA should also be
included depends on the flow: an end-to-end compiler that produces bi-
naries might benefit from modeling these, whereas a higher-level, source-
to-source compiler might do without them if it only makes abstract deci-
sions about resource allocation and leaves code generation to a separate
compiler.
Similarly, in many cases a simulation is part of the software synthe-
sis flow. In this case, a model of the architecture needs to allow such a
simulation. Obviously, a simple analytic model requires a different level
of abstraction for the architecture model than a cycle-accurate simula-
tor. A very concrete way of considering this is the Y-chart approach pro-
posed in [Kie+01], as depicted in Figure 2.4, which is based on Figure 6
from [Kie+01].
The Y-charts approach is closer to a co-design methodology: architec-
tures are part of the design space, albeit only as parametrized families.
As such, they model an architecture as an abstract set of parameters (e.g.



























Figure 2.4: Multiple Levels of Abstraction in the Y-Chart Approach (Inspired by Fig-
ure 6 in [Kie+01]).
number of cores of specified core types) for specification (mapping), with
an ad-hoc model for simulation (in matlab/mathematica) or well-defined
models from a lower level of abstraction (cycle-accurate models or VHDL).
Thus, the approach described in Figure 2.3 shows well how different mod-
els of architectures at different levels of abstraction can co-exist and be
used. While accurate simulation is pivotal for effective software synthesis,
simulation methods and accuracy are beyond the scope of this thesis. We
will thus focus only on models of architecture for the sake of DSE and the
specification of decisions (concretely, here, mappings).
The general situation described in the Y-charts approach is very com-
mon in practice: A parametrized family of hardware architectures is as-
sumed as part of the flow, and architectures are described in terms of
this family. With newer developments in hardware, like the proliferation
of NoC-based architectures, many modern approaches apply the same
principle to these modern architectures. For example, the models used
by [Wei+14; Sin+10; RG18] all assume a regular mesh (N ˆ M) NoC-based
topology and parametrize the architecture by the size of the mesh, N, M
as well as the core types and communication and memory parameters
like worst-case latency values. In the Sesame framework [PEP06], an ad-
ditional abstraction layer called the mapping layer works as an intermedi-
ate virtual platform, in correspondence with the KPN, application, which is
then mapped to the target platform. In the DOL approach [Thi+07], archi-
tectures are modeled in an XML specification that implicitly models the
architectures as graphs with specific annotations e.g. for memory sizes
or resource sharing methods like first in - first out (FIFO). While this is an
ad-hoc model, its graph-based nature is general enough to describe ar-
bitrary architectures. This is common of the most general models at this
level of abstraction: they are graph-based models. In [ECP06], architec-
tures are modeled as bi-partite graphs with cores and memories. This
is bi-partite structure is actually similar to the constraint graphs defined
in [Wei+14; RG18], which basically describe the subset of the architecture
used by a mapping. In MAPS [CLA11], on the other hand, for the purposes of
mapping, architectures are described by labeled graphs where only the
cores are nodes and the edges represent communication. This is similar
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to the model described in [PEP06]. Some of these models 3 have been
an influence in the SHIM standard [The15] and the IEEE 2804-2019 Stan-
dard [CDA20]. There are subtle differences between all these models,
which makes comparing approaches difficult [Goe+16].
In practice, however, the different graph-based architecture models
are mostly equivalent. For this thesis we use a model based on the
MAPS model for defining architecture graphs. An architecture graph A “
pVA, EA, lAq is a labeled directed multigraph where the nodes VA repre-
sent PEs in the architecture. These PEs are labeled with core types. Commu-
nication in the achitecture graph is represented by the edges EA. Since A
is a multigraph, EA is a multiset: there can be multiple edges e1, . . . , en P EA
between two cores PE, PE1 P VA. These edges are different by their la-
bel lApeiq, i “ 1, . . . , n. The labels of edges identify them as communica-
tion primitives. Communication primitives are an abstraction that encom-
passes communication via multiple methods: shared memories, DMA or
even specialized hardware like hardware FIFO buffers. Communication
primitives can also be used to model different software libraries/APIs for



















Figure 2.5: The Odroid-XU4 Architecture.
Consider the architecture depicted in Figure 2.5,the Exynos Odroid-XU4
with a Samsung Exynos 5422 chip, which has an octocore ARM big.LITTLE
(4+4) architecture. This architecture has two types of cores, the ARM Cor-
tex A7/A15 , little and big, respectively. Similarly, there are three types of
communication primitives in the architecture: communication via the L1
and L2 caches, or over the shared DRAM memory. This architecture can
be modeled in an architecture graph by having 8 nodes, one for each core
(4 of each of the two core types), and connecting the nodes by with all the
primitives that can be used to communicate between them. Figure 2.6
shows the architecture graph for this example.
In NoC-based architectures, the communication depends on the rout-
ing over the on-chip network. In particular, the communication latency
changes depending on the number of hops required to communicate be-
tween two PEs. Our model of architecture graphs (among others, like the
DOL architecture model) has the advantage of having a different commu-
nication primitive for each of these connections with different numbers of
hops, thus being able to model NoC-topologies as well as others (e.g. BUS-
based). However, for simplicity of reasoning, we can sometimes benefit
of a related graph, which we call the topology graph [GMC18]. A topology
graph T “ pVT , ET , lTq is also a directed multigraph with the same vertex
set VT “ VA as that of the architecture graph A, namely the set of cores.
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Figure 2.6: An Example of an Architecture Graph for the Odroid-XU4 Architecture.
we only add an edge for a communication primitive e P EA if it allows di-
rect communication between two cores. Thus, ET Ď EA. For a BUS-based
architecture like the ODROID-XU4, this topology graph corresponds to the
architecture graph. However, for a NoC-based architecture, the topology
graph captures the network topology. Figure 2.7 shows the difference of
the architecture graph A and the topology graph T for a 2 ˆ 2 regular
mesh NoC topology. The difference between the two graphs in this case
is that the topology graph has no nodes for multiple hops, whereas the ar-
chitecture graph has them. As such, the topology graph reflects the topol-




















Figure 2.7: Comparison of the Architecture and Topology Graphs for a 4 ˆ 4-Mesh
NoC-based Architecture.
As mentioned above, the subtle differences in different models make
comparison between them difficult [Goe+16]. The main reason for this are
the two distinct roles that architecture models play in software synthesis,
as we have discussed in this section. Having a common model for specifi-
cation is beneficial for defining software synthesis approaches, and thus,
desirable. Having common models of architecture, while beneficial for
comparison, is not necessarily desirable: there are good reasons for hav-
ing simulations at different levels of accuracy. Nevertheless, Pelcat and
others have [Pel+15] made an attempt to define such common models
of architecture. Their definition is abstract: they require a unique, repro-
ducible cost of computation. This solves the problem of comparability, at
the cost of the simulation. In a sense, their definition of a model of ar-
chitecture is tantamount to defining a specification for a simulation. We
believe this is a great idea, but unfortunately not yet mature enough in
terms of the models that exist and their integration to simulators. The Lin-
ear System-Level Architecture model they propose is also a graph-based
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model and is similar to the graph-based models discussed above. How-
ever, we believe that it is better to separate both concerns conceptually,
namely simulation and the specification of mappings. As such, we will fo-
cus only on the graphs defined in this section for mapping specification
and leave the simulation level open to the multiple levels of accuracy, as
required by the use-case.
2.4 The Mapping Problem
The main problem we address in the first part of this thesis is the map-
ping problem [Mar+11]. The mapping problem is the decision problem of
assigning physical resources (hardware) to the logical tasks and data (soft-
ware) of an application. As can be seen from Figure 1.3 in the introduction,
this is a central problem in software synthesis.
We commonly think of assigning the tasks and communication chan-
nels (or data) to the physical resources, and not the other way around.
The reason we do not choose to do so again has a mathematical back-
ground, as we will explain here. Such an assignment is a correspondence
and can be interpreted as a relation R Ď A ˆ K that relates the architec-
ture A and the application K. By abuse of notation we refer to the graphs
A, K here to mean both one relation on their nodes VA, VK and one on
their edges EA, EK.
A relation is the most general description of such a correspondence.
However, in this thesis we do not consider mappings where a single task
can be assigned to multiple hardware resources. The thread affinity mech-
anism in the POSIX standard, for example, assigns a POSIX process to mul-
tiple (hardware) threads. Then, the operating system scheduler decides
in which of the specified threads to actually execute the process, possibly
migrating it multiple times during its execution. We do not consider this
kind of behavior. If we want to model it with the mathematical framework
proposed here, however, we can. For this, we describe the final mapping
as decided by the scheduler at run-time, and consider migrations as mul-
tiple spatial mappings at different time instances.
We define a mapping to have exactly one physical resource for each
logical one (i.e. for each task or data/communication channel). This kind
of mathematical relation is precisely the definition of a function, which is
why we model mappings as functions m : K Ñ A, i.e. assigning physical re-
sources to the logical ones. A mapping also needs to be consistent. If it as-
signs two tasks t1, t2 P VK to different PEs, when these tasks exchange data
(i.e., pt1, t2q P EK), the data communication channel needs to be mapped
to a physical channel that respects the task assignment: we require that
mppt1, t2qq “ pmpt1q, mpt2qq P EA. This condition, mathematically, means
precisely that a mapping respects the graph structure of K and A. In other
words, a mapping is a morphism of graphs m : K Ñ A.
Consider the example of the mapping depicted in Figure 2.8. It shows
the mapping
m : t1 ÞÑ PE1, t2 ÞÑ PE2, pt1, t2q ÞÑ L2$ .
This mapping can be considered as the morphism of graphs depicted on
the right, where the image mpKq ď A is a subgraph of the architecture
graph A (cf. Figure 2.6). We could not map the communication edge pt1, t2q
to, say, the L1 cache of PE3, L1$, since this cannot be used to communicate


























Figure 2.8: An example of a mapping as a diagram (left) and as a morphism of
graphs (right).
of mpt1q, mpt2q, or any L1 cache for that matter, since (more precisely) there
is no edge pmpt1q, mpt2qq P VA with the label lAppmpt1q, mpt2qqq “ L1$.
We define a set M Ď tm : K Ñ A, m is a morphismu “: MorpK, Aq as the
set of (valid) mappings. A morphism of graphs m : K Ñ A that is not in the
set M is an invalid mapping. This might be because different reasons, e.g.
if a PE p P VA is not general purpose and cannot execute some tasks, or
when modeling the sizes of data (channels), if a communication channel
does not fit a physical resource. We model this by letting M be a proper
subset of MorpK, Aq, the set of morphisms K Ñ A.
Having formally defined a mapping, we can also define the mapping
problem. Let Θ : M Ñ Rkě0 be a function on the set of mappings. We
call Θ an objective function. For example, Θ : M Ñ Rě0 (for k “ 1) can
be the execution time of the application K when mapped via m to the ar-
chitecture A. This could similarly be another measure of the quality of
a mapping, like throughput or total energy consumption. It can also be
a combination of multiple metrics for k ą 1. Additionally, depending on
the use-case, the results of the software synthesis process might need to
respect some constraints. For example, we might want to minimize the
energy consumption while maintaining the execution time under some
real-time threshold. Let C : M Ñ B be the (boolean) function that de-
cides if a mapping satisfies the required constraints. Thus, in the exam-
ple, Θ would be the energy consumption and Cpmq would be true if and
only if the mapping’s execution respects the real-time constraint. We can





Here, the minimum of the vector Θpmq P Rkě0 for k ą 1 can be under-
stood as an element-wise minimum. In particular, some points are incom-
parable: if Θpm1q1 ą Θpm2q1 and Θpm1q2 ă Θpm2q2, then Θpm1q, Θpm2q are
incomparable. This element-wise comparison of vectors gives us a par-
tial order on Rkě0. Equation 2.1 can be then understood as finding Pareto-
minimal points, i.e. points that are not dominated by any other point in
the set. Concretely, we say that m̂ is not dominated by any point (is Pareto
minimal), if m ć m̂ for all m P M. A variant of this same problem can be
encoded as an integer optimization problem, e.g. as is done in [ECP06].
As a problem formulation, however, we believe the treatment given here
defining the conditions as a morphism of graphs is much simpler to read
and understand and just as expressive.
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Dynamic mappings, on the other hand, are chosen at run-time. The dy-
namic mapping problem is in essence the same as task scheduling. The
trade-offs between time available to make a (scheduling) decision and
the available information at run-time are certainly not unique to the map-
ping problem. However, dynamic mappings present an additional hurdle
in heterogeneous systems, since code has to be compiled for the different
possible targets.
Hybrid mapping approaches sit between static and dynamic ones. An
ahead-of-time decision process or mapping space pruning analyzes the
mapping space and pre-defines a set of mappings or partial mappings.
From these pre-defined mappings, a run-time system chooses a mapping
or constructs a mapping from the partial mappings, based on the avail-
able information at run-time.
Finally, we distinguish between heuristics and meta-heuristics. Map-
ping heuristics, like load-balancing, are domain-specific algorithms that
exploit the specific domain-knowledge to find a solution based on a pre-
defined model of the problem. On the other hand, meta-heuristics, like ge-
netic algorithms, rely on an iterative evaluation of the points. In the case
of mappings, this usually means a simulation or profiling of a mapping’s
execution. Again, this distinction is not unique to the mapping problem.
2.5 Simulating Mappings
Simulations are extremely important for analyzing an application’s perfor-
mance, or more generally, its behavior. As described in Section 2.3, there
are multiple levels of detail in which to model and, consequently, simulate,
an architecture and its execution. For investigating the mapping problem
in software synthesis, higher-level simulations are preferable for multi-
ple reasons. First and foremost, higher-level simulations are faster. If a
meta-heuristic iteratively evaluates dozens, hundreds or even thousands
of mappings to find a near-optimal one, it greatly benefits from the fast
evaluation time associated with a higher-level simulation.
Higher levels of abstraction come with a trade-off. The accuracy of the
simulation suffers in exchange for the simpler models and faster simula-
tion times. Let Θ̃ be the approximation of Θ from the simulation. A loss in
accuracy means that |Θpmq ´ Θ̃pmq| becomes larger. However, depending
on the use-case and mapping objective Θ, this loss in simulation accuracy
might not necessarily affect the quality software synthesis results. Sup-
pose that the objective Θ represents execution time or energy consump-
tion, and the goal of the software synthesis is just a best-effort minimiza-
tion of Θ (with no additional constraints, i.e. C ” True). Then the accuracy
of the simulation is not important, only its fidelity. If Θpm1q ă Θpm2q we
want the result of the simulation to reflect this, Θ̃pm1q ă Θ̃pm2q. As long
as this is the case, we don’t care about the actual value of |Θpmiq ´ Θ̃pmiq|,
since in this case the exploration will still find the minimum. The fidelity of
the simulation is a measure of how often this is true. On the other hand,
if the application is a real-time application, then the truth value of C will
depend on the accuracy of the simulation. Here, the accuracy of the sim-
ulation is much more important.
This chapter describes the simulation aspects which pertain the models
of computation and the practical tooling we will use. Nuanced simulation
details and advanced techniques are beyond the scope of this thesis.
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2.5.1 Simulating the Execution of Kahn Process Networks
The behavior of a system plays a central role in simulation. A determinis-
tic model should yield deterministic simulation results. Non-determinism,
when present, should also be captured by the models and reflected by the
simulations.
The behavior of systems is commonly captured in execution traces,
which simply record the behavior of different entities (e.g. processes or
actors) at different timepoints. This can be formally captured in a monoid
structure of (Mazurkiewicz) traces or, equivalently, histories [DR95], as de-
scribed in Section 2.2. Traces are common in many domains, as they use-
ful to understand the behavior of systems [Nag+96]. However, for sys-
tems that are non-deterministic, (by definition) the behavior of the sys-
tem does not only depend on the input. This can make designing [Lee06]
and debugging [Mur+14] particularly difficult. In cyber-physical-sytems or,
more generally, reactive systems in the sense of Harel and Pnueli [HP85],
input from the physical world might come in a non-deterministic fashion.
The problem of capturing the behavior of such a system is even more
complex when the system is distributed [Sha16].
Kahn Process Networks are deterministic, as are all the dataflow mod-
els that can be embedded as KPNs. This means that the behavior of a
KPN application depends only on the input to the network. In particular,
it does not on the mapping and scheduling or related execution details.
Thus, their behavior can be captured by a (Mazurkiewicz) trace. This per-
mits to re-create their behavior in a fashion that is independent of the
mapping. By “replaying” the trace, i.e. simulating the execution of a pro-
cess for every input in the trace, a discrete-event simulator can success-
fully simulate the execution of a KPN, since the token sequence is guar-
anteed to be identical given identical inputs. In particular, this allows us
to do Design-Space Exploration (DSE).
A discrete-event simulation of a KPN application thus requires behav-
ior traces. It also needs to model the execution and communication times.
Modeling execution times from a trace is simple, with a crucial assump-
tion: if the execution times for a trace event only depend on the PE type.
This assumption will not always hold, e.g. when the instruction cache is
flushed due to scheduling decisions, or due to unpredictability from the
operating system (OS). Note that data caches are modeled as part of the
communication between processes. In most cases this assumption is a
good approximation, as it is normal to expect that the same code exe-
cuting on the same data and the same ISA will usually require the same
amount of time.
Modeling communication is more complicated, as it depends on the
memory subsystem. In general, the communication costs of sending a
KPN token depend on multiple factors, like the size of the token, con-
tention in the memory subsystem (and correspondingly methods of ar-
bitration, routing in the case of a NoC, etc), or the API and protocol being
used. For the simulations in this thesis, we use a model based on anno-
tations of the architecture graph A. These annotations are functions that
calculate the time cost of communicating data, as a function of its size.
In this way, we model both the latency and bandwidth of the communi-
cation. We use a split-cost communication model to assign costs to send-
ing and receiving data [Ode+13]. This separation can be used to simulate
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based on traces, as described above, since we can then compute the cost
of communication for both the sending and receiving processes.
When dealing with NoC-based architectures, this model is not as accu-
rate. Communication over a NoC depends also on the routers and links
along the path, including the routing algorithms. We extended the split-
cost communication model to account for these issues in [MGC16]. The
idea is to add a third term to account for the network, in addition to the
consumer and producer costs. This third term can account for the rout-
ing and the topology of the network while maintaining an analytic model
which is cheap to evaluate in a high-level simulation.
Simulation is essential for software synthesis, yet it is not the focus of
this thesis. The main contribution of [MGC16], with a concrete model for
the Tomahawk 2 architecture [Noe+14] and the corresponding evaluation
comparing to the SystemC-based simulator Noxim [Cat+15] are due to my
coauthors and beyond the scope of this thesis.
2.6 Software Synthesis Flows
Many flows exist that enable model-based design in a software synthesis
flow. In the introduction we discussed some of the original software syn-
thesis methods, the approach of [Lin98] uses Petri Nets, or [RPM92] which
uses SDFs and other flows which use multiple models [BLM00; Pin+95;
BML12], generally dataflow.
SystemCoDesigner [Hau+08] is based on SystemC and aimed at FPGAs,
as is the case with CAPH [SBA13], which is based on dataflow and the actor
model. Although the flows are based on MoCs, their goal is not software
but rather an FPGAs implementation, and as such these flows are closer to
HLS than the rest. Coincidentally, the term software synthesis is an allusion
to the much better-known HLS.
Also based on a more general dataflow model is the Turnus [Cas+13]
flow. It builds on top of RVC-CAL, which is in turn based on the CAL actor
language [EJ03].
More specific is the SDF For Free (SDF3) [SGB06] framework, which
does much more than generating random SDF graphs. As a software
synthesis tool [SGB10], it focuses on the more restricted SDF MoC, al-
lowing much more sophisticated analysis of the applications. Similarly,
PREESM [Pel+14] works with parametrized extensions of SDF [Des+13] that
provide a greater trade-off between expressiveness and analyzability.
On the other side of the MoC spectrum, many related flows use KPN. The
static-mapping-based flows of Distributed Operation Layer (DOL)[Thi+07],
Sesame [Erb+07] or MAPS [CLA11] use different levels of abstraction to de-
rive an efficient execution form a KPN-based application description.
Going beyond static mapping, the DAARM [Wei+14] flow maps dataflow
applications using a hybrid approach. Similarly, the work of [QP15] ex-
tends the Sesame approach to hybrid mappings, and Spider [Heu+14] ex-
tends the work of PREESM to hybrid mappings.
This thesis and the contributions included in it are not aimed at propos-
ing (yet another) software synthesis design flow. Instead, we propose
methods to improve existing flows, with the ambitious goal of being gen-
eral enough that the improvements would benefit most of the flows dis-
cussed. Perhaps a good way to think of this is: Just as these flows help
users write more efficient applications, we aim to help the flow design-
ers improve their flows. For chapters 4 and 5, and partially Chapter 3, we
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focus on one flow to do this. We choose the MAPS flow [CLA11], which we
describe next. Some contributions, on the other hand, go beyond these
flows. This is particularly the case in chapters 6 and 7, and in part Chap-
ter 3
2.6.1 The MAPS flow
The MPSoC Application Programming Studio (MAPS) is a software synthesis
flow developed at RWTH Aachen University and spun-off into a company,
Silexica4, which kindly allowed us to use the KPN mapping flow of MAPS
for our research. MAPS is very comprehensive, it does much more than
KPN-based software synthesis. It has analysis algorithms to suggest par-
allelization of sequential code, both as OpenMP annotations as well as
CPN annotations. We will not discuss these here. It also has detailed plat-
form models which are used in simulation and performance estimation




















Figure 2.10: The Software Synthesis Flow from Figure 1.3. MAPS implements all
steps in the flow, which are therefore all depicted in green.
Figure 2.10 describes the MAPS flow, as an instance of the general soft-
ware synthesis flow in Figure 1.3 from the introduction. Applications are
written as KPN applications in the CPN language. While CPN supports SDF
annotations as well, these are embedded into the KPN MoC for analysis
and code generation, there is no separate DSE and code generation for
purely-SDF applications. The architecture model is an XML-based descrip-
tion which has detailed models of the communication subsystem and its
topology, including different possible communication APIs [Ode+13], dif-
ferent frequency and voltage domains and even models of the ISA for the
processing elements. This model influenced the definition of the SHIM
standard [The15] which then resulted in an IEEE standard [CDA20].
Performance estimation in MAPS follows in multiple steps. In a first step,
using a POSIX threads (pthreads) backend, the application is emulated on
the host machine to gather functional KPN traces. Since the KPN model is
deterministic, these traces are independent of the actual performance
values of the application. Then, the processes are instrumented and ex-
ecuted in isolation, dividing them into what in MAPS are called segments.
These segments are defined as the execution between any two reads
or writes to or from channels5. Using the data from the functional KPN
trace, MAPS obtains a detailed trace of the instructions executed during
each segment in the process. These detailed instruction traces are com-
bined with an abstract processor model from the architecture description
4 ❤tt♣s✿✴✴✇✇✇✳s✐❧❡①✐❝❛✳❝♦♠✴
5 A special annotation can be used additionally to divide segments manually.
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to estimate the performance on the target platform [Eus+14]. This yields
traces with performance annotations for every process and every PE type.
Finally, these performance-annotated traces are used in conjuction with
the mapping and communication model in a discrete-event simulator
to estimate the overall performance of the mapping. If performance-
annotated traces are available from a profiling execution on the actual
hardware, these can be used instead.
The DSE step in MAPS is similar to that of all the flows described at the
beginning of this section, as well as the flow of the ♠♦❝❛s✐♥ tool, which we
will describe shortly. In this DSE step, MAPS generates a mapping. On some
platforms, when processes share a PE, MAPS can also generate a sched-
ule for the processes. These mappings are then used by the Clang-based
CPN compiler to generate target-specific C code, which can be further com-
piled by a C compiler for the target platform. This way, the flow generates
target-specific code from an abstract KPN description of the application
(and the appropriate platform models).
As explained in the introduction, this thesis does not focus on the per-
formance estimation and code generation steps of this flow (cf. Figure 1.3).
We use MAPS for performance estimation and code generation. For evalu-
ating our methods in DSE and application, architecture and mapping mod-
els, we primarily use the ♠♦❝❛s✐♥ tool, which we describe in the next sec-
tion.
2.7 The ♠♦❝❛s✐♥ tool
In this thesis we will use ♠♦❝❛s✐♥, an open-source 6 tool for the MoC-
based analysis and simulation of applications [Men+21]. This tool, for-
merly known as ♣②❦♣♥ [MGC16; GMC18], has been developed as part of
a collaborative effort between multiple researchers at the Chair for Com-
piler Construction at TU Dresden. While the tool itself is a joint contribu-
tion with the coauthors of [Men+21], many concepts introduced in this
thesis have been implemented and tested using ♠♦❝❛s✐♥. As such, this
section will explain the tool in-depth, to enable the description of the dif-
ferent implementations of contributions from this thesis implemented in
♠♦❝❛s✐♥.
Figure 2.11 depicts the basic flow of ♠♦❝❛s✐♥, which can be understood
as a tool for rapid prototyping of prototyping tools. Multiple dataflow MoCs
are supported by ♠♦❝❛s✐♥, like SDF or task graphs. These models, among
others, can be seen as specializations of KPN [LP95] and will be discussed
more in-depth in Chapter 6. The ♠♦❝❛s✐♥ architecture is composed of mul-
tiple modules that can be combined to create a specific tool (e.g. for map-
ping or simulation). In the figure we show the modules that are relevant
for this thesis.
In general, simulating a KPN requires four inputs, as explained in Sec-
tion 2.5: the KPN graph, a platform description, execution traces and a
mapping. The ♠♦❝❛s✐♥ tool has data internal structures for these four
inputs that reflect the models as explained insection 2.1-2.4. The tool
boasts multiple readers to generate the internal data structures from es-
tablished formats like t❣❢❢ [DRW98], s❞❢✸ [SGB06] or the ▼❆P❙ formats.
Instead of a concrete trace, ♠♦❝❛s✐♥ expects a trace generator, which
can generate the trace on the fly: this is useful e.g. for non-deterministic

































Figure 2.11: Mapping and simulating KPN Applications in ♠♦❝❛s✐♥.
generator, for example, simply reads the trace from a file. A mapping,
while required for simulation, does not need to be provided: it can be cal-
culated in a Design-Space Exploration. This is not surprising, since a sig-
nificant part of this thesis concerns itself with improving such mapping
algorithms.
A central part of ♠♦❝❛s✐♥ is a discrete-event simulator [MGC16] that uses
the principles outlined above to simulate KPN applications based on their
traces (as well as other models of computation). We will not dwell on the
design of the s✐♠✉❧❛t❡ module since it goes beyond the contribution and
scope of this thesis. Many contributions of this thesis are implemented
in ♠♦❝❛s✐♥. This is done as modules, using the ♠♦❝❛s✐♥ toolbox infrastruc-
ture. Different contributions of this thesis and the corresponding refer-
ences are described in the figure and marked as such (with light-green
coloring). In the following, we will describe some other central modules
of ♠♦❝❛s✐♥.
platform designer
Many concepts developed in this thesis are aimed at emerging technolo-
gies and future hardware architectures. To model these increasingly com-
plex architectures, we aim at an abstract description of their topologies
(cf. Section 2.3). As part of ♠♦❝❛s✐♥, with the help of Felix Teweleitt, we de-
signed a modeling infrastructure, in essence a small embedded domain-
specific language, to describe hardware topologies. This infrastructure is
the ♣❧❛t❢♦r♠❴❞❡s✐❣♥❡r module of ♠♦❝❛s✐♥.
Listing 3 shows an example of our ♣❧❛t❢♦r♠❴❞❡s✐❣♥❡r. The code in this





★ ❝❧✉st❡r ✵ ✇✐t❤ ❧✷ ❝❛❝❤❡
♣❞✳❛❞❞P❡❈❧✉st❡r❋♦rPr♦❝❡ss♦r✭✧❝❧✉st❡r❴❛✼✧✱ ♣r♦❝❡ss♦r❴✵✱
♥✉♠❴❧✐tt❧❡✮
★ ❆❞❞ ▲✶✴▲✷ ❝❛❝❤❡s
♣❞✳❛❞❞❈❛❝❤❡❋♦rP❊s✭✧❝❧✉st❡r❴❛✼✧✱ ✶✱ ✵✱ ✽✳✵✱ ❢❧♦❛t✭✬✐♥❢✬✮✱
❢r❡q✉❡♥❝②❉♦♠❛✐♥❂✶✹✵✵✵✵✵✵✵✵✳✵✱ ♥❛♠❡❂✬▲✶❴❆✼✬✮
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Listing 3: The Odroid-XU4 Platform with the Platform Designer
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principal innovation behind the ♣❧❛t❢♦r♠❴❞❡s✐❣♥❡r is that it works with a
stack of clusters. The functions ♥❡✇❊❧❡♠❡♥t✭✮ and ❢✐♥✐s❤❊❧❡♠❡♥t✭✮ can
be nested to describe the topology in a hierarchical fashion. Between
these functions, the API allows us to describe heterogeneous cores and
different levels of interconnects with different properties, like their fre-
quency.
mappers
The mapping problem (cf. Section 2.4) plays an important role in this the-
sis. While we do propose some mapping heuristics for special contexts,
many methods in this thesis are orthogonal to the mapping heuristics.
As part of this thesis we have implemented multiple mapping algorithms
from literature in ♠♦❝❛s✐♥. These can be found in the ♠❛♣♣❡r module. The
heursitics included are the Group Based Mapping (GBM) heuristic [Cas+12]
and a static variant of the Linux Completely Fair Scheduler (CFS). We also
have some meta-heuristics, which include a random walk, simulated an-
nealing [Ors+07], tabu search [MEP08] and genetic algorithms [ECP06].
configuration
♠♦❝❛s✐♥ is designed to be a tool for tool development. As such, one of
its main goals is to enable building different scenarios for different con-
texts, like static mapping of KPN applications or hybrid execution of dy-
namic Long Term Evolution (LTE) loads [Men+21]. We use the Hydra [Yad19]
framework to configure ♠♦❝❛s✐♥ and construct different scenarios as dif-
ferent tools. This configuration philosophy allows us to work in a modular
fashion, which in turn allows us to implement different contributions of
this thesis as ♠♦❝❛s✐♥ modules.
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3B E N C H M A R K I N G
The methods we will discuss in this thesis are ultimately about improving
the performance of software. We need benchmarks to assess the perfor-
mance of software, and consequently to assess if the performance im-
proves. Benchmarks are essential for the research and development of
compilers and programming languages [HPP09], as well as hardware ar-
chitectures or runtime systems. In this context, benchmarks are gener-
ally understood to be collections of programs with particular properties.
Mostly, they cover a range of behaviors that are typical of, and important
for programs in a particular domain. This description, however, can mean
several different things. In this chapter, we formally define different types
of benchmarks and use them to classify different use cases. We then pro-
ceed to discuss concrete KPN and task-graph benchmarks for software
synthesis, as well as benchmark generation strategies both with random
graph models and machine learning.
3.1 Representative Benchmarks
Possible code fragments ( ) 








Figure 3.1: An illustration of probabilities in code space
To formalize our argumentation, we take a statistical view of program
code. Consider a formal language that describes the set of all possible
programs. For a program of fixed bounded size, this is a finite set Ω. For
example, the set of syntactically correct C source files smaller than 1 TiB in
size is certainly bounded by |Ω| ď 22
40
. Out of the syntactically-correct pro-
grams, only a fraction successfully compiles, and an even smaller fraction
executes something that makes sense semantically. Ideally, code written
by developers falls into the subset of executable programs, as an even
smaller subset. However, in this subset of correctly written code, not ev-
ery code fragment is going to be equally common. A fragment like ❢♦r✭✐♥t
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✐ ❂ ✵❀ ✐ ❁ ♥❀ ✐✰✰✮ is probably going to be seen much more frequently
than something like ✭✯✭✫♠❛✐♥✰✵①✶✸✹✮✮✭①✮. It is worth noting that there
is a more nuanced discussion behind what constitutes a unit of code. At
this point, however, we can omit this discussion and consider the whole
program as a unit, for simplicity of the argumentation. Thus, there is an
implicit probability density function (pdf) p on the discrete set of possible
code units Ω which models the way programmers write code. This is de-
picted in Figure 3.1. In reality, this is a highly dimensional space, and many
challenges would arise in defining a proper geometry in such a space. We
depict the code space Ω as one-dimensional for illustrative purposes, just
like the continuity of the pdf, which we have no reason to assume.
In this statistical view of code, we can consider some precise questions:
What does it mean for a collection of programs to be a benchmark? More
precisely, what does it mean for it to be representative, or what proper-
ties would be desirable of such a collection of programs? Consider the
examples depicted in Figure 3.2. This figure depicts histograms for three
kinds of collections of programs along the (implicit) pdf described in Fig-
ure 3.1. We think of an idealized abscissa dimension, with a proper metric,
such that programs that are semantically close are close on this dimen-
sion. Obviously, a multi-dimensional formalization would be better for
this, but we stick to a single dimension for the intuition provided by the
figures. Thus, a bin in the histogram might contain a single program but











Figure 3.2: An illustration of different types of benchmarks
The first kind of collection depicted, labeled as a “representative cover-
age benchmark”, has a handful of programs, each of which correspond
to a different category in the space of probable programs. Programs that
could be written by a human, but where it is unlikely that this will hap-
pen, are not covered by this type of benchmark. Furthermore, for every
type or category of code fragments, there is only one representative ex-
ample in the set. In particular, programs that are moderately likely will
be represented just as much as programs that are extremely likely to be
written. This, in a sense, overrepresents the former and underrepresents
the latter.
The second kind depicted, labeled as “representative benchmark”, re-
moves this imbalance. It is similar to the “representative coverage bench-
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mark”, but the difference is that in this kind of collection, programs ap-
pear with a relative frequency that is roughly in line with their probability
to be written. A benchmark of this kind would probably have more pro-
grams than a “representative coverage benchmark”, without including sig-
nificantly more types of programs or behaviors.
Finally, a “fuzzing benchmark” is a collection that does the opposite of
a “representative coverage benchmark”. It has programs covering those
programs that are unlikely to be written by a human, but possible: The
corner cases.
3.1.1 Sample use cases
We argue that what kind of benchmark is most appropriate depends on
the use case. To illustrate this, we will explain two large classes of use-
cases that require benchmarks. This certainly does not constitute an ex-
haustive classification, but will hopefully help clarify how the benchmark
choice is nuanced.
Testing
A very common use case for benchmarking is testing. Assume we have
developed a compiler optimization1 and want to see how good it works.
For this, we want to find out, in case someone writes a program and tries
our optimization on it, how we can expect it to behave. More formally,
we have a property P of code, like the speedup obtained by applying our
compiler optimization. We want to calculate the expected value ErPs over
the implicit pdf of writing the code we use our compiler on2.
For testing, we argue that we want a representative benchmark. Ideally,
we would get a set of programs x1, . . . , xl „ p i.i.d., where p is the implicit
pdf of code been written3. The expected value ErPs can thus be approx-
imated arbitrarily well with growing sample size l. We do this because,
in our example, we assume that the users of our compiler will also draw
from this distribution p, and thus Erspeedups tells us what speedup the
users can expect to get out of our optimization.
If we use a “representative coverage benchmark”, we can get a skewed
result, because of the over- and underrepresentation of program types
in this kind of benchmark. Thus, if our optimization works extremely well
for a small class of programs with a moderate chance of occurring, and
not so well with the most common types of programs, our testing would
return wrong results. It would tell us that our optimization is likeley to im-
prove our program, by overshooting the weight given to the moderately
common class where it serves well. In practice, however, our optimization
would be unlikeley to bring much improvement in this case, if we expect
our compiler to be used by everyone.
1 A good mapping heuristic in software synthesis can be considered a compiler optimization
in this context.
2 Technically, using the compiler is a conditional clause on the probability of a piece of code
to be written by a human.
3 A compelling case can be made that in some cases it’s the “dynamic” property of the prob-




Another common use case is tuning a heuristic. Consider again a com-
piler optimization as an example. In this case, however, instead of having
a finished optimization that we want to test, we are designing the opti-
mization by tuning a heuristic that is part of it. We want the heuristic to
be tuned such that the optimization works best (which we would asses
e.g. by testing, the other use-case). Training machine learning models also
falls under this category, and is thus likely that this use case will continue
to increase in its importance in the feature.
For tuning the heuristic, an argument can be made for all three kinds of
benchmarks from Figure 3.2. It depends on the heuristic. Assume we’re
dealing with a code transformation (e.g. converting Python 2 code auto-
matically into Python 3), which either it works or it doesn’t. We want to
optimize the parameters of our heuristic so that it works on the most
cases possible. In this case we probably want a “fuzzing benchmark”, to
be sure we cover the corner cases, or better yet, a combination of a
“fuzzing benchmark” and a “representative coverage benchmark”. On the
other hand, if the heuristic is something like a transformation expected to
speed up the execution, then the argument for a “representative bench-
mark” is basically the same as for testing. We want it maximize the ex-
pected value of this speedup. An important distinction between heuris-
tics pertains the way the parameters are set. Depending on how they
are updated, repeatedly seeing similar code examples might be useless
or even counter-productive, such that a “representative coverage bench-
mark” might be best suited.
More importantly yet is the process of designing the heuristic, before it
is tuned. Usually this process is iterative. In it, having to look at the corner
cases is common, too. Arguments for all the discussed kinds of bench-
marks can thus be made in similar fashion for the process of designing
a heuristic, depending on specific goals. For our methods improving soft-
ware synthesis, we mostly want “representative coverage benchmarks”.
In [Goe+19] we systematically classified all benchmarks and their usage
in papers in the CGO and PACT conferences between 2013 and 2016. Ta-
ble 3 in that work shows the analysis of 20 research papers from the con-
ferences and years mentioned and the benchmarks used, metrics eval-
uated and classification for benchmark type. In particular, the analysis
shows that most papers aim to characterize some improvement and re-
quire what we here call a “representative coverage benchmark”. A few
papers also used benchmarks as input for training or tuning a heuristic.
3.2 KPN Benchmarks
The ♠♦❝❛s✐♥ framework supports three input formats at the time of this
writing: t❣❢❢, ▼❆P❙ and s❞❢✸. We will discuss the first two for benchmark-
ing here, while the s❞❢✸ format will be discussed in Section 3.3.
3.2.1 CPN Benchmarks
The first input format for ♠♦❝❛s✐♥ is the ▼❆P❙ format, which uses bench-
marks written in the CPN language (cf. Section 2.1). A CPN application is
compiled using the MAPS flow, which evolved into the commercial tool
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Table 3.1: Summary of applications in the E3S






The benchmark suite is pretty dated, being over 20 years old at the time
of this writing. Unfortunately, benchmarks are generally scarce. The meth-
ods investigated in this thesis here have more to do with the trends than
the actual numbers, which is why using such a dated benchmark suite is
still adequate. We expect the relative performance of mapping algorithms
on the E3S benchmarks to be similar to that on present and future applica-
tions, since the importance is the interplay between communication and
computation costs, not the absolute values thereof.
A significant focus of the methods we will evaluate with these bench-
marks is on the multicore architectures. For this, we use the same method
as in [Wei+14; Sch+17]. We use the architecture topology of a modern mul-
ticore, including the frequencies, as well as the memory subsystem with
its latency and bandwidth, and scale the numbers from the E3S for each
of the cores of the modern multicore. This gives a realistic scenario, albeit
not simulating a concrete instance of the architecture. In [Sch+17] the au-
thors do this to create architectures with a regular mesh structure, with
less realistic topologies like heterogeneous meshes with randomly placed
cores. Instead, we use the topologies from concretely proposed or exist-
ing systems like the HAEC [Fet+19] or the Kalray MPPA3 Coolidge [inc20]
and map the processors in these architectures to those in the benchmark
suite.
3.3 Random Benchmarks and Level Graphs
The third category of inputs for ♠♦❝❛s✐♥ is s❞❢✸, which uses the SDF3 frame-
work [SGB06]. This framework is based on TGFF, adapted to the SDF model
of computation. We will discuss SDF more in detail in Chapter 6. However,
for the purposes of benchmarking as discussed here, both SDF and task
graphs can be considered as special cases of KPN. The random graph gen-
eration of the SDF3 framework allows multiple configurations on the types
of graphs it generates, controlling the number of actors (processes) as
well as the degree of connectivity in the graph, firing rates and execution
times of the actors, or if the graph is acycilic.
Random benchmark generation has two main advantages over using
fixed benchmarks. The first advantage is the amount of benchmarks,
which is virtually unlimited with a random generation approach. The sec-
ond advantage is the control over the properties of the benchmarks. Us-
ing SDF3 we can consider precisely what effect the properties of the graph
have on the algorithms (e.g. its size, or connectivity), by generating bench-
marks which have the desired parameters for the independent variable
we are investigating. The main disadvantage is obvious: random bench-
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marks are not as realistic as actual benchmarks. It is not clear if we will
find a graph like the one generated by SDF3 in a real-life application.
Since we have both the CPN and the E3S benchmarks, we will focus our
evaluation on those. Instead of discussing the graph generation in SDF3,
we will discuss random benchmark generation from a different type of
graph, level graphs[Goe+18]. The main difference is that for the use-case
for level graphs in [Goe+18] we do not have better, realistic benchmarks
we can use instead.
The context for benchmark generation we will discuss here are micro-
service-oriented architectures. Large internet companies like Facebook or
Twitter have an infrastructure that consists of multiple micro-services that
depend on each other [Mar+14]. A crucial factor for optimal performance
is the amount of I/O calls these micro-services make. We will discuss the
use case more in-depth in Chapter 7. In this section we will only focus on
the benchmark generation.
The micro-service-based infrastructures from large companies like
Facebook or Twitter are the intellectual property (IP) of these companies
and not in the public domain. If, for example, we want to improve a
method for optimizing I/O in Facebook’s spam-fighting service [Mar+14],
we cannot use a large representative benchmark sample from Facebook
to test against their method. Instead, we observe the general structure
of the programs in their work and device a methodology for generating











Figure 3.4: An example of a Level Graph. Adapted from Figure 1 of [Goe+18].
Figure 3.4 shows an example of a level graph. The graph depicted is a
tree which is organized by levels, which are indexed with integer numbers.
The nodes in the graph are labeled as different kinds of node, namely
r❡qÑ✐♦,s✉❜❢✉♥❝t✐♦♥ and ❝♦♠♣✉t❡. The graph depicted in Figure 3.4 is de-
signed to benchmark I/O optimization, which is why the node labels are
designed accordingly, reflecting I/O calls and other computation, as well
as an additional s✉❜❢✉♥❝t✐♦♥ node that creates nested benchmarks with
additional function calls. This is also by design, to test the use-case.
The idea behind level graphs is to reflect the intuition of locality in code.
This intuition is based on the observation that long-range dependencies
in code are less common than short-ranged ones. While programmers do
sometimes refer back to identifiers defined far behind, it is far more com-
mon to define values before using them. We interpret this as a statistical
feature of the distribution of code as commonly written by humans (cf.
Section 3.1). Levels in level graphs are thus designed to define the proba-
bility distribution of dependencies in graphs.
There are generally two accepted models of random graphs, the Erdős-
Réyni approach [ER59] and the Gilbert approach [Gil59]. The former de-
fines a uniform distribution over all graphs for a given number of nodes,
while the latter defines the probabilities of the edges independently. Our
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definition of Level Graphs is based on the Gilbert approach, but instead
of having uniform probabilities, the probabilities are defined through the
levels. Concretely, a level graph L “ ppV, Eq, lq is a directed graph pV, Eq
with a level function l : V Ñ N to the natural numbers, with the property
that for all nodes v, w P V there can only be an edge pv, wq P E if the level
of v is smaller than that of w, i.e. pv, wq P E ñ lpvq ă lpwq. To generate
a probability distribution in level graphs we define the probability of the
edge pv, wq P E to be as follows:
pppv, wqq “
#
0, if lpvq ě lpwq,
2lpvq´lpwq, otherwise.
The method can be generalized by choosing a different probability for
the case where lpvq ă lpwq. The chosen value 2lpvq´lpwq is, to an extent,
arbitrary. This probability definition ensures that dependencies are more
common locally, between levels that are close by, discouraging but not
prohibiting long-range dependencies.
A level graph can be used to generate code in different languages
or back-ends, expressing the same computation. In [Goe+18] we im-
plemented three back-ends for I/O optimizing frameworks, one for
Ÿauhau [Ert+18] (see Section 7.3), one for Twitter’s Muse [Kac15] and one
for Facebook’s Haxl [Mar+14]. These back-ends are also based on differ-
ent languages, namely Clojure and Haskell. The abstract nature of level
graphs allows us to generate code in different languages.
3.4 Machine Learning for Benchmarking
In the previous two sections we have discussed multiple benchmarks in
two different classes: hand-written benchmarks and randomly generated
benchmarks. We have discussed the advantages and disadvantages of
both. Hand-written benchmarks cost many person-hours to write and
maintain, and are usually very limited due to IP. Random benchmarks can
overcome the scarcity of hand-written ones at the cost of accuracy, since
they are less realistic and, accordingly, not as useful for assessing how
well a method will perform on real use-cases. There is a third approach
that sits in-between the two above, which is to use machine learning to
generate benchmarks with realistic properties. This section discusses this
approach and its limitations.
3.4.1 Generative models
Machine learning models that could generate benchmarks fall under the
general term “generative models”. There are different classes of genera-
tive models, however:
1. A model in the Fischer-Wald setting is a machine learning model
solving the problem of density estimation [Vap13]. This means find-
ing a pdf p1pt, α0q in a set of pdfs tp1pt, αq | α P Λu parametrized by
elements of the parameter set Λ, such that for the risk functional
Rpαq “
ş
´ logpp1pt, αqqdpptq, the value of Rpα0q is minimal over all
α P Λ.
2. A conditional estimation model can again mean a solution to a





project it into one dimension for visualization by making a principal com-
ponent analysis using all points. The figure shows the relative frequencies
as a function of the first principal component, i.e. the one with the largest
eigenvalue (by modulus). This figure thus serves to reproduce the intu-
ition of representativeness as illustrated in Figure 3.5. It is very clear that
the (feature) space covered by the benchmarks is larger than that covered
by the Github kernels. These, in turn, cover more of the feature space than
the generated CLGen kernels. These results are consistent with an expla-
nation of the results from Figure 3.7, within the formalism as introduced
here. Concretely, considering the formalism of benchmarks as reproduc-
ing a particular probability density and considering the task we want to
learn as a random variable. We believe this probabilistic model of bench-
marks has the potential to drive research forward in this direction, and
we should focus on it in future work.
A clear first conclusion from this re-thinking of the benchmarking
model is that we should also question the objective we are measuring
in Figure 3.7. The accuracy we consider is the accuracy on the established
benchmark suites. While this seems natural, the question is, is it the most
useful objective? In a real-world scenario we will have our own codebase
and will want to get the maximal accuracy in our code base. Good perfor-
mance in the benchmarks is only useful to us if our code is similar to that
on the benchmarks.
To evaluate this scenario, we took all 91 kernels from a concrete project,
the Freedesktop project4, and removed them form the Github dataset.
The choice of the project is in principle arbitrary, the important property
being that it has a moderate amount of kernels to evaluate on, without
significantly reducing the Github dataset to the point we cannot use it.
Using the same methods as above, we assessed the accuracy of training
with all seven5 benchmark suites compared to the Github kernels, without
the Freedesktop kernels, obviously. Surprisingly, the heuristic performed
significantly better with the Github kernels at 73%, compared to the 48%
obtained with the established benchmarks. These results support the the-
sis that the concept of representativeness is central to benchmarking and
models like the one proposed here should be investigated further.
3.4.3 Models of Code
One property of the generative models in CLGen is the way they represent
code. They do so by considering the (normalized) code as a stream of
characters that the model learns to predict. So far, in this thesis, we have
strongly motivated graph-based representations of code, from dataflow
graphs even to the closely-related level graphs. It is certainly not a new
insight that graphs are well-suited to represent code in its non-linearity.
Compiler construction in general is based on multiple graphs, like syntax
trees or control- and data-flow graphs (CDFGs).
Based on this observation, we investigated graph-based representa-
tions of code for machine learning. We focused specifically on compil-
ers [Bra+20]. Graph models in machine learning are an emerging field,
with Gated Graph Sequence Neural Networks (GGNNs) [Li+15] being suc-
cessful in multiple reasoning tasks. In the context of programming lan-
guage models, GGNNs and related graph models have also been very
4 https://www.freedesktop.org/
5 the benchmark suites are: AMD SDK, NPB, NVIDIA SDK, Parboil, Polybench, Rodinia, SHOC
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The results in Figure 3.9 show that graph-based models achieved bet-
ter accuracy than sequence-based ones, in general terms. This is not sur-
prising, as it has been discussed that they are better at exposing the
non-linear structure of code. Also not surprising is that all models do
worse in the grouped split, when forced to generalize across benchmark
suites. However, it is worth noting that the CDFG-based representations
performed better on the random split, and the AST-based representations
performed better on the grouped split. A CDFG is at a level of abstraction
closer to the machine than an AST, which is closer to the code itself as
written by a human. In this light, it is not surprising that a CDFG-based
representation was better at learning with a more representative bench-
mark in the random split. The problem in that case is more related to
the execution of code on a CPU or a GPU, whereas on the grouped split,
for generalizing across benchmark suites, understanding the semantics
of the code is more important for predicting how it might fare.
In this section we have seen how graph-based representations and the
level of abstraction are important, as well as how we should pay closer
attention to the representativeness of a benchmark. A natural question
at this stage is whether this insight can be used to improve generative
models and generate better, more representative benchmarks. For this
we also need graph-based generative models, which have received less at-
tention than GGNNs in inference. The graph generative model of [Li+18b]
works by generating sequences that construct the graph. While this al-
lows us to create graphs representing code, the sequential structure
of the generative sequences still pose some problems. This model is
also very generic, which makes it easy to generate invalid code graphs,
just like CLGen can generate invalid code. Expanding upon this, Alexan-
der Brauckmann managed to generate more valid code samples than
CLGen [Bra20] (up to 88%, compared to 38% for CLGen). In a related ef-
fort, Alexander Thierfelder designed a domain-specific extension to the
model of [Li+18b], aiming to generate LLVM-based graphs that are cor-
rect by construction [Thi20]. The LLVM language is complex, and we could
unfortunately not design a generative model where the graphs are cor-
rect by construction, but we could capture most of the LLVM semantics in
the model. Graph-based models of code are a promising direction for fu-
ture work, which could allow us to generate representative benchmarks,
among others [LC20].
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4M A T H E M A T I C A L S T R U C T U R E S I N M A P P I N G S
The space of mappings in the software synthesis flow we described has
a rich mathematical structure. This chapter aims to explore and expose
that structure, at least in part. We will consider two main aspects of
the mathematical structure hidden within the simple notion of a map-
ping, namely the inherent symmetry, and the degrees of similarity be-
tween mappings. We will consider how to extract this structure in a
computationally-efficient fashion, and how it can be exposed to tools that
aim to exploit it, in different representations.
This thesis focuses primarily on a view of the mapping problem cen-
tered on computation, instead of data. In many cases, with the increasing
discrepancy between execution frequency and memory access times (cf.
Figure 1.1) this view is not ideal. The problem space of data allocation is
usually more clearly structured and can be modeled better. For exam-
ple, we worked on integer linear programming (ILP)-based methods to
describe and optimize memory allocation [Ode+14; Ode+15; GCL16]. We
omit this work from this thesis for space reasons. We also omit work
on emerging memory technologies, concretely race-track memory (RTM),
where we used similar ILP-based models and other meta-heuristics like
genetic algorithms or domain-specific heuristics to optimize data place-
ment [Kha+20].
4.1 Symmetries
In this chapter we will explore the mathematical structure of symmetry
in the software synthesis process, mostly the work published in [GC15;
GSC17; Goe+17; GMC18; GNC]. The material in this section makes use of
concepts in group theory. We assume the basic concepts as seen in any
undergraduate course on group theory, with the definitions of groups, ac-
tions and orbits. A brief introduction, to the level required by this chapter,
can be found in Appendix A.1.
4.1.1 Architectures and Applications
Intuitively, when we say an object is very symmetric we usually mean it
has parts that are similar or identic, and the object looks identical (or sim-
ilar) from multiple points of view. In a symmetric face, for example, both
the left and right sides of the face are similar. A hexagonal mosaic might
look the same when seen from six different angles. Mathematically, this is
commonly modeled through transformations. A reflection along the ver-
tical axis in a face, or rotations of 60˝ in the heaxgon, both leave the ob-
ject (mostly) unchanged. We can do the same for hardware architectures,
even heterogeneous ones.
For example, the Exynos 5 in the Odroid-XU4 has four identical
Cortex A7™, say PE1, . . . , PE4 and four identical Cortex A15™cores, say
PE5, . . . , PE8. A transformation that swaps the cores PE1 and PE2 leaves
the archtiecture topology unchanged, since the cores are identical. This
is depicted in Figure 4.1. On the other hand, a transformation that swaps
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PE1 and PE5 does change the topology, since the cores are of different



























































Figure 4.1: Examples of transformations in the Odroid-XU4 architecture.
When the interconnect subsystem is more complex, this is also re-
flected in the topology. Consider the NoC-based architecture depicted in
the example, with four identical cores PE1 . . . , PE4. An analogous transfor-
mation to the one described before, which swaps the cores PE1 and PE2,
is not a symmetry of this topology, as depicted in Figure 4.2. The change
in the cores changes the communication patterns. Before the transfor-
mation, sending data from PE1 to PE3 needs two hops, whereas after the
transformation it can be sent within a single hop, as shown by the red













Figure 4.2: The communication topology affects symmetries in architectures.
Generally, the transformations that preserve the structure of the archi-
tecture topology have a clear structure. If two transformations t1 and t2
preserve the structure of the architecture topology, then their composi-
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tion t1 ˝ t2 also preserves it. Similarly, it is clear that reversing a transfor-
mation t´11 also preserves the structure. Finally, the identity transforma-
tion on the architecture idA (which does not change anything) clearly pre-
serves the structure. These observations together mean that these trans-
formations have the structure of a group with the function composition
p˝q as its operation.
More precisely, the group of symmetries of the architecture is precisely
the group of graph isomorphisms from the architecture graph A to itself.
An isomorphism from an object to itself is called an automorphism. We
denote the group of automorphisms of the architecture A as AutpAq
For the case of the NoC-based architecture, the authomorphism group
AutpANoCq – D4 is a dihederal group on 4 points. It conists of 3 rotations,
4 reflections and the identity transformation. The Odroid architecture, on
the other hand, has AutpAOdroidq – S4 ˆ S4 as symmetry group. This group
with 48 transformations consists of (independent) arbitrary permutations









Figure 4.3: The topology of the Kalray MPPA3 Coolidge.
Since the Odroid architecture is heterogeneous, both clusters are dis-
tinct and there is no symmetry between them. Many complex archi-
tectures, however, do consist of multiple identical clusters. Consider
the architecture depicted in Figure 4.3. It is the MPPA3 Coolidge from
Kalray [inc20] and consists of 5 identical clusters. Each cluster has 17 cores,
16 of which are identical general-purpose cores, and the last one is a
special-purpose secure and management core.
The MPPA3 Coolidge is a hierarchically-designed architecture. The five
identical clusters are conceptually at a different level than the cores at
each cluster. Designs like the HAEC [Fet+19] topology mentioned in the
introduction (cf. Figure 1.2) have even more levels of hierarchy. The sym-
metries of these hierarchical architectures are reflected in the different
levels of hierarchy of the topology [GNC]. For example, the automor-
phism group of the MPPA3 Coolidge is AutpACoolidgeq – S16 ≀ S5 and has
16! ¨ 5! « 2.51 ¨ 1015 symmetries.
So far we have discussed the symmetries of architectures. However, we
can apply the same principle to applications and their graphs. Conisder
the audio filter example application from Section 2.1 (cf. Figure 2.1). The
left and right channels perform precisely the same computation on dif-
ferent data. We could not, for example, just swap the ❢❢t❴❧ and ❢❢t❴r
nodes, since that would result in a different application that also swaps
the channels of the audio file. On the other hand, if we swap the whole
subgraph consisting of ❢❢t❴❧, ❢✐❧t❡r❴❧ and ✐❢❢t❴❧ with the equivalent
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subgraph of ❢❢t❴r, ❢✐❧t❡r❴r and ✐❢❢t❴r, the application remains identi-

















Figure 4.4: A symmetry transformation of the audio filter application.
Mathematically, we need to model the semantics of the application to
reflect its symmetries. For an application K “ pVK, EKq we can label the
nodes VK with unique identifiers relating them to the KPN process that
execute them (e.g. the ❴❴P◆♣r♦❝❡ss in a CPN program). Formally, thus, the
automorphism group AutpEq of the labeled graph K is trivial, i.e. AutpEq “
tidu. We could label K differently to capture the symmetry from Figure 4.4.
For example, if we use the source code of the process as label, we would
capture this symmetry. We have to be careful, however, as this can lead
to a problematic definition of symmetries.
An application might use the same code at different points, resulting
in very different behavior. For example, consider an application that re-
ceives a list of points, which it sorts before operating on it. Before return-
ing the list, it sorts them again to ensure they are sorted. Both times it
sorts the list using the quicksort algorithm, yet the second time the list
is almost always sorted or close to being sorted. Then, the execution of
the same quicksort code in the second instance behaves very differently
from the first time.
A difference like the one outlined above is very difficult to capture
automatically, as it requires understanding of the application to a very
high level of abstraction. We thus consider application symmetries as
manually-defined annotations. There are some conceivable ways to au-
tomatically capture and annotate such application symmetries, for exam-
ple when dealing with known data-level parallelism (DLP). In future work,
a framework as we discuss in Chapter 6, Section 6.2 could be extended to
extract application symmetries from DLP. For the rest of this thesis, how-
ever, we focus on symmetries induced from the architecture.
4.1.2 Mappings
We have seen how the architecture and applications have symmetries
in their structure. The groups AutpAq and AutpKq act on the architecture
A and the application K, respectively. These actions also induce an ac-
tion on the mapping space. Let m : K Ñ A be a mapping. Recall that a
symmetry σ P AutpAq of the architecture is a transformation that leaves
the structure of the architecture unchanged. Conisder then the mapping
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σm :“ k ÞÑ σpmpkqq. Since the structure of A is unchanged, then the
structure of m and σm is also identical. All observable properties Θ of m
and σm, like the execution time or energy consumption, are the same. If
they were not, it would have to be due to a structural difference in the
(sub)architectures mpKq, pσmqpkq “ σpmpKqq ď A, which are isomorphic
by assumption on σ. We say that these properties like the execution time
and energy consumption are invariants of the group action.
The case for K is analogous. Let π P AutpKq be a symmetry of the ap-
plication. Then the mapping πm :“ k ÞÑ mpπ´1kq is equivalent to m. Note
that we define it with π´1 instead of π so that this defines a left action.
Indeed, for π, τ P AutpKq, we have



















































































Figure 4.5: Group actions on mappings.
Figure 4.5 shows an example of the action on mappings. It depicts a
mapping m “ rPE2, PE1, PE1, PE5, PE1, PE5, PE3, PE7s of the audio filter ap-
plication on the Odroid XU4. On the bottom right, we depict the action of
σ on m for the architecture symmetry σ “ pPE1, PE2q, in cycle notation1,
which is the same symmetry transformation depicted in Figure 4.1. This
results in the mapping σm “ rPE1, PE2, PE2, PE5, PE2, PE5, PE3, PE7s. On the
top right, we show the action of π on m for the application symmetry
π “ p❢❢t❴❧, ❢❢t❴rqp❢✐❧t❡r❴❧, ❢✐❧t❡r❴rqp✐❢❢t❴❧, ✐❢❢t❴rq,
which is the application symmetry depicted in Figure 4.4. This results in
the mapping πm “ rPE2, PE1, PE1, PE1, PE5, PE3, PE5, PE7s.
From the underlying problem formulation, as defined in Chapter 2,
mappings under these symmetries are necessarily indistinguishable from
each other, since they rely on inherent symmetries of the models. On
the other hand, these are just models, they need not reflect reality. It still
leaves the question open, how does this hold up in pracitice? Are equiva-
lent mappings actually equivalent? In [Goe+17] we tested this empirically,
by executing four equivalent mappings and measuring the runtime and
1 See Appendix A.1 for an explanation
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here for formalizing the symmetries of applications, architectures and
mappings. An overview of the methods of computational group theory
can be found in [Hol05; Ser03], which both cover far beyond the basics
presented in this subsection. Here we will present only the methods nec-
essary for the calculations required of applications to software synthesis.
To leverage the symmetries explained in this thesis, we need methods
to calculate the following:
1. Given an architecture graph A, calculate (generators for) the group
of symmetries AutpAq.
2. Given a mapping m : T Ñ A and the symmetry group G :“ AutpT Ñ
Aq, enumerate the orbit Gm.
3. Given two mappings m, m1 : T Ñ A and the symmetry group G :“
AutpT Ñ Aq, determine whether m “ gm1 for a g P G, i.e. if the two
mappings are in the same orbit.
Mature software exists for computational group theory that can, in
principle, solve these problems. The GAP system is a Domain-Specific Lan-
guage (DSL) for computational discrete algebra with a focus on (computa-
tional) group theory [GAP20]. We developed algorithms for dealing with
problems 1-3 in GAP [GSC17]. We also included naive versions of most al-
gorithms implemented directly in Python in ♠♦❝❛s✐♥.
Using GAP-based algorithms in software synthesis tools like MAPS in prac-
tice, however, comes with a series of complications. The largest problem
is that it adds a dependency on a whole ecosystem. A complete distribu-
tion of GAP is over 200 MiB of size and takes around a second to start up
in standard commodity hardware of today. Additionally, to communicate
with a running GAP instance we need to use OS pipes, which is cumber-
some and not portable. We thus developed a standalone library [GNC;
Nic20], ♠♣s②♠, which implements the required algorithms to solve prob-
lems 1-3 and includes a domain-specific extension for efficiently dealing
with hierarchical (e.g. clustered) archictures [GNC].
Calculating the group of symmetries from an architecture graph (Prob-
lem 1) is very related to the graph isomorphism problem. This is a problem
in NP, and it is not known, neither believed to be in P nor NP-complete.
In December 2015, Lásló Babai published a pre-print where he claims to
have found a quasi-polynomial algorithm [Bab16], yet at the time of this
writing (January 2021) the peer-review is still not complete. Regardless of
the worst-case complexity, graph isomorphism can be solved efficiently
in practice for most instances [MP14]. Algorithms for doing so are imple-
mented in nauty/Traces, which ♠♦❝❛s✐♥ and ♠♣s②♠ use to solve Problem 1.
Virtually all MPSoCs have topologies that follow a well-defined set of de-
sign principles, like using NoCs, hierarchical clusters or groups of identical
PEs. This is also the idea behind the ♣❧❛t❢♦r♠ ❞❡s✐❣♥❡rmodule in ♠♦❝❛s✐♥.
In [GNC] we showed that we can leverage this to construct the automor-
phism group of the architecture. In particular, the automorphism groups
of hierarchical architectures are the wreath product of symmetries of the
clusters. We used a specialized algorithm that leverages a wreath-product
decomposition, originally applied in model checking [DM09]. Table 4.1
shows the domain-specific approach to finding architecture symmetries
in hierarchical designs, as described in [GNC].
Most algorithms in computational group theory use a special data struc-
ture describing the group. This data structure is called a base and strong
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Table 4.1: Correspondence of architecture and group-theoretic constructions.
Adapted from Table 1 in [GNC].
Hardware Architecture Group Theory
Bus-based connection (n identical
elements/clusters)
Symmetric Group Sn
Distinct elements/clusters Direct product G1 ˆ . . . ˆ Gn
NoC Connection with topology
graph Γ (identical elements)
Automorphism group of Γ AutpΓq
Hierarchical composition Wreath product G ≀ H
generating set (BSGS), see [Hol05; Ser03] for more details. The standard al-
gorithm for calculating the BSGS for a group is the Schreier-Sims Algorithm.
Multiple variants of this algorithm exist, which are more efficient under
different circumstances. Computer algebra systems (CAS) like GAP use dif-
ferent variants with sophisticated heuristics for selecting which variant to
use. In ♠♣s②♠ we implement some variants of the Schreier-Sims algorithm
with a less sophisticated selection heuristic, which do not surpass GAP’s
performance. For all groups investigated in this thesis, however, ♠♣s②♠
was comparable to GAP, without the large ecosystem dependency [Nic20;
GNC].
Problem 2 is a standard problem in computational group theory. We
solve it using the Orbit algorithm, which can easily be adapted to a lazy
variant, described in Algorithm 1. If we use a perfect hash, the algorithm
returns exactly the orbit of the mapping. If the hash can have duplicates,
a smaller orbit might be returned, but the algorithm will clearly never
yield elements from outside the orbit. This lazy variant is especially useful
when looking for any mapping in the orbit which fullfils some properties,
instead of being interested in the full orbit. This is especially useful in the
TETRiS system, which we will describe in Section 5.5.
Algorithm 1 A lazy variant of the standard orbit algorithm
input: A generating set X “ pg1, . . . , gnq, xg1, . . . , gny “ AutpMq for the
mapping space, a mapping m0.
output: The orbit of m0: AutpMqm “ tgm0 | g P AutpMqu
1: H Ð tHashpm0qu
2: CurElems Ð tgim0, Hashpgim0q R H | i “ 1, . . . , nu
3: H Ð H Y tHashpmq | m P CurElemsu
4: while CurElems ‰ H do
5: for m P CurElems do
6: yield m
7: CurElems Ð tgim, Hashpgimq R H | m P CurElems, i “ 1, . . . , nu
8: H Ð H Y tHashpmq | m P CurElemsu
Finally, to solve Problem 3, we could simply solve Problem 2 for both
elements and see if the orbits are identical. Orbits form a partition of the
mapping space M, meaning that two orbits are either identical or dijsoint
(and the union of all orbits yields M). This is a very inefficient way of solv-
ing Problem 3, since it means we have to enumerate the whole orbit for
each element. Using the same principle of the Orbit’s partition, we can
also just enumerate the orbit for one element and see if the other ele-
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ment is in it. While this is also an improvement, it is still very inefficient.
Orbits can be very large when the problem has much symmetry. By de-
fault, ♠♣s②♠ uses this variant as a fall-back method to solve Problem 3
when correctness needs to be guaranteed.
Another alternative for this which works without enumerating any or-
bits is based on the fact that the symmetries of the mapping AutpMq ď
SympMq, the symmetric group on M (i.e. the group of all permutations
on M). Thus, if two mappings m, m1 are in the same orbit under AutpMq,
then they are also in the same orbit under SympMq: there exists a per-
mutation σ P S|M| which takes m to m
1. However, |M| as we have seen
can be very large, as it grows (at least) as |VA||VK| and SympMq – S|M| is
thus unimaginably large, namely | SympMq| “ |M|! ě p|VA||VK|q!. If we con-
sider only architecture symmetries, this all works over the much smaller
AutpAq. We obviously do not have to iterate over the group to construct σ,
since we know both m, m1 we can construct it directly. Knowing σ, we can
efficiently solve the group membership problem [Ser03] for these permu-
tation groups, using the BSGS data structure. We know, namely, that σ is in
AutpMq if and only if AutpMqm “ AutpMqm1, by the definitions of the orbit
and σ. On the other hand, if we cannot construct σ from m, m1, because it
leads to contradictions, then, obviously, the orbits are different.
There is an alternative variant of this which also allows us to select a
mapping to work with, e.g. for DSE. It is based on canonical representa-
tives [GSC17; GMC18]. A canonical representative of an orbit Gm is an ele-
ment m0 P Gm such that there is a function f : M{G Ñ M which maps Gm
to m0. In other words, the function f selects a unique element of every
orbit, this element is the canonical representative.
For constructing our canonical representatives, we order mappings us-
ing the lexicographical ordering. For two mappings m “ pm1, m2, . . . , mkq
and m1 “ pm11, . . . , m
1
kq we say that m ď m
1 if and only if there exists a j ď k
such that mi “ m1i for all i ă j and mj ď m
1
j. The function f for the canon-
ical element of the orbit thus maps Gm to min Gm. In other words, we
choose canonical elements to be the lexicographical-minimal elements
of the orbits.
Algorithm 2 Local search for finding canonical representatives. Adapted
from Algorithm 1 of [GMC18].
input: A mapping m, a generating set S, with xSy “ AutpMq.
output: A mapping mcanonical “ gm with mcanonical ď m
1 for all m1 P Gm
1: F Ð tmu
2: Fold Ð H
3: while F ‰ Fold do
4: Fold Ð F
5: for all s P S do
6: for all m1 P F do
7: if sm ă m then
8: F Ð F Y tsmu




To find the lex-minimal canonical representatives we use a local-search
algorithm based on an iteration similar to the Orbit Algorithm. Algorithm 2
shows this local-search heuristic. This algorithm returns the lex-minimal
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element of the orbit if the generating set has a particular property, which
we called being a strictly order-preserving generating set [GMC18]. We say
S is a strictly order-preserving generating set if for two mappings m1 ă m
in the same orbit, i.e. m P xSym1, there exists a word s1, . . . , sn in the gen-
erators si P S, such that m1 “ s1 . . . snm with sipsi`1 . . . snqm ă psi`1 . . . snqm
for all i “ 1, . . . , n ´ 1. For example, for the symmetric group Sn, the set
of all transpositions S “ tpi, jq | i ‰ j P t1, . . . , nuu is such a strictly order-
preserving generating set. Without this property, the local search could
yield an element which is not the lex-minimal element. If we remove the
optional reduction in Line 9, we significantly speed up this search and
make the probability of finding only a local minimum instead of the global
one higher. Since all mappings in the orbit are equvialent, such a local min-
imum will always have the same objective properties Θ as the real canon-
ical representative (cf. Section 2.4). Thus, finding a local minimum instead
of the canonical representative is tantamount to considering a smaller
group of symmetries, and thus a very acceptable risk for a considerable
speed-up. Both ♠♣s②♠ and ♠♦❝❛s✐♥ implement this heuristic and use it by
default for design-space exploration, as we will see in Section 5.3. We also
integrated ♠♣s②♠ into ♠♦❝❛s✐♥, using the simple Python versions of the al-
gorithms in ♠♦❝❛s✐♥ only as fall-back.
4.1.4 Partial Symmetries
The symmetries we have considered so far can be considered as “global”
symmetries: they are transformations of the complete structure (e.g. ar-
chitecture, mapping). The intuitive notion of symmetry, however, is more
general than this. What we consider as symmetry also includes the rela-
tionship of a structure to its parts. In particular, a symmetry can be local
to a part of the structure, without being global. A general discussion of
this can be found in [Law98], as well as a detailed exposition of the math-
ematical background of this section.
We can see what we mean by local structures in the example depicted in
Figure 4.7. It shows two NoC architectures both with a regular mesh topol-
ogy. The first one is a two-by-two mesh, the second one four-by-four. We
can compare now the symmetries of both architectures intuitively, and
see how these translate to the group-theoretic sense. The four-by-four
mesh is larger, and has a sort of self-similarity: it can be thought of as
composed of four copies of the two-by-two mesh arranged in a larger








































Figure 4.7: A comparison of the two different-sized meshes and the intuitive no-
tion of their symmetries.
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However, if we look at the group of automorphisms of the corre-
sponding architecture graphs, we get a result that defies this intuition:
both architectures have the same groups of symmetries! More precisely,
their groups of automorphisms are isomorphic, they are dihedral groups
on 4 points, D4. More concretely, there are only 8 possible structure-
preserving transformations acting on these two topologies, which are the
rotations of 90˝, 180˝, 270˝, 360˝ “ 0˝ and the reflections among each of
the axes (horizontal, vertical and both diagonals). We cannot, for exam-
ple, divide the four-by-four mesh into a two-by-two mesh of two-by-two
meshes, and rotate that larger two-by-two mesh by 90˝ or one of the
smaller ones by 90˝. These two operations both work locally, if we ignore
the rest of the structure, but do not preserve the whole structure of the
mesh, as illustrated by Figure 4.8. The figure shows how a rotation on the
bottom left 2 ˆ 2 mesh breaks the communication structure. Highlighted
is the communication between PE1 and PE3, which changes from 2 hops

































































Figure 4.8: An example of a local symmetry that is not a global symmetry of a 4 ˆ 4
mesh.
For the mathematical formalization of this intuitive notion of local sym-
metries, in this section, we follow [Law98]. There are essentially two equiv-
alent ways of formalizing this intuitive notion of local symmetries, inverse
semigroups and ordered groupoids. We will consider the formalization
using inverse semigroups, as it is conceptually simpler for computations,
and mathematically equally as powerful. In the case of global symmetries,
there are concrete transformations of architectures and mappings, which
correspond to abstract groups. For partial symmetries, we will consider
partial transformations of mappings, which we will model as partial per-
mutations, and these partial permutations (transformations) have a cor-
responding abstract inverse semigroup.
We start by defining partial functions and partial permutations.
Definition 4.1.1. Let X,Y be sets. A partial function f : X Ñ Y is a function
from a subset of X to a subset of Y. We denote the domain of f by domp f q
the codomain of f by codp f q. Thus, the partial function f : X Ñ Y is a (total)
function f : domp f q Ñ codp f q
Definition 4.1.2. Let X be a set. A partial function f : X Ñ X from X to
itself is called a partial permutation if the (total) function f : domp f q Ñ




1 2 3 4
5 6 7 8
¸ ˜
1 2 5 6
1 5 2 6
¸
For computations [Eas+19], the three notations can be interpreted to
make different data structures that make different opperations more ef-
ficient, like application of the partial function (as an array look-up), for
sparse partial permutations (as lookups in key-value pairs), or cycles for
efficient multiplication (as concatenation). They have different benefits
and drawbacks. For readability though, the cycle notation is the most com-
pact one, and the one we will use for the rest of this thesis.
Just as for groups, we can define the (left) action of a semigroup:
Definition 4.1.3. Let S be a semigroup and X be a set. We say that S acts
on X (on the left) if there is a function ¨ : S ˆ X Ñ X such that pabq ¨ x “
a ¨ pb ¨ xq. If S is a monoid with identity 1 and the function ¨ satisfies the
condition 1 ¨ x “ x for all x P X, we say that the action is a monoid action.
The action of a semigroup of partial permutations on an architecture
works the same as with groups, except it does not work on the whole
architecture. Let f be a partial permutation on an architecture A, and m :
K Ñ A be a mapping on that architecture. If the partial permutation is
defined on all cores that m maps to, i.e., impmq Ď domp f q, then we can
use the action of the semigroup of partial permutations of A to define
another mapping f m by f mptq “ f ¨ mptq for all t in K. If f is not defined on
some of the cores of m, i.e., impmq Ę domp f q, then we cannot define f m.
In this way, f also defines a partial permutation f̂ on the set of mappings
M Ď tm : K Ñ Au “: AK.
Consider for example the mapping of an application with three tasks
to the 4 ˆ 4-mesh defined by m1pt1q “ m1pt3q “ PE1 and m1pt2q “
PE5, which we can also write as the vector m1 “ p1, 5, 1q. Then the par-
tial permutation p1, 2, 6, 5q from Figure 4.9 above defines the mapping
p1, 2, 6, 5qm1 “ p2, 1, 2q. Similarly, the action of the partial permutation
p2, 5qp1qp6q yields a new mapping, p2, 5qp1qp6qm1 “ p1, 2, 1q. However, since
the translation τ “ r1, 5sr2, 6sr3, 7sr4, 8s is not defined on PE5 “ m1pt2q, we
cannot define r1, 5sr2, 6sr3, 7sr4, 8s as a mapping. Formally we can say that
the partial permutations {p1, 2, 6, 5q and {p2, 5qp1qp6q are defined on m1, but
{r1, 5sr2, 6sr3, 7sr4, 8s is not defined on m1.
What happens with application symmetries? As defined here, the edges
of the application K are the (data) dependencies of a computation process
(or task). All dependencies have to be respected, which means that consid-
ering partial symmetries of the application can lead to non-determinstic
or faulty behavior.
We are now ready to formally define the set of partial symmetries of ar-
chitectures and mappings, as in the case of groups. Recall that a mapping
m : K Ñ A can be seen as a morphism of graphs from M to A. In particu-
lar, every mapping m defines a subgraph mpKq ď A. This subgraph has a
node mptq P VA for every PE in the architecture A that is used in a mapping,
and similarly an edge pmpt1q, mpt2qq P EA for every communication prim-
itive where a channel is mapped to. Precisely the isomorphism of these
subgraphs is what defines the partial symmetries of the architecture.
Definition 4.1.4 (AutSemi). Let A be an architecture graph. The set of
partial symmetries of the architecture graph AutSemipAq is the set of par-
tial labelled-graph isomorphisms of A, i.e. the partial permutations ϕ of
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VA which induce an isomorphism of labeled graphs between dompϕq and
codpϕq.
As motivated above, AutSemipAq acts on the set of mappings M, just as
AutpAq the group of (total) symmetries does. This action (and the action of
the group AutpKq) define together an embedding on AutSemipMq ď IpMq,
the inverse semigroup of partial permutations on M, which is how we
define AutSemipMq.
In inverse semigroups, not every element has an inverse, only a pseudo-
inverse. Consider the identity partial permutation on the lower-left 2 ˆ 2-
NoC in the 4 ˆ 4 mesh, i “ p1qp2qp5qp6q. This identity partial permutation is
an idempotent, which means that i2 “ i, which implies that i´1 “ i. Groups,
in contrast, have precisely one idempotent, the identity element. The set
of idempotents of a semigroup plays an important role in describing the
structure of the semigroup [Law98]. If we then consider the translation
τ from above, we can multiply τi “ r1, 5sr2, 6s, which is defined only on
two cores. If we muliply it with the pseudoinverse of i, i´1 “ i, we get
τii´1 “ τii “ τi ‰ τ. There is no way we can get τ back from τi, since τ is
defined on 4 cores.
Just as with groups, we can define orbits for inverse semigroups. How-
ever, due to the one-way nature of some multiplication operation, the
orbit of a semigroup is more complicated. Let X be a set and let S be a
semigroup acting on X. Then, for an element x P X, we can think of the
orbit graph of x as a directed graph O “ pV, Eq where V “ tsx | s P Su. The
edges E are defined by the action, namely an edge e “ pv, wq is added for
every v, w for which there exists an s P S such that v “ sw. This directed
graph is clearly connected, but not strongly connected. The strongly con-
nected components (sccs) of this orbit graph define equivalence classes
and play the role that orbits played in group actions for our application
to software synthesis.
By definition of AutSemipAq, for a partial symmetry f P AutSemipAq and
a mapping m we know that if the mapping f m is defined, then the two sub-
graphs f mpKq – mpKq ď A are isomorphic. We also get an isomorphism
between the two subgraphs by Lemma 4.1.5
Lemma 4.1.5. Let m : T Ñ A be a mapping and let f P AutSemipAq be
a partial automorphism of the architecture such that impmq Ď domp f q.
Then, the two graphs mpKq and p f mqpKq are isomorphic and the function
ϕ : mpKq Ñ p f mqpKq, mptq ÞÑ f ¨ mptq for all t P K is an isomorphism of
labeled graphs.
Proof. First note that ϕ is well-defined. Indeed, since impmq Ď domp f q it
means that f ¨ mptq is defined for all t P VK. Since f P AutSemipAq, we
know that the type of mptq and f ¨ mptq is equal for all t P VK, as well as the
type of all edges pmpt1q, mpt2qq and p f ¨ mpt1q, f ¨ mpt2qq is equal. Thus, ϕ is a
morphism of labeled graphs. Finally, since f P AutSemipAq, we know that
f is a partial permutation, and in particular, a bijection between domp f q
and codp f q. In particular, ϕ is bijective, and as a bijective morphism of
labeled graphs, an isomorphism.
What about the converse, if the subgraphs generated by the mappings
are isomorphic, does this mean that there is a (partial) isomorphism of
the mappings too? Can we use this to characterize equivalent mappings?
In general, no. Consider the subgraph of the mappings m2 :“ p5, 5, 1q
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and m3 :“ p5, 1, 1q. Both these mappings project into isomorphic sub-
graphs m2pKq – m3pKq – m1pKq, but obviously the mappings are not
equivalent. Even if the subgraphs are isomorphic, the crucial difference
is, however, that the mapping ϕ as defined in Lemma 4.1.5 is not an iso-
morphism of (labeled) graphs. What if tasks t1 and t2 are equivalent? In
other words, what if g “ p1, 2qp3q is a (full) automorphism of the appli-
cation graph? Then, the mappings m1 and m3 are equivalent (via g), but
the function ϕ of Lemma 4.1.5 is still not an isomoprhism of the sub-
graphs. However, we can generalize the function by applying g first, as
ϕ ˝ g : mpTq Ñ f mpTq, mptq ÞÑ p f m ˝ gqptq “ p f mqpgptqq. This generaliza-
tion, in fact, yields a full characterization of equvialent mappings through
isomorphy of subgraphs.
Theorem 4.1.6. Let A be an architecture with inverse semigroup of auto-
morphisms S “ AutSemipAq and let K be an application graph with group
of automorphsims G “ AutpKq. For mappings m, m1 : T Ñ A, the following
statements are equvialent:
1. There exists a partial permutation f P S and a permutation g P G,
such that ϕ ˝ g is an isomorphism of labeled graphs.
2. The two mappings are equivalent by symmetries in the orbit of S ˆ
G.
Proof. The implication p1q ñ p2q follows directly from the definition of ϕ
and the action of S ˆ G. For the implication p2q ñ p1q, since m and m1 are
in the same scc of the orbit of S ˆ G, there exists an x P S ˆ G such that
m “ x ¨ m1. We can use the direct product structure of S ˆ G to decompose
x “ f g for f P S, g P G. This means that m “ f g ¨ m1 “ f ¨ pg ¨ m1q. Applying
Lemma 4.1.5 on m and g ¨ m1 shows that ϕ ˝ g is an isomorphism.
How do partial symmetries with inverse semigroups compare to
(global) symmetries, in the sense of group theory? We can start with a
simple example, of a 2 ˆ 2 mesh, which we will call M2. The group of
symmetries of this architecture, as we have seen, is D4 with |D4| “ 8
symmetries. What about the partial symmetries? It is easy to check that
| AutSemipM2q| “ 45, which are many more partial symmetries than global
ones! But in fact, comparing the size of the group and the semigroup is
misleading. We can’t compare them, as they deal with different objects,
functions and partial functions. For this case of M2 there is a sense in
which we do not get any more symmetries by going to the partial sym-
metry world. We can see it through the following argument: the group
AutpM2q – D4 acts canonically on the power set of M2, PowpM2q, sim-
ply by acting element-wise: For M Ď M2 and g P AutpM2q, the (canoni-
cal) action is defined as follows: g ¨ M :“ tg ¨ m | m P Mu. In this action,
the orbits PowpM2q{G are in obvious bijection to the sccs of the orbit of
M2{ AutSemipM2q.
We have seen how to describe partial symmetries, a natural question
is how to calculate them? This can be accomplished with the methods
of [Eas+19], and our applications of it in joint work with Sergio Siccha
and Jeronimo Castrillon [GSC17]. In fact, ♠♣s②♠ implements Algorithm 2
from [GSC17]. We worked with Sebastian Krammer in his bachelor the-
sis [Kra17] on finding more efficient algorithms. Unfortunately, the algo-
rithms as implemented so far are not efficient enough to be useful in the
context of mappings and DSE.
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In future work, we believe we should be able to find explicit generating
systems for an n ˆ n mesh for an arbitrary n, which would significantly
improve the performance of the algorithms, which is limited by finding
a good generating set. Using inverse semigroups also opens up an addi-
tional avenue for future work, where similarities can be described instead
of precise symmetries. For example, mapping an edge between two cores
in a mesh to a different edge type with a smaller number of hops is sure to
not worsen the performance of the application when running in isolation,
although we cannot say if it will improve it or not. Such a transformation
can also be described with semigroups, and the directed graph structure
of the orbits nicely encompasses such one-way transformations.
4.2 Metric Spaces
When considering the design space of mappings M “ AK we usually con-
sider no quantitative relationship between mappings. For two mappings
we can say if they are identical or not, or perhaps with the methods of Sec-
tion 4.1 if they are equivalent or not. However, any further relationship we
can’t describe: can we say that two mappings are very similar, or very dif-
ferent? Can we quantify the distance between two mappings? Intuitively,
we can. This section requires some basic concepts from the mathematic
theory of (discrete) metric spaces and embeddings into real spaces. Ap-
pendix A.2 gives an overview of the required concepts, a more thorough
exposition can be found in [Mat02], Chapter 15 in particular.
Normally, we encode mappings as vectors m “
´
a1, . . . , a|VK|
¯
where
ai P VA is the PEs where task i is mapped. If we interpret these vectors as
being (real) vectors in R|VK|, we can endow them with a vector distance,
like the Euclidean distance dEuclideanpv, wq “
ař
ipvi ´ wiq
2. This can be




a norm for p ě 1. For p “ 1, this norm is also known as the Mathattan
distance, in allusion to the distance between buildings in a regular mesh
like the streets of Manhattan. We can endow the space of mappings with
a metric also by using the Hamming distance, which counts only the num-
ber of differing entries in the vector. However, none of these metrics are




























































p4 ´ 1q2 “ 3 dist “
a
p4 ´ 5q2 “ 1
Figure 4.10: An intuitive example of distance between mappings.
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Consider the example in Figure 4.10. It shows three mappings
m1 : t1 ÞÑ PE2, t2 ÞÑ PE1; m2 : t1 ÞÑ PE2, t2 ÞÑ PE4;
m3 : t1 ÞÑ PE2, t2 ÞÑ PE5 .
We would normally write these mappings as vectors, m1 “ p2, 1q , m2 “
p2, 4q and m2 “ p2, 5q . If we calculate the standard (Euclidean) distance of
these vectors, then m2 is farther away from m1 than from m3. However,
we know that communication between PE1 and PE4 is much faster than
between PE4 and PE5. The Euclidean distance in the mapping space does
not reflect the structure of the communication subsystem.
4.2.1 Architectures
In the example illustrated in Figure 4.10 we saw intuitively how mappings
can be more or less similar. This intuitive notion clearly depends on the
underlying architecture. It is the hardware architecture that determines
the cost of communicating data between processes. In order to endow
the space of mappings with a metric space structure, we should first do
so with the architecture.
We can use the intuition behind the example to define a metric that
takes latency into account this way [GMC18]. The fundamental observa-
tion here is that in a multicore architecture, communication between dif-
ferent PEs takes different amounts of time. There are multiple problems
with using the communication time between PEs directly as a distance
between PEs. Firstly, communication times depend on multiple factors:
the latency and bandwidth of the communication resources used, the
amount of data being sent, the (software) communication protocol, clock
synchronization between hardware resources like the PEs and buses, arbi-
tration or other contention issues, etc. Of course, we can model these to
various degrees. However, the distance between PEs needs to be a fixed
number and not a function of all these factors. As an approximation, how-
ever, we can use the expected latency for a package of a standardized size
(e.g. 8 bytes). As an expected value, this is a fixed number, but through its
statistical nature it can include as much complexity in the model as re-
quired2.
The second issue we run into when using communication times for
defining a distance is that, by definition, the distance between a point
and itself has to be 0, but usually a PE has to communicate with itself
using an L1 cache, scratchpad memory or similar, which has a small but
non-zero latency. In this sense, the expected communication latency be-
tween cores is not a metric space distance, but it approximates one well.
We propose thus to ignore this latency and set the distance to 0, to obtain
the mathematical metric space structure.
Finally, this metric space structure depends strongly on the unit used to
measure latency (e.g. cycles, milliseconds, etc), as well as on the absolute
speed of the communication sub-architecture. Since the goal of exposing
this structure is to leverage it for algorithmic decisions like finding good
mappings, it is useful to have comparable distances between different
2 If communication in the architecture is asymmetric, this will not define a metric. We can
average the communication from p to q and from q to p to fix this, but we should probably
consider this case separately.
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architectures. For this, we propose to norm the metric distance function
such that the average distance between PEs is 1.
Put together, these principles yield the following definition:
Definition 4.2.1 (Architecture Metric Space). Let A “ pP, Eq be an archi-
tecture graph and lat : P Ñ P be the expected latency between PEs. Then
we set
dA : P ˆ P, pp, qq ÞÑ
#
latpp, qq, if p ‰ q
0, otherwise
(4.1)
Remark 4.2.2. For an architecture graph A “ pP, Eq, the tuple pP, dAq is a
metric space.
Proof. Obviously dApp, pq “ 0 for all p P P, by definition, and dApp, qq ą 0
for p ‰ q since the expected latency between PEs is always greater than
0. For p, q, r P P we have dApp, qq ` dApq, rq ě dApp, rq since the expected
latency of moving data from p to q and then to r will always be at least as
much as moving it from p to r directly.
In this way we endow M with a discrete metric space structure, with a
metric that reflects the memory subsystem of the architecture, or more
generally, its communication. While this allows for a simple and powerful
mathematical definition, a metric space structure can be inefficient for
calculations. To cope with this, we will also discuss low-distortion embed-
dings and show how we can find them for the metric spaces introduced.
Appendix A.2 reviews the basic notions of metric spaces, as well as more
advanced concepts needed to introduce and find the more computation-
ally efficient low-distortion embeddings.
Unfortunately, this metric also has some issues. In particular, it does
not distinguish between core types on heterogeneous systems. To fix this,
we propose an alternative metric space structure on M, by adding extra
dimensions for the communication and the computation. This is funda-
mentally very similar to adding channels in the mapping vectors. We thus
define a metric on the channels, based on the metric defined by Defi-
nition 4.2.1. The distance between two channels c, c1 P EA is defined as
| latpc1q ´ latpc2q| for the communication channel between the cores. We
then apply a similar concept for the cores, and take relative values of the
expected runtime. Disregarding the ISA or micro-architecture, we can use
the frequencies as a first estimation, which is what we do here. Obviously
the frequency is not the best estimation of the expected differences in ex-
ecution times between PEs, but we restrict our consideration to this for the
scope of this thesis. Future work should focus on finding better metrics
for the mapping space.
This definition will not produce a metric, since distinct cores which are
equivalent will have a distance of 0, and similarly equivalent channels. To
deal with this, we add a minimal distance between the cores (e.g. 0.1 times
the distance between the next two core types).
Application distances
To go from A to M, we can use the same principle as the Lp norms and de-





pq1{p, which can immediately be checked to be
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a metric on M. This way we can consider, as a metric space (embedding),
the structure of A to be
M K . . . Kl jh n
ˆ|VK|
M, i.e. M ˆ . . . ˆl jh n
ˆ|VK|
ˆM with dpMi, Mjq “ t0u for all i ‰ j.
(4.2)
There are multiple issues with this as well. A crucial problem with it is
that this does not consider the dependencies between tasks in the appli-
cation graph A, nor does it consider how multiple tasks might be more or
less relevant. Many methods can be considered to account for this fact,
like having factors for the dimensions of the copies of M in the orthogo-
nal sum. However, we omit evaluating multiple such metrics to limit the


























































dist = min_dist dist = 2∆tPE
Figure 4.11: An example of a problem with the orthogonal-sum construction of the
distance metric for the mapping space.
Figure 4.11 illustrates another problem with this construction. The met-
ric does not distinguish between tasks mapped on the same core or on
different cores, something that has a large impact on the performance
of the mapping. Here we are considering the variant of the metrics with
the extra dimensions, but the problem is independent of the architecture
metric we base this on.
A particularly important property of these metric space constructions
is that they give meaning to distances in the mapping space; they make
it into a landscape. This is a highly-dimensional landscape, which we can-
not visualize except in the simplest examples, like the two-task mapping
we visualized previously, in Figure 1.4. There are other ways of visualiz-
ing this space, however. The t-SNE method [MH08] aims to group points
by their distances, making points that are close by in the mapping space
also close in the visualization, and simlarly for points far appart. A disad-
vantage of this method is that it does not preserve the actual values, the
coordinates of the points become meaningless. A different approach is to
use random projections onto a two dimensional-space. By the Johnson-
Lindenstrauss lemma [JL84], such a random projection will have a low
distortion with high probability (see Appendix A.2 for more details). We




might have a mapping m0, for which we want to find all mappings that are
within a radius r of it, i.e. compute the ball Brpm0q with radius r around m0.
For this we need to iterate over all m P M and calculate if dMpm0, mq ď r,
which is intractable for all but the simplest examples.
To deal with this, we use established methods from discrete geometry
to calculate low-distortion embeddings. A mapping ι : M ãÑ Rn such that
there exists a D ą 0 with
D´1dpx, yq ď }ιpxq ´ ιpyq} ď dpx, yq (4.3)
is called an embedding with distortion D (cf. Appendix A.2). In other words,
the relative error of the distances is at most D. Using convex optimiza-
tion [Mat02], we can calculate a low-distortion embedding for a finite met-
ric space. This allows us to work with vectors of real numbers which make
many algorithmic tasks scalable, e.g. computing random points in a ball.
Since the size of the mapping space grows exponentially with the num-
ber of tasks and changes for every application, computing such an embed-
ding for a large mapping space every time we want to do DSE would also
be intractable. We can avoid this by using the orthogonal sum construc-
tion from Equation 4.2. Given an embedding ι : A ãÑ Rk with distortion D
for the architecture with a given metric dA, we can construct an embed-
ding ιk of the mapping space defined as in Equation 4.2 with distortion
D.
Theorem 4.2.3 (Theorem III.1 of [GMC18]). Let ι : pM, dq ãÑ pRn, } ¨ }pq be
an embedding with distortion D and define ιk : pMk, dpq ãÑ pRnk, } ¨ }pq as
ιkppx1, . . . , xkqq “ pιpx1q, . . . , ιpxkqq. Then ιk is an embedding with distortion
of at most D.
Proof. It is clear why ιk is an embedding (well-defined and injective), since
ι is one. The distortion follows from the homogeneity of the } ¨ }p-norm
applied to Equation 4.3.
The mapping space can still have a high dimension, a problem usu-
ally called the curse of dimensionality. With this construction, for the met-
ric without the extra dimensions, the dimension of the embedding ιk
is k|VA| “ |VK||VA|. A method to improve this is to use the Johnson-
Lindenstrauss lemma to reduce the dimension with a projection. We do
this with an iterative method, described in Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3 Iterative dimensionality reduction via the Johnson-
Lindenstrauss lemma.
input: A discrete metric space M, a low-distortion embedding ι : M ãÑ Rn
and a target distortion D.
output: An embedding with dimension ď n and distortion at most D.
1: dim Ð 1
2: while dim ď n do
3: for _ P numIterationsPerDim do
4: ι̃ Ð JLReductionpι, dimq
5: D̃ Ð CalculateDistortionpι̃q
6: if D̃ ď D then return ι̃
7: dim Ð 2 ¨ dim
return ι
Algorithm 3 exponentially increases the dimension, running
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In Chapter 4 we have seen how the mapping space has inherent struc-
ture and how we can describe this structure explicitly using mathematical
methods. In this chapter we will see how we can leverage this structure
to improve software synthesis flows in different ways.
5.1 Compact Mappings
In Section 4.2 we show multiple ways of endowing the mapping space with
a distance metric. A common method for defining a metric in a NoC-based
system is to count the number of hops between two processors [Sin+10;
Sch+17]. Indeed, this is the same as the L1 (Manhattan) distance on the
topology graph of the architecture. A natural idea that arises from this is
to search for compact mappings, i.e. mappings that take a (geometrically)





















Figure 5.1: Equivalent mappings of two applications, one being compact and the
other one not. Adapted from Figure 1 in [GMC19].
Figure 5.1 illustrates the idea of compact mappings. It depicts two vari-
ants for mapping the two application graphs depicted in the figure. The
particular property of these two variants is that they are equivalent from
the point of view of the distances: For any two connected nodes in any
of the application graphs, the node distance in terms of number of hops
between both nodes is identical in both mapping variants. Intuitively, how-
ever, the mappings on the right are preferable to those on the left. Does
this intuition translate to actual benefits in mappings?
We first have to translate this intuition into a formal definition. We de-
fine the support of a mapping m as the set of cores that have tasks mapped
to them, i.e. supppmq “ mpVKq Ď VA. We can look at the size of the support
in the metric interpretation of the mapping space. Let rm be the minimal
radius r ą 0 such that there is a ball Brpv0q with radius r for a point v0 P VA
that contains the support of the mapping, i.e. supppmq Ď Brpv0q. A com-
pact mapping is a mapping with a small r. How small r should be to be
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considered compact, depends on factors like the metric space and the
number of tasks. What we can do properly is compare rm for different
mappings to see if they are more or less compact, according to this defi-
nition. For the examples in Figure 5.1 we can see that both mappings on
the left have a radius of rm “ 3 according to the L1 (Manhattan) distance,
whereas those on the right both have a smaller rm “ 2.
To test this idea we used a SystemC-based NoC simulator,
Noxim [Cat+15], which we modified to obtain more detailed statistics
about the simulations [GMC19]. In particular, we extracted the variance of
the package delays in the simulation. We configured Noxim to simulate
a 10 ˆ 10 mesh topology with xy routing and worm-hole switching. This
choice was made to mimic the routing of commercial platforms like
the Tile-Gx series from Mellanox Technologies [Mel15a; Mel15b], Intel’s
Xeon Phi [Tam+18] Scalable Platform [Sod+16], or academic ones like
OpenPiton [Bal+16].
If we execute the example from Figure 5.1, the non-compact example
on the left actually outperforms the compact one on the right. By closer in-
spection of the figure, this is because the distances within the application
are very high. In other words, the mappings depicted are simply bad map-
pings. A lot of contention within the application offsets any gains from
avoiding contention against other mappings.
However, while the motivational example is not very informative in
terms of finding good mappings to combine, it does motivate the idea of
compact mappings. We used a heuristic to find such compact mappings
in a regular mesh NoC, while also ensuring they are not as bad as those
in the example. We do this by ensuring the communication costs are low
within the application as well, using a greedy heuristic.
Algorithm 4 A greedy heuristic for low-communication mapping in NoC-
based architectures. Adapted from Algorithm 1 in [GMC19].
input: A connected application graph K “ pVK, EKq, the size of the mesh
n, a set of occupied cores X Ď t1, . . . , nu ˆ t1 . . . , nu “: VA
output: A mapping m : VK Ñ VA
1: CurNode Ð RandomFrom(VAzX)
2: v0 Ð RootpKq
3: mapping Ð pv0 ÞÑ CurNodeq
4: X Ð X Y tCurNodeu
5: for e “ pn1, n2q P BreadthFirstEdgeSearchpKq do
6: CurNode Ð mapping(n1)
7: d Ð mind“1...nta P VAzX | |a ´ CurNode| ď du ‰ H
8: q Ð RandomFrompta P VAzX | |a ´ CurNode| ď duq
9: mappingpn2q Ð q
10: X Ð X Y tqu
return mapping
The heuristic is described in Algorithm 4. We assume the application
graph is (weakly) connected. The heuristic then starts with any node in
the application such that there is a path from it to every node in the appli-
cation (❘♦♦t). It then randomly assigns an unused core to this node, subse-
quently iterating through the application graph in a breadth first fashion.
In this breadth-first search, it assigns cores such that the distance from




geometry, as seen by comparing the compact mapping in Figure 5.1 with
the non-compact one in Figure 5.4 (note that the application is sligthly
different).
5.2 Robust Mappings
Faulty cores are an unfortunate reality of MPSoCs. After some time, at least
one core is likely to fail. However, using hardware monitors, these faults
can be reliably detected, sometimes even before the core actually starts
failing [ZK11; Zha19]. A strategy to deal with faulty cores, when detected, is
to migrate tasks executing in that core to a different core. This way, when
the core fails, the execution can continue without the application failing.
While such a remapping strategy is ideal for preserving the functional
correctness of applications, it can have negative consequences on the per-
formance of the application. Especially for real-time applications, where
the timing performance is part of the functionality, these consequences
can be as fatal as a core failing without being detected or without remap-
ping. Moreover, in mixed-criticality domains, a pre-determined mapping
can be varied at runtime due to priority issues or similar unforseen cir-
cumstances. To deal with this, we propose to search for mappings that
are robust [Hem+17]. We say a mapping is robust when its runtime prop-
erties are unchanged by minor variations in the mapping.
The robustness of a mapping and the corresponding methods pro-
posed in this section are appropriate for soft or firm1 real-time applica-
tions, especially in mixed-criticality contexts. In this context, we say a map-
ping is feasible if its execution time is below a specified real-time deadline.
To test if a (feasible) mapping is robust, we apply perturbations. A pertur-
bation consists in taking the mapping and changing it partially, to see if it
is (still) feasible. A robust mapping should be resistant to perturbations,
as motivated by the remapping scenarios described before.
To find such robust mappings we propose [Hem+17] adapting the bio-
inspired algorithm for called Lp-adaptation [AMS17]. This algorithm uses
the metric space structure of the mapping space (cf. Section 4.2) to navi-
gate it and find a design center. For a fixed probability P, a design center is
a feasible point m in the design space, such that points in a neighborhood
of m are feasible with probability at least P. For the context of this discus-
sion, we consider neighborhoods of the form Brpmq, a ball with radius r
around the point m. The Lp-adaptation algorithm seeks to find an m which
maximizes the radius r such that the Brpmq is feasible with probability at
least P.
Figure 5.5 again uses a visualization with the method described
in [Li+18a] to illustrate the intuition behind the design centering algorithm.
We see the mountain landscape of the mapping space, where the height is
the execution time of that mapping. The figure shows three different pos-
sible thresholds (high, medium, low). All peaks that are above the thresh-
old are colored red: these depict infeasible points. A robust mapping is a
mapping such that we could “walk” in any direction from it without reach-
ing one of the red peaks. The larger the radius where this is possible, the
more robust the mapping. This metric interpretation of the design space
allows us to use the metric-based algorithm of Lp adaptation to estimate
1 A firm real-time application is one where the computation and data is useless after missing





Section 2.4. We will see many applications of the structures defined and
analyzed in Chapter 4
5.3.1 Heuristics and Metaheuristics
Generally in DSE we distinguish between two approaches for dealing
with these kinds of intractable problems, heuristics and meta-heuristics
(cf. Section 2.4). Recall that mapping heuristics are domain-specific al-
gorithms that exploit the specific domain-knowledge to find a solution
based on a pre-defined model of the problem, whereas meta-heuristics
rely on an iterative evaluation of the points. As we outlined above, dif-
ferent heuristics and meta-heuristics come with trade-offs between the
exploration time required to find a solution and the quality of said solu-
tion. This is certainly the case for many discrete optimization problems in
general, the mapping problem being no exception [Goe+16]. Commonly,
meta-heuristics tend to find better results provided enough time, but re-
quire accordingly more time to do so.
A particular difficulty of comparing mapping approaches and algo-
rithms are the different models used by different algorithms [Goe+16].
With the ♠♦❝❛s✐♥ tool we designed a common framework that allows us to
compare between mapping algorithms [Men+21]. In particular, in ♠♦❝❛s✐♥
we have two heuristics for mapping: the GBM heuristic [Cas+12] and a static
mapping variant [Men+21] of the CFS scheduler from Linux. Additionally,
we have implemented genetic algorithms based on and inspired by those
found in Sesame [ECP06; QP14; Goe+16], a simulated annealing [Ors+07]
mapping algorithm and a tabu search [MEP08]. We also have a simple
random walk algorithm for reference. A survey of these mapping algo-
rithms, among others can be found in [Sin+13]. We implemented these al-
gorithms for ♠♦❝❛s✐♥ and this thesis to have a basis for comparison from
established literature.
We first compare these mapping algorithms to establish a baseline. We
execute a random walk 500 random iterations. For the genetic algorithm
we run an evolutionary µ ` λ strategy for 20 generations of population
size 10, crossover rate of 1 with probability 0.35 and mutation probability
0.5, with a tournament selection with tournament size 4. For the GBM algo-
rithm we set the parameters as ❜①❴♠ of 1, ❜①❴♣ of 0.95, ❜②❴♠ of 0.5,❜②❴♣ of
0.75, The simulated annealing heuristic we execute with an initial temper-
ature of 1 and a final temperature of 0.1, with a temperature proportion-
ality constant of 0.5 and a random movement starting radius of 5. Finally,
for the tabu search mapper we set a maximum of 30 iterations, each of
size 5 and with a move set size of 10 and tabu tenure of 5, and a random
candidate move update radius of 2. These parameters were not chosen
systematically (e.g. using something like Bayesian optimization or general
(hyper-)parameter optimization approaches), but through manual testing
on examples to find sensible defaults. A deliberate choice in the param-
eters, however, is that the exploration times should be comparable be-
tween the meta-heuristics, i.e. such that the iterative mappers evaluate a
similar amount of mappings.
Figure 5.9 shows a comparison of the different heuristics and meta-
heuristics on the E3S benchmarks. Each of the metaheuristics that require
random data we execute 10 times and show the variation as calculated
by the unbiased estimator of the standard deviation of the multiple sam-
pled times. The execution times vary obviously depending on the differ-
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growing design space and its complexity, which affects the metaheuris-
tics, while the static CFS mapper can still leverage domain-specific knowl-
edge to find fairly good mappings.
5.3.2 Leveraging Symmetries
As motivated when discussing them in Section 4.1, symmetries can be
used to improve DSE in the mapping problem. There are two distinct appli-
cations of symmetries in DSE. The first application is for speeding up meta-
heuristics (without modifying them), as shown in [GSC17], by leveraging
the equivalence of symmetric mappings in a symmetry-aware cache. The
second application is by pruning the design space as seen by the meta-
heuristic, effectively changing the meta-heuristic [GMC18; GNC].
We will first discuss the idea of a symmetry-aware cache. As discussed
before, meta-heuristics work through an iterative principle, where they
evaluate mappings and drive the search based on the results of the eval-
uation. While the evaluation is fast and light-weight by design (cf. sec-
tions 2.5 or 2.3), it still usually dominates the execution time of the ex-
ploration (cf. Figure 5.9). A defining property of the symmetries is how
simulation results are invariants of the equivalence classes of orbits (cf.
Section 4.1). This means that if we know the results of a simulation for a
mapping, we know the results for all mappings in its equivalence class. We
can leverage this by designing a symmetry-aware mapping cache, which
stores simulations results by equivalence class instead of storing them for
each mapping [GSC17]. This yields a trade-off, where computations about
the symmetry have to be executed every time a mapping is going to be
looked-up in the cache or evaluated. Ideally, these calculations would re-
quire but a fraction of the time saved on simulations.
We implemented a symmetry-aware cache in ♠♦❝❛s✐♥ which uses
♠♣s②♠ and its Python interface. We used this to evaluate the method
of symmetry-aware caching on the E3S benchmarks by accelerating the
various meta-heuristics discussed in Section 5.3.1. We can also evaluate
the domain-specific methods of mpsym [GNC] by applying this method
to multiple architecture topologies. In addition to the Odroid XU4 and
MPPA3 Coolidge, which we used consistently throughout this thesis, we
also test the methods on the exploration of two additional architectures:
HAEC and a simple generic cluster. The HAEC architecture (cf. Figure 1.2) is a
PCB design with low-latency optical interconnects on layers with a regular-
mesh structure (we modeled it as a 4 ˆ 4 mesh). Multiple such layers (we
model 4) are then connected, using low-latency wireless interconnects to
communicate between adjacent layers. While in the HAEC design, each
node of the layer is an MPSoC, we model the topology by placing cores
in those nodes and considering the board as a single MPSoC. This serves
to evaluate our methods on this topology. The generic cluster architec-
ture we evaluate is the simplest non-trivial clustered architecture topol-
ogy possible. It consists of two identical clusters, each of which with two
identical cores. Each cluster shares a cache, and the two clusters can com-
municate over main memory.
To manage the sheer amount of experiments (" 105) for this evalua-
tion and the upcoming ones in this chapter, we slightly modified the pa-
rameters of the meta-heuristics, reducing the overall execution time. We
reduced the number of generations of the genetic algorithm to 10, the










• Do tasks A and B execute on the same PE?
The ❙②♠♠❡tr✐❡s representation representation normalizes mappings
that are equivalent to a single (canonical) mapping, while still using the
vector form (cf. Section 4.1). Some examples of well-suited questions for
it are:
• Is this mapping equivalent to mapping m1?
• Do tasks A and B execute on the same PE?
The ▼❡tr✐❝❙♣❛❝❡❊♠❜❡❞❞✐♥❣ representation uses the communication
topology to define meaningful distances between PEs and by extension,
between mappings (cf. Section 4.2). This representation is well-suited to
answer questions like:
• Is this mapping very similar to mapping m1? (can give false positives,
as seen in Section 4.2)
• Is the expected latency between tasks A and B under 10µs?
The ❙②♠♠❡tr②❊♠❜❡❞❞✐♥❣ representation combines the ❙②♠♠❡tr✐❡s and
▼❡tr✐❝❙♣❛❝❡❊♠❜❡❞❞✐♥❣ representations. As such, it combines the both
their strengths and weaknesses as a mapping ontology. Other represen-
tations, not necessarily based on metric spaces, could readily be added
to this language. For example, we could design a hierarchy or inclusion-
based distance with a way to define a PE hierarchy with refinements (PEs
P clusters P chips) and similarly for hierarchical applications.
The Language
The statements in the language refer to a mapping, i.e. every mapping in
the mapping space either satisfies such a statement or it does not. Thus,
the questions motivated for the different representations above can be
combined in a single statement, like: “Is this mapping very similar to m1
(distance ď 100) and not Is this mapping equivalent to m1 and (there exists
a PE p such that tasks A, B and C are mapped to p or (the expected latency
between tasks A and B is small than 10 and the expected latency between
tasks B and C is smaller than 10 and the expected latency between tasks
A and C is smaller than 15µs)).”
In this language, a special solver tries to find a solution to a statement
(i.e. a mapping) or a set of such solutions by evaluating the propositions
in the statement in a specific order. For example, if we have a proposi-
tional statement in conjunctive normal form, we can solve the different
conjuncts iteratively. Since a mapping has to satisfy each of them, the fi-
nal mapping can be found by first filtering a large portion of mappings
with the strongest conjunct, and iterating from there. In his work, Felix
Teweleitt designed a solver for ♠♦❝❛s✐♥ which utilizes a simple heuristic
with precisely this principle to solve some queries [Tew19], but there is
potential for much more sophisticated solving methods.
We choose to extend propositions about mappings to first-order logic
so that we can have quantifiers only valid for some specific domains, like
mappings, PEs, hardware communication resources, tasks (or processes
or actors), communication channels. It is clear why and how these do-
mains are the ones we can quantify over for first-order formulas de-
scribing mappings. An additional idea would be to include physical dis-
tances (over a discrete set of distances). This can be combined with differ-
ent spatial ontologies in semantic localization for the Internet of Things
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(IoT) [Web19]. This way, we could define IoT-mappings that have specific
requirements specified in our logical mapping language.
A vision of such IoT mappings could be the following example: A smart
autonomous car enters a smart parking lot. The parking lot is dark and
pretty full already, and the car is low on battery, so that it needs to find
a parking space with a suitable recharge station. To navigate in this dark
environment, the smart car needs to offload its pedestrian recognition al-
gorithm to a service in the parking lot, which it does by using an ontology-
powered service discovery [WAL19] mechanism. Since the large concrete
structure of the mapping space blocks the signal, only some very close-
by servers in the smart parking lot are suitable for offloading computa-
tion with low latency and high reliability. Spatial ontologies have to be
included in the mapping query to offload the high-performance pedes-
trian recognition in a dark environment. Furthermore, for legal reasons,
the car cannot offload some decision-critical parts of the computation to
an external device. This complex set of constraints on the IoT mapping can
be formulated in a mixed-ontology sentence, which includes a successor
of our logical mapping language with multiple representations, as well as
other IoT-ontologies like semantic localization.
Clearly this vision is very far removed from today’s reality, but it explains
the motivation for a logical language and mapping ontologies based on
the representations as discussed in this thesis.
5.5 Run-time applications: TETRiS
So far, the applications of the structures we have discussed are primarily
useful at compile- or design-time. In this section we will discuss TETRiS, a
hybrid mapping approach where the structure of mapping symmetries
are useful at run-time.
In Section 4.1 we saw how the symmetries of the mapping problem de-
fine multiple mappings to be equivalent. We expect mappings that are
equivalent to have the same runtime or energy consumption. Indeed, the
simulation results are identical for equivalent mappings. When leverag-
ing this structure for DSE, we consider only one of the multiple equiva-
lent mappings, disregarding the rest, since they yield identical results in a
simulation. The Transitive Efficient Template Run-time System (TETRiS) ap-
proach [Goe+17] leverages this property in a complementary fashion, by
selecting equivalent variants at run-time according to the current system
load. While this works for a single mapping, the strength of TETRiS lies in se-
lecting from different mappings with different properties first and using
the equivalent variants to find a multi-application schedule.
We say that a design point (mapping) m1 dominates another m2 if for
the objective property Θ, m1 is at least as good as m2: Θpm1q ď Θpm2q. Re-
call that as defined in Equation 2.1, Θ is a multi-objective function and the
comparison Θpm1q ď Θpm2q is to be understood component-wise, i.e. for
each objective i, Θipm1q ď Θipm2q. A Pareto point is a design point (map-
ping), which is not dominated by any other design points. The different
mappings TETRiS chooses from are, ideally, Pareto points in the space of
properties we are interested in. Figure 5.18 illustrates this for the proper-
ties of energy, performance and resource utilization. Each of the green
points in the property space depicted to the right of the figure is a Pareto
point. It is better than every other point in at least one of the properties





6B E Y O N D K P N : M O D E L S O F C O M P U T A T I O N
In his seminal paper in 1936, Alan Turing proposed what he called a “com-
puting machine”1. While his machine was motivated by a person doing
computations, he intended to capture the very notion of compatibility by
it: namely what is possible to compute at all. He was modeling computa-
tion. Two additional such models of computation existed at the time, the
λ-calculus as proposed by Alonzo Church that same year [Chu36], and the
concept of general recursive functions due to Herbrand and Gödel, de-
veloped by Kleene [Kle36]. These three equivalent models [Tur37] were
the original models of computation. They are equivalent in the sense that
they define the same notion of what is computable. To an extent, these
models were not concerned with how to (efficiently) compute something,
but rather, what we can compute and what not. Since then, with the revo-
lution of digital computers, the interest increasingly shifted to care about
how we can compute. This spawned a much larger amount of models of
computation at different levels of abstraction.
In 1972, Karp [Kar72] kick-started the field of computational complexity
by identifying many problems that were equivalently difficult to compute,
the class of NP-complete problems. Computational complexity relies on
the fact that the asymptotic behavior of the number of steps of an algo-
rithm, as a function of the input (size), is invariant when changing between
these models of computation. Around the same time, in 1970, Dana Scott
proposed a mathematical theory of computation [Sco70] based on what
are now called (Scott) domains2 and the Scott-topology. Two ideas are
central in Scott’s formalization. The first is a method for capturing partial
computations, i.e. computations that have advanced but not finished yet.
The second idea is that of modeling a computation as a continuous func-
tion between such domains, where a proper notion of continuity (in the
Scott topology) models causality in the computation. Scott’s semantics
allowed to capture the process of a computation, but not the internals,
which are abstracted away by the function.
The question of how we compute can be modeled in different ways
by complexity asymptotics or partial computations in the Scott formal-
ism, but some aspects are still left unmodeled. A significant such aspect
not taken into account by these models is where we are computing. The
theory of distributed computation was growing, with models like Petri
Nets [Pet62] or seminal work like Lamport’s on clocks and ordering of
events [Lam78]. These models deal with properties of a computing sys-
tem that has physically separate parts which split and distribute the com-
putational load. However, the focus of the models is the system doing the
computation, not the computation itself.
In this thesis we are mostly interested in concurrent models of com-
putation. Such models abstract away the (distributed) computing system
and focus on the computation itself. They consider and express concur-
rency in the computation, which can be exploited for parallel or asyn-
chronous execution.
1 Now known as a Turing machine
2 Also called ω-complete partial orders [Gun92], and closely related to algebraic lattices.
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6.1 An overview of Models of Computation
This section will survey some of the most important concurrent models
of computation. Before diving into the models, we will first discuss the
mathematical semantics3 of computation by Scott.
6.1.1 Partial Computation: Scott Domains
When Scott proposed his mathematical theory of computation [Sco70],
he used the term mathematical to contrast it with operational compu-
tation. In practice, the steps of a computation are defined by the ISA of
the machine executing them. Most people don’t write programs directly
for the ISA, however. They write them in an abstract programming lan-
guage, which is translated by a compiler into machine instructions. Thus,
in practice, the implementation of a compiler is what informally dictates
the (operational) semantics of programs. Scott’s theory had the ambitious
goal of being an abstraction that sat between these operational seman-
tics and the abstract notions of computability of e.g. Church or Turing.
He intended to abstract away the arbitrary implementation choices that
were necessary but did not change the essence of the execution. While
today his model is not the single established abstract model of seman-
tics he sought out to define, it introduced several important ideas and
mathematical structures to models of computation. In particular, a cru-
cial abstraction introduced by his theory is that of partial computation.
His theory makes it possible to express a computation as a series of par-
tial results, without regarding the actual implementation of these. We will
now introduce the basics of Scott’s mathematical theory of computation.
Two related concepts can be used to computation in Scott’s semantics,
ω-complete partial orders [Gun92] or complete semi-lattices [LM09]. We
will use the latter. Let xA, ďy be a partially-ordered set (poset). For a subset
B Ď A, we say a is an upper or lower bound of B if a ě b (resp. ď) for all b P
B. Similarly, we say a is a greatest lower bound/least upper bound of B if a is a
lower/upper bound of B and for all other lower/upper bounds a1 we have
a ď {b or a ě b, respectively. A nonempty set D Ď A is then called directed
if every nonempty subset of D has an upper bound . If every such set D
has a least upper bound, we say that A is directed-complete. In that case,
we denote the least upper bound of D as \D. If A additionally has a least
element K P A with K ď a for all a P A, we say that A is a complete partial
order. If, instead, A is directed-complete and every non-empty subset has
a greatest lower bound, we say A is a complete semilattice.
The canonical example of this are sequences, which are a generaliza-
tion of strings. Let Σ be an alphabet (a set). We call Σ˚ the set of words
(Kleene star) over Σ, and Σω “ N Ñ Σ is the set of (countably) infinite
sequences over Σ. We then define S “ Σ˚ Y Σω as the set of (finite or infi-
nite) sequences over the alphabet Σ. The set of sequences S is obviously
a poset with the prefix relation Ď, where s Ď s1 iff there exists a t P S with
s.t “ s1. Here, p.q : S Ñ S denotes the concatenation operator (which co-
incidentally makes S a monoid with neutral element ǫ, the empty string).
In fact, S is a complete semilattice with regard to Ď (cf. [LM09]). In Scott’s
model, these sequences describe the partial steps of a computation pro-
cess, generating data in discrete steps (not necessarily all at once).
3 Nowadays we call these semantics denotational
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A function f : S Ñ S is called monotone if for s Ď s1 it holds that
f psq Ď f ps1q. Interpreting f as computation, this models causality: having
more input data cannot change the data that has already been output.
In other words, the future cannot change the past. An additional, more
technical definition is that of continuity. A monotone function f : S Ñ S
is called continuous if for all directed sets D in S, it holds that f p\Dq “
\ f pDq :“ \t f psq | s P Du. This concept is distinct from that of a mono-
tone function only for infinite sequences. It means that a function will not
produce its output only after reading an infinite amount of input. We call
this continuous because the prefix relation defines a topology on the set
S, the Scott topology.
6.1.2 Concurrent Computation
Scott’s computation model implicitly assumed a sequential computation
process, and Scott-continuous functions are a powerful method for de-
scribing partial sequential computations. Can we also use this model to
describe parallel computation? Gilles Kahn did precisely this, four years
after Scott published his mathematical theory of computation. He used
the formalism of Scott to define a model of parallel computation, based
on what he coined as process networks, now known as Kahn Process Net-
works (KPNs) [Kah74].
The basic idea to generalize the Scott theory of computation for con-
current execution is simple. We compose functions in networks of Scott
functions, these are the KPNs. These composed functions yield a system
of equations. For example, we can compose a Scott continuous func-
tion f with itself by applying it to its output. This yields an equation:
f psq “ f p f psqq, which is solved by a fixed point of f (i.e. a sequence s P S
with f psq “ s). A series of related results on such systems of equations
and fixed-points by Tarski, Kleene and others show that such a system
always has a least fixed point. This defines the semantics of KPN. For ex-
ample, for the case of the single function f as above, if f is the identity
function, this least fixed point is ǫ. This solves problems with loops in the
system by giving well-defined semantics, and even yields a procedure to
find the fixed points, by recursively applying the functions. In particular,
this means that KPNs are deterministic (as per their fixed-point semantics).
There are other related models that span from the same time period,
like the Hewitt-Agha actor model [HBS73; Agh86]. This was also a model
of parallell computation. In it, actors communicate with other actors via
messages in a non-deterministic fashion. Actors can also be dynamically
created and the connections between them are also dynamic. While this
yields much more flexibility, it comes with a high price: determinism.
Other models of parallel computation include Petri Nets [Pet62], in
which a bipartite graph of places and transitions models the distributed
execution of a system. Transitions in petri nets are very flexible as well,
but they are also non-deterministic, the order in which multiple activated
transitions fire is non-deterministic in general.
A series of more abstract models are the Process Calculi, which includes
the well-known Π-calculus and CSP. These models are called calculi be-
cause they define specific composition rules, like parallel composition
A|B or A}B for processes with clear semantics. They are well-known for
describing systems and specifying their behavior, e.g. in the context of
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model checking [BK08]. However, these are also very abstract models of
computation.
Figure 6.1 shows an overview of the different models of computation
and their properties. The dotted nodes refer to abstract properties of
the models, whereas the filled nodes are concrete models. Concretely,
the ones colored light-blue are that we review and use more in detail in
this thesis. Timed models, like reactors, will be discussed in Section 6.3,
and dataflow models in the section below. This figure was inspired by Fig-
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Figure 6.1: Overview of different models of computation. Color-filled nodes refer
to concrete models, dotted ones are abstract properties.
6.1.3 Dataflow Models of Computation
A series of models stands out in the context of software synthesis and also
in the domain of embedded system software, these are dataflow models
of computation. More dataflow models have been proposed than what
we could reasonably list and describe here. The original idea however,
or at least one of the first to be published, goes back to Dennis [Den74;
Den86] These dataflow models were also related with KPN, in so-called
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dataflow process networks [LP95; LM09]. Common among most dataflow
models is the concept of actors, which encapsulate computation and
which have firing semantics. Actors communicate exclusively via explicit
input and output channels, which work as FIFO buffers. An actor fires when
certain conditions are met, consuming tokens in (some of) its input chan-
nels, and producing other tokens in its output channels.
We will describe Dennis dataflow using a formalism similar to the one
described in [Par95; LM09]. This formalism is very general and allows to
describe many other dataflow paradigms as special cases. The basis of
the formalism are the firirng rules. An actor has a finite set R of firing rules,
and each rule R P R is a finite tuple of words over the alphabet of values
Σ̄ :“ Σ Y tKu. Here, K represents an abscent value, which means no data
has to be present in that channel for the actor to fire. The patterns are
sometimes also interpreted to be words in an extended alphabet with
wildcards, e.g. Σ Y tK, ˚u, where ˚ stands for any value in Σ. Note that,
mathematically speaking, both K and ˚ are unnecessary, as the empty
string ǫ has the same effect as K and ˚ can be replaced by a series of
rules, one for each value in Σ. In most practical instances of dataflow, on
the other hand, rules only consist of values in tK, ˚u, which is why they are
very useful for descriptions.
An actor fires whenever there is enough tokens in the input channels
to satisfy a rule. Here, satisfying a rule specifically means the rule R is a
prefix of the channel values C, i.e. R Ď C. If we include special values K
and ˚, the pattern has to be interpreted, e.g. by transforming it into the
mathematically equivalent variants explained above. In this case, the to-
kens are consumed from the channels and the actor executes, computing
something and potentially producing some outputs, which are not part of
the specification in the firing rules.
Note that there is nothing preventing multiple rules to apply simultane-
ously. For example, an actor with two inputs could have the rules p˚, Kq
and pK, ˚q, firing as soon as one of the two channels has a token. If mul-
tiple rules apply simultaneously, there is no general order in which the
actor fires and consumes the inputs. This means that this model is non-
deterministic. We denote this very general, dynamic variant as Dynamic
Data Flow (DDF) (alternatively, Dennis Data Flow).
If we add an additional condition, requiring that for two rules R, R1 there
is no upper bound S (i.e. with R Ď S, R1 Ď S), then we can show that
the model is deterministic. We can even relax this condition somewhat
and keep determinism. In [LM09], the authors show this by explicitly con-
structing a Scott-continuous function from actor firings and embedding
the model into KPN. They also discuss possible relaxations. This determin-
istic variant of (Dennis) dataflow is sometimes referred to as Dataflow
Process Networks (DPN).
All these models are very expressive, so much so that they do
not permit very strong analysis of their behavior. In contrast, the SDF
model [LM87] has a very well-defined behavior and allows more anal-
ysis to be done statically, like scheduling or bounding the sizes of the
channels [Par95]. The firing rates in the SDF model are fixed. In the for-
malism, this means the firing rules are always of the form p˚n1 , . . . , ˚nk q,
where ˚0 “ ǫ p“ K and the ni are called rates. Moreover, the number of
tokens produced is also fixed statically, which is not part of the formal-
ism of firing explained above. An apparently more strict variant of SDF is
Homogeneous SDF (HSDF), in which all the rates are 1. However, these two
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are equivalently expressive: a well-behaved4 SDF graph can be unrolled
to an equivalent HSDF graph. The semantics of HSDF are basically equiva-
lent with the model of task graphs, which are widespread in the design of
embedded systems and HLS.
We discuss two additional variants of dataflow which sit semantically
between SDF and DDF. The first is Cyclo-Static Data Flow (CSDF) [Bil+96], in
which the static values of SDF are replaced with cycles that repeat, allowing
for some controlled dynamism while retaining the analysability. Finally,
Scenario-Aware Data Flow (SADF) [The+06] is a more general model which
allows enabling and disabling certain paths in the graph, which are other-
wise static.
Figure 6.2 shows a Venn diagram of the dataflow models discussed here
and their relationship. Here we draw the distinctions as strict as possible.
For example, we draw HSDF as a subset of SDF since, definitionally, it is,
even though they have the same semantic expressive power. In other
words, every HSDF is an SDF, and conversely, not every SDF is an HSDF, even
though there exists an equivalent (unrolled) HSDF, it is just equivalent, not
identical. We also include KPN and the Kahn-MacQueen (KMQ) blocking-
reads semantics since they are commonly discussed as dataflow models
as well. Since the models are fundamentally different, we depict them
in the Venn diagram as what is embeddable semantically. Note that we
depict DPN as being included in KMQ (which is proven in [LM09]), but we do
not know if this inclusion is strict, in other words, if there are KMQ models
which are not expressable as DPN. We will discuss the difference between









Figure 6.2: Relationships between different dataflow models of computation.
6.2 The MacQueen Gap
The KPN model was defined by Gilles Kahn in 1974 [Kah74]. While in this
paper he motivated how examples of such networks could be defined,
the semantics of a concrete language were only later postulated by Kahn
with MacQueen in 1976 [KM76]. However, there is a gap in the semantics
of formally defined networks (KPN) and the concrete networks that can
be defined by the Kahn-MacQueen blocking-reads execution semantics:
These concrete semantics are not as general as the formal model allows
4 Concretely, a graph that can be executed without deadlocks and without an indefinite accu-
mulation of tokens.
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them to be. More concretely, there are networks which fall under the KPN
formalism that cannot be expressed using the Kahn-MacQueen blocking-
reads semantics. We call this gap in the semantics “the MacQueen gap”,
as the gap between the formal model by Kahn and the concrete execution
semantics by Kahn and MacQueen [LM09; KGC18].
In this Section we explore the MacQueen gap by showing the difference
between the two formalisms, and see how we can exploit it. The contri-
bution of this thesis is limited to the theoretical advantage from this se-
mantics gap. The practical implementation and evaluation of the library
that we describe in [KGC18], which exploits this gap in the semantics is,
accordingly, beyond the scope of this thesis.
6.2.1 The MacQueen Gap
Recall from sections 2.1 and 6.1.2 that a KPN can be modeled as a directed
graph K “ pV, Eq where the nodes V are Scott-continuous functions f P V
mapping from the set of sequences from the input channels Si1 ˆ . . . ˆ Sik
to the set of output channels So1 ˆ . . . ˆ Sol , and the edges represent the
corresponding Scoott-domains of sequences.
The Kahn-MacQueen (KMQ) blocking reads semantics are defined in a
more operational fashion. The model of computation is defined implic-
itly by the semantics of a language [KM76], characterized mainly through
blocking reads to channels. While the original semantics by Kahn [Kah74]
do suggest a programming paradigm similar to the KMQ blocking-read se-
mantics, Kahn’s original examples in a programming language made the
waiting explicit in the program, not implicit in the read semantics. Nei-
ther paper aims to prove that the semantics emerging from the proposed
languages correspond to the mathematical semantics of the networks in
terms of Scott-continuous functions.
A central point of this distinction is the level at which these two seman-
tics are defined: While the KPN semantics are defined at a denotational
level, the KMQ blocking-read semantics are operational in nature, and thus,
more fine grained. This distinction is also crucial for understanding the se-
mantics gap, since the gap itself is operational in nature as well.
To understand the difference between the semantics we will first con-
sider both from a denotational point of view. It is obvious that the basic se-
mantics of the language describe a finite directed graph, and conversely,
that any finite directed graph can be defined this way, by sequentially list-
ing every node and all incoming and outgoing edges. Thus, we can think
of every KMQ process as a function f mapping from the set of sequences
from the input channels Si1 ˆ Sik to the set of output channels So1 ˆ Sol .
The pertinent question for characterizing KMQ processes is the continuity.
We sketch a proof of this in Theorem 6.2.1.
Theorem 6.2.1. A KMQ process is Scott-continuous.
Proof. (Sketch)
Let P be a KMQ process. Since P is sequential, and the reads and writes
are blocking, there is exactly one sequence of read and write operations
that will be executed for given inputs. This means that we can divide P into
segments of execution between reads and writes, resulting in a sequence
ps1, c1q.ps2, c2q. . . . where for each i si P Σ is a value and ci is the channel
to/from which the value is read. We can then construct the correspond-
ing (Scott-continuous) function f . We discuss the case for f : S Ñ S, for a
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single input channel r and a single output channel w, the others are anal-
ogous. Let i1 be such that s1. . . . .si1 where c1 “ . . . ci1 “ w, ci1`1 “ r. The in-
dex i1, as well as s1, . . . , si1 have to be identical for all sequences, since they
cannot depend on any inputs, by defnition. We set f pǫq “ s1. . . . .si1 “: f0.
Similarly, we let i2, i3 be such that
ci`1 “ . . . ci2 “ r ‰ w “ ci2`1 “ . . . ci3 ‰ r “ ci3`1.
We define x1 :“ si1`1. . . . .si2 and set f px1q “ f0.si2`1. . . . .si3 , and continue
this process for all psi, ciq. It is clear that such a construction will produce a
Scott-continuous function if it is well-defined. To see that it is well-defined
we need to prove with the concrete semantics of the programming lan-
guage that the same input produces the same output.
Clearly, the proof sketch in Theorem 6.2.1 is not a formal proof, since we
don’t have formal semantics for the concrete language that defines the
KMQ blocking-reads. Defining these and proving Theorem 6.2.1 properly
is beyond the scope of this thesis. We get the following corollary immedi-
ately by definition:
Corollary 6.2.2. Every Kahn-MacQueen Network is a Kahn Process Net-
work.
What about the converse implication? Can every KPN be realized by a
program following the KMQ blocking-reads semantics? To understand the








f : Si1 ˆ Si2 Ñ So1
f : px, yq “ ppx1, . . . , xjq, py1, . . . , ykqq
ÞÑ px1 ` y1, . . . , xminpj,kq ` yminpj,kqq
Figure 6.3: An example of a KPN which admits non-blocking-read semantics.
By abuse of notation, we allow j, k “ 8 and for j “ 8 “ k to mean that
for two streams x : ω Ñ Σi1 , y : ω Ñ Σi2 we define f ppxi, yiqq “ pxi ` yiq for
all i P N. The process f is, thus, a deterministic merge via addition of the
two input streams and obviously Scott-continuous, i.e. a Kahn process.
Now consider the following three cases:
1. x “ ǫ, y “ p1q
2. x “ p1q, y “ ǫ
3. x “ p1q, y “ p1q
It is clear that the first two cases are prefixes of the third. By the defini-
tion of f , only this third case will generate an output p2q, whereas the first
two cases will result in an empty stream on the output channel o1. How-
ever, operationally, there are different ways of processing these streams.
A KMQ program has to choose to read one channel first, blocking, then
read the second channel, blocking, and then output the sum. Listing 4
shows an example of code in their original language proposed by Kahn
and MacQueen.
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Listing 4: A deterministic merge (sum) in the POP-2-based language of KMQ.
This implementation will block in Case 1 leaving unread data in the chan-
nels, while it will execute normally in cases 2 and 3. This is because we
(arbitrarily) choose to read i1 before i2. If we reverse this order, the imple-
mentation would block on Case 2 instead, leaving unread tokens in the
channel i1. This is relevant if we consider the execution and communi-
cation times, since e.g. there is a finite read time required to read every
channel. Consider the Gantt-charts depicted in Figure 6.4. They show how
blocking when reading i1 delays the whole execution, even if i2 could be
read. This is because the blocking-read semantics forces a deterministic
ordering of reading tokens when executing, whereas the KPN semantics













i2 “ 1 i1 “ 1
Figure 6.4: Examples of Gantt Charts corresponding to implementations of the
Kahn Function f .
Having understood the nature of the semantics gap, we can thus re-
turn to the question of the other direction in Theorem 6.2.1. The gap we
have shown here exposes a difference in the operational semantics, yet
the different versions discussed all result in the same denotational Kahn
process as defined in Figure 6.3. This does not contradict the converse










g : Si1 ˆ Si2 Ñ So1 ˆ So2
g : px, yq “ py, xq
Figure 6.5: A counterexample of the equivalence of Kahn-MacQueen and Kahn
processes.
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By exploiting the problem exposed in the first example, we can come up
with a proper counterexample to the reverse direction of Theorem 6.2.1.
The example depicted in Figure 6.5 is again clearly a Kahn process (Scott
continuous), which just forwards the two incoming channels indepen-
dently. In practice, this Kahn process is not very useful, but it serves for-
mally as a simple counterexample to the equivalence of KMQ blocking-
reads processes and Kahn processes. To this, consider again as inputs
streams pi1, i2q the three cases from the first example:
1. x “ ǫ, y “ p1q
2. x “ p1q, y “ ǫ
3. x “ p1q, y “ p1q
Unlike f , the function g has a different behavior for every case:
1. gpǫ, 1q “ p1, ǫq
2. gp1, ǫq “ pǫ, 1q
3. gp1, 1q “ p1, 1q
This process cannot be realized by a KMQ process with blocking reads.
Assume there was such a process. Then, from the sequentiality of code,
either i1 or i2 will be read first. Without loss of generality let us assume
that i1 is read first. Then for the input stream pǫ, 1q however, the process
will block and will never output the 1 from channel i2, which yields the
contradiction.
6.2.2 Exploiting the Gap
We have seen in the previous section how there is a gap in the opera-
tional blocking-read semantics proposed by Kahn and MacQueen and the
denotational KPN semantics. While the counterexample from Figure 6.5
does not seem very useful, the gap in the operational nature shown in Fig-
ure 6.4 readily suggests how this gap could be exploited. In general, the
Scott continuity of KPNs requires the arrival of tokens to be determistic,
but it does not require the execution of independent nodes to follow the
same order as the tokens, as required by the Kahn-MacQueen blocking-
read semantics. Thus, as suggested by the example, the MacQueen gap
can be exploited for asynchronous computation, as long as it does not
break determinism.
This asynchronous execution can be used to execute multiple work-
ers in a data-parallel fashion. Figure 6.6 shows an example of a network
which does this. The worker processes w1, . . . , wn can exploit data paral-
lelism by dividing a workload into different parts. This allows us to asyn-
chronously execute the workloads, as long as we take care to preserve the
order at the sink node. We can achieve this by making it part of the logic
of the channels. In [KGC18] we proposed to exploit this gap and tested
an implementation of this in MAPS, which modified the FIFO libraries of
nodes labeled as data-parallel to relax the deterministic semantics of the
KMQ blocking-reads and allowed asynchronous execution of data-parallel
workers while preserving the deterministic KPN execution. The implemen-
tation of this library is beyond the contribution of this thesis, which is









Figure 6.6: An example of data-parallelism exploiting the MacQueen gap.
6.3 Reactors
So far we have discussed multiple MoCs with different extensions. Most
models we have focused on in this thesis are deterministic, which as
explained in the introduction, is an important and useful property of a
model’s semantics. We have shown determinism in KPNs allows us to simu-
late and analyze their execution. Without it, many concepts we have seen
in chapters 2,4 and 5 break down.
However, the models we have discussed neglect one important aspect,
time. Computation takes time [Lee09], and this is a fundamental prop-
erty of its semantics which is usually implicit. Determinism as we have
discussed it here means that the output of a computation is a determin-
istic function of its input. This does not mean that the time it takes is de-
terministic, as we have studied in [Goe+17]. Especially in the context of
CPSs or real-time systems, the computation time is an essential part of
the functional specification of an application. In this section we discuss
the Reactor model [Loh+19], which aims be a deterministic MoC with timed
semantics.
The Reactors model is inspired by the Hewitt-Agha actor model [Agh86],
which is a very widespread and well-known model of concurrent compu-
tation. The actor model is neither deterministic nor timed. Determinism
in Reactors comes from combining ideas from multiple paradigms [LL19],
notably, through explicit discrete-event semantics. The reactor model has
two distinct time notions, physical and logical time. Physical time refers to
the time as elapsing in the physical part of the system, and that part of
the model is thus not part of the digital logic. Logical time, on the other
hand, is the digital counterpart of physical time, and is the time that gov-
erns the computation of the reactor network. Every CPS has physical and
logical time, by their very definitions. A novelty of the reactor models is
making both time concepts and their separation explicit. Just as in any
other timed MoC for CPSs, the two times are tightly coupled and intended
to be synchronized. Making the separation explicit allows us to control
the synchronization of both time models and have better control over a
deterministic execution of the time logic.
Just as in the dataflow models discussed in Section 6.1, the actor model
divides computation into isolated actors that communicate solely over ex-
plicit messages. The main difference to models like SDF or KPN is that ac-
tors and channels are not fixed. Instead, they can be dynamically created
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and destroyed. In Reactors, we aim to combine good ideas from multi-
ple established MoCs. We permit dynamic re-configuration of the network
through mutations which are well-defined (not arbitrary) transformations
of the network’s topology [Loh+20c]. This permits us to reason about de-
terminism more explicitly. At the time of this writing, mutations are only
defined abstractly. Specifying a set of well-defined mutations that allow
us to reason about determinism and time, while still providing enough
flexibility as need by the applications, is ongoing work. We will discuss
this in an example use case for 5G in Section 6.3.1.
This thesis deals with model-based design in general. As such, Reac-
tors are part of the contribution as yet another model with distinct advan-
tages and disadvantages. Thus, apart from the design choices discussed,
we only briefly outline the concepts behind reactors and a simplified de-
notational semantics, as well as some applications leveraging particular
features of this model as opposed to other MoCs. The detailed design and
implementation of Reactors as runtime systems and the corresponding
polyglot coordination language, Lingua Franca5, are outside the scope of
this thesis [Loh+20a; Loh20].
Denotational Semantics
In [Loh+20c] we laid the groundwork for an operational formalization of
reactors. The reactor model is a moving target and has been refined since.
At the time of this writing, the most thorough and up-to-date account is
in [Loh20]. Here we will deviate from the formalization both in [Loh+20c]
and [Loh20], however, and attempt a denotational approach to seman-
tics. In ongoing work with Marcus Rossel, we are using the Lean theorem
prover [Mou+15] to formally verify reactors, proving properties like deter-
minism under certain conditions. A reason for this denotational approach
is that the original formalization has some mathematical inaccuracies and
unspecified behavior. Clarifying or correcting these inaccuracies is neces-
sary for having a well-defined model. The second reason for the deviation
is the level of detail. We want to simplify the formalization of [Loh+20c;
Loh20]. The aim of the formalization here is to isolate the abstract model’s
(denotational) semantics and leave implementation-specific details out as
much as possible. An advantage of this formalization is that it relates KPNs
and Reactors formally.
We explicitly restrict ourselves to a subset of the model, leaving out mu-
tations and any kind of exception-handling policies. A more comprehen-
sive (operational) model, including some of these concepts, is discussed
in Chapter 2 of [Loh20]. These restrictions are in part for simplicity, but
also due to this being ongoing work. At the time of this writing, we have
not finished the Lean-based formalization to include these aspects. Ex-
tending a simple model is easier than changing a complete model that is
problematic. It is important to note that as ongoing work, this alternative
formulation has not yet undergone peer-review (as opposed to [Loh+20c])
and is subject to change.
Timeless model
Reactors are a timed model, with specific semantics of how the time pro-
gresses and what can happen when. The logical (functional) semantics of
a reactor network are complex as well, however. We first begin defining
5 ❤tt♣s✿✴✴❣✐t❤✉❜✳❝♦♠✴✐❝②♣❤②✴❧✐♥❣✉❛✲❢r❛♥❝❛
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the computational semantics of the network in a timeless fashion, and
then extend the model to include time.
Computation is essentially manipulation of data. Models are thus built
and defined by how they manipulate data. We follow a model of compu-
tation based on Scott’s semantics of computation (cf. Section 6.1). Data is
modeled as sequences s P S “ Σ˚ Y Σω over a finite alphabet Σ, which
we require to include a special symbol K
!
P Σ that represents absence
of data 6. The basic unit of computation in Reactors are reactions, which
take a finite number of data tokens as input and return a finite number as
output. Thus, to define a reaction we simply consider a Scott-continuous
function n : Sk Ñ Sm. Sequences can have different lengths (both finite
or infinite), yet reactor networks execute in discrete ticks, which result in
sequences of the same length. To model this we define “padding” using
the special symbol K P Σ on a finite sequence s P Σ˚ “ SzΣω , by defining
ŝ “ s.pKωq. Finally, an important restriction is that we want to ensure reac-
tions in the timeless model do not to take multiple inputs from the same
channel before producing an output.
Definition 6.3.1 (Reaction). Let n : Sk Ñ Sm be a Scott continuous func-
tion. We call n a reaction if for any two s, s1 P S such that s1 is a proper
prefix7 of s, i.e. s1 Ĺ s, then this also holds for the images under n, i.e.
nps1q Ĺ npsq.
Note that our definition is a restriction on the definition of reactions.
As defined in [Loh+20c] with an informal source code “object”, they can
be interpreted in the semantics of the language of that source code. As
such, they could implement any relation on Sk ˆ Sm. In particular, we as-
sume reactions are deterministic (as mathematical functions) and respect
causality (being Scott-continuous). Note that this does not mean they are
stateless. State is implicit in the definition of a function on the complete
history of inputs, as opposed to a function on a single input token. In the




, ˚q “ p˚, s1ljhn
j
, ˚q with s, s1 P Σ,
the ˚ being other values we don’t care about here. However, we use the
denotational formalization of computation of functions by Scott as com-
plete sequences of inputs and outputs, which makes the state implicit.
Definition 6.3.1 also has strong theoretical consequences. It implies that
every monotone reaction is Scott-continuous, since it is equivalent with
| f psq| ě |s| for all s P S, which avoids the pathological cases that distinguish
monotone and Scott-continuous functions. Proving this fact is beyond the
scope of this thesis.
Modeling reactions as Scott-continuous functions, we do not specify
anything about the length of the sequences. A reaction might produce
a longer output sequence than its input sequence. At this stage this is not
important, as we model the complete computation with a single function.
We will come back to this later, in the timed model, when we relate these
sequences to concrete times.
6 Note that the exclamation mark in the notation before refers to the requirement of that
inclusion (as opposed to a statement of a fact).
7 Not to be confused with s1 Ę s, the negation of s1 Ď s.
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If a reaction f : Sk Ñ Sm has the property that
f ps1, . . . , si´1, K, si`1, . . . , skq Ď pK
ω, . . . , Kωq for all sj P S, 1 ď j ď k, j ‰ i,
we say that f has a trigger on the input i. Recall that the symbol K repre-
sents the absence of values. Intuitively, thus, a reaction that triggers on
i will not execute if there is no input on i. In other words, the values in i
trigger the reaction, hence the name. Besides triggers, the original defini-
tion also has other components as part of reactions, namely sources and
effects (or dependencies and anti-dependencies), scheduleable actions
and a deadline. We include most of these concepts in other definitions,
e.g. the reactor or the network.
To communicate between reactors (or perhaps more precisely, be-
tween reactions), we need to send and receive data. We do this using
input and output ports, which we model simply as identifiers in an index
or identifier set I. A reactor has a series of reactions with input and output
ports, and reactors connect to each other through them.
Definition 6.3.2 (Reactor). Let I be an index set. A reactor is a tuple r “
pN, D, D_q where N is a finite poset of reactions n : Skn Ñ Smn and
D :N Ñ pt1, . . . , knu Ñ Iq,
D_ :N Ñ pt1, . . . , mnu Ñ Iq,
are called the sources and effects respectively. We define the set of in-
put ports as Inputprq “
Ť
nPN impDpnqq and, similarly, the set of out-
put ports we define as Outputprq “
Ť
nPN impD
_pnqq. We require that
Inputprq X Outputprq “ H as part of the definition of a reactor.
The sources D make a correspondence between the indices in the tuple
of input streams of a reaction and the (port) identifiers I. For example, if
a reaction n : S2 Ñ S takes two inputs, Dpnq : 1 ÞÑ c, 2 ÞÑ b means that the
ports c and b are the two input ports of n, in that order. The effects D_
are analogous but for the outputs of the reaction.
We require N to be a poset for two reasons. Firstly, we want to be able to
specify an order in which reactions are always executed. However, we also
want to allow explicitly making the model non-deterministic by making
reactions incomparable. When two reactions are incomparable, they are
executed in a non-deterministic order. By the order-extension principle, it
is always possible to execute reactions while respecting the partial order.
More formally, let n, n1 : S Ñ S be two reactions. For simplicity, we
assume they have a single (shared) input and output port: pDpnqqp1q “
pDpn1qqp1q and similarly pD_pnqqp1q “ pD_pn1qqp1q. Recall that ŝ “ s.pKqω
for s P SzΣω is a “padding” of a sequence with absent values. We say that
a function f : S Ñ S is a priority-preserving execution if for all s P S and for
all i P N, it holds that:
p f̂ pŝqqi “ pn̂pŝqqi, if n ď n
1, pn̂pŝqqi ‰ K (6.1)
p f̂ pŝqqi “ pn̂
1pŝqqi, if pn̂pŝqqi “ K (6.2)
p f̂ pŝqqi “ pn̂
1pŝqqi, if n
1 ď n, pn̂pŝqqi ‰ K (6.3)
p f̂ pŝqqi “ pn̂pŝqqi, if pn̂
1pŝqqi “ K (6.4)
p f̂ pŝqqi P tpx̂pŝqqi | x P tn, n
1uu otherwise (6.5)
In this case we write f P
Ů
D,D_tn, n
1u. Equations 6.1 and 6.3 formal-
ize the reaction priority when the two reactions are ordered, and Equa-
tion 6.5 the non-deterministic ordering when n and n1 are incomparable.
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If a reaction returns an absent value K, then the value of the other re-
action is written on the output sequence. Note when n ď n1 or n1 ď n




equivalent up to padding with K.
This definition can be trivially generalized to more than one (shared)
input or output sequence (component-wise), and to non-shared input or
output sequences by requiring equations 6.1-6.5 to hold quantified over
all non-shared sequences. Finally, for a poset N of reactions, we defineŮ
D,D_ N analogously (component-wise), requiring equations 6.1-6.5 to
hold pairwise for any two n, n1 P N.
Reactors are connected in networks. We model these networks explic-
itly, separate from reactors themselves. In the original definition, this is
avoided by building reactors hierarchically. There is no semantic distinc-
tion between a hierarchical model and a flat model, where all contained
reactors are “inlined” in a network8. We prefer separating the reactors
and their networks, since the definition of reactor networks allows us to
specify the semantics of how they can be connected. Here, we distinguish
between two cases: an untimed one, which we call timeless and repre-
sents the purely logical execution of the network, and a timed one, which
is the general case and is built on top of the former.
Definition 6.3.3 (Timeless reactor network). A timeless reactor network
is a multigraph R “ pV, E, ξq with a set of reactors as nodes V, a set
of edges E, which we require to be pairs of indices, E Ď I ˆ I and
ξ : E Ñ ttr1, r2u | r1, r2 P Vu. For this multigraph we require that for
any two distinct reactors r1 ‰ r2 P V the input and output ports are pair-
wise disjoint, i.e. Inputpriq X Outputprjq “ H for all i, j P t1, 2u and every
edge is a tuple consisting of an output port and an input port, i.e. for
all pi, jq “ e P E Ď I ˆ I there exist r1, r2 P V such that i P Outputpr1q
and j “ Inputpr2q. We additionally require that the multigraph has no self-
edges, i.e. |ξpeq| ą 1 for all e P E.
Recall that a multigraph is a graph that can have multiple edges, and the
function ξ : E Ñ ttr1, r2u | r1, r2 P Vu defines which vertices are connected
by each edge. Here, the edges themselves carry semantics as well. They
define which ports specifically they connect in the reactor. We define the
set IpRq “
Ť
rPVpInputprq Y Outputprqq as the set of ports of R.
We make an additional remark about Definition 6.3.3, namely that we
don’t require all ports to be connected. Indeed, some ports we explicitly
want to leave disconnected to define the general, timed model.
Timed Networks
We are finally ready to introduce time into the model. Reactors are based
on a logical time model of discrete events. We formalize logical time as
a totally ordered set of discrete timestamps, which is order-isomorphic
to the naturals N (or a finite subset). When two events happen at the
same time, we want to keep the total-order property to distinguish them.
For this, we use superdense time [MMP91; Pto14] , which adds microsteps
at every time unit. Thus, time tags t P N ˆ N are lexicographically or-
dered tuples of natural numbers, where the first number represent the
timestamp as ticks (in some specific unit of time), and the second num-
ber represents microsteps. Physical time, on the other hand, we define
8 Note that this might change if we extend the model to include mutations.
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as real numbers R to allow continuous-time physical models (e.g. New-
tonian mechanics). However, computation only can interact with physical
time at discrete time intervals. We compose these two types of time in a
unique time object, a tag.
Definition 6.3.4 (tag). A (time) tag t P T is a value in the sum (type) T :“
pN ˆ Nq ‘ R “ pN ˆ Nq 9YR, which is commonly also called the disjoint
sum9. The embedding for the first component N ˆ N ãÑ T is called logical
time, and the embedding from the second component R ãÑ T is called
physical time. We say that t is a logical or physical time tag respectively.
Note that Definition 6.3.4 differs from [Loh+20c; Loh20]. The rationale
for this is that this definition gives us a uniform way of referring to time
while still distinguishing between logical and physical time. We could also
have defined T “ pN ˆ Nq ‘ N taking into account only the discrete mea-
surements of time that are available to the digital component of the CPS.
This definition with the real numbers R instead allows the model to be
combined with continuous-time models of physical time, and it adds no
restrictions to our semantics.
Reactions are, in a sense, controlled functions we compute from incom-
ing data. Some data we have no control over, like incoming input (e.g.
from a sensor), or an asynchronous computation we scheduled. To model
these we use actions. Note that these actions are more a model of (tagged)
data, as opposed to reactions which are a model of computation. This
creates a false dichotomy, since actions are fundamentally different from
reactions. Actions are more closely related to the input and output ports,
and the naming confusion might be thus easier to resolve when thinking
that, in this way, reactions react to actions.
Actions are central to the model, since they are the mapping between
the functional world of reactions and the time semantics. Definition 6.3.5
ensures actions do not mix the two different time types, and respect
causality (i.e. an action cannot change the past).
Definition 6.3.5. Let Tdiscrete :“ t| T Ď T | T is discreteu be the set of
discrete subsets of T. An action is a partial10 function A : Tdiscrete Ñ S
such that
• For all T P dompAq, the discrete set of tags T and the corresponding
sequence ApTq are order-isomorphic (in particular, |T| “ |ApTq|).
• All T P dompAq are either sets of logical or physical tags, i.e. T Ď
N ˆ N or T Ă R. We call A a logical or physical action, respectively.
For a discrete set of times T P Tdiscrete, with Tdiscrete as in Defini-
tion 6.3.5, we call dpTq “ inftăt1PdompAq t
1 ´ t the minimum delay or spacing
of the time set T. Here, subtraction is to be understood component-wise,
and only up to 0, as it is sometimes [Run89] defined on the set of nat-
ural numbers i.e. pt1, t2q ´ pt11, t
1
2q :“ pmaxpt1 ´ t
1
1, 0q, maxpt2 ´ t
1
2, 0qq. For
an action A we define dpAq “ infTPdompAq dpTq. Note that the formulation
in [Loh20] distinguishes between the minimum delay as specified by the
programmer and the minimum (time) spacing as acceptable for the run-
time system. We consolidate both here, since, for simplicity, we disregard
policies for when this spacing is violated and error handling in general.
Consequently, we also do not model the spacing violation policy included
9 In the language of set theory, that we use by convention in this thesis.
10 See Section 4.1.4 for the required definitions.
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in [Loh20]. We define it also for the time set and not the action, since our
semantics are denotational and not operational.
Definition 6.3.5 allows us to associate any given subset of times to a
different sequence of values. In particular, this allows us to model the
timestamps themselves being part of the value in the sequence, e.g. for
a reaction that stores the current time to a log file.
The order-preserving bijection between a discrete set of tags and
sequences ensures a causal execution. Since the mapping is order-
preserving, a going forward in timestamps can only increase the port’s
history (the sequence of values). Similarly, adding tokens to the port’s his-
tory can only move forward in time. Moreover, since it is a bijection, it
means that adding tokens to the port’s history has to move forward in
time, and vice-versa. One step in the discrete set of tags corresponds to
exactly one value in the history. In particular, time has to advance every
time reactions are executed. This is why we need microstep delays in log-
ical time, so that we can execute events with identical logical timestamps.
For physical time we cannot have two events with identical timestamps,
but the timestamps can be arbitrarily close to each other, so this is not a
very strong restriction. Note that in [Loh20] physical time gets converted
to logical time when assigned a tag. In that formalism it is thus possible
for two physical actions to have values with identical tags, but the tags
would ultimately have different microstep units when executed, which is
an unavoidable source of non-deterimnism. This is not different from e.g.
adding a small enough ǫ ą 0 in this model.
Definition 6.3.6 (Reactor network). A reactor network is a tuple pR, τq,
where R “ pV, E, rq is a timeless reactor network and τ : IpRq Ñ A is
a partial function of the identifier set (of ports) of R to a set of actions
A, such that for every i P I “ IpRq, exactly one of the following is true:
i P dompτq or there exist an edge e in ER, such that e “ pi, jq or e “ pj, iq for
an i ‰ j P I.
We call impτq Ď A the set of actions of the reactor network pR, τq. Here,
the mapping τ relates actions with all dangling ports in the timeless net-
work. The last condition on τ ensures that no ports are left dangling in
the (timed) reactor network.
Both our original description in [Loh+20c] and the updated one
in [Loh20] are very explicit about reaction and event queues, scheduling
and mutexes. These are very important aspects for any implementation
of the model, yet they conflate the implementation and the semantics.
Here we are interested mostly in the general concepts behind reactors,
the implementation is outside the scope of this thesis. As a consequence,
we rather err on the side of abstraction, by preferring to abstract away
details and clarify them in future work if necessary.
Definition 6.3.7 (Execution of reactor networks). Let T Ď T be a discrete
set of time tags and let pR, τq be a reactor network. We denote by RτpTq
the network obtained by substituting in the timeless network R for each
port i P dompτq the sequence pτpiqqpTq (recall that τpiq is an action). An
execution of R with discrete set of time tags T is a sequence si for every
port i P I such that:
1. For every reactor r “ pN, D, D_q in VR there exists a function f PŮ
D,D_ N with f psi1 , . . . , sik q “ psj1 , . . . , sjm q where i1, . . . , ik, j1, . . . , jm
are the corresponding ports of r according to the edges E of RτpTq.
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2. For every f as in 1, the sequences psiqiPIpRq are a fix-point of the set
of equations defined by the network RτpTq.
3. For every time value t P T, at least one action A is non-absent, i.e.
|tA P impτq | Aptq ‰ Ku| ě 1.
The execution of a reactor network in this way is not modeled as an iter-
ative process. The computation itself is modeled through the sequences
S in the Scott semantics of computation. The time values of actions A
are chosen (non-deterministically) for an execution, modeling the non-
determinism from the environment. Condition 1 in Definition 6.3.7 de-
fines the execution priority of reactions. This, together with Condition 2
ensure that reactions have well-defined semantics. Finally, Condition 3
ensures that only one action is scheduled at a time.
A central idea behind Reactors is to split logical and physical time ex-
plicitly. However, these two time concepts are conceptually linked, since
logical time is just a digital estimation of physical time. Thus, the reactor
runtime should strive to synchronize these two time concepts whenever
possible. This is realized by the requirement of executing events in times-
tamps order, ensuring logical time never goes past physical time. Nothing
guarantees that the converse does not happen, however. Physical time
could go far beyond logical time. In an implementation, and indeed in the
formalization of [Loh20], a deadline in the reactions controls how far away
logical time can lag behind physical time.
Note that the definition of reactor networks does not exclude any loops.
The fix-point-based definition allow us to have well-defined semantics
with such loops (cf. [Kah74; LM09]), as ensured by Condition 2 in Defini-
tion 6.3.7. In some cases, however, the least fix-point of the network might
result in an empty sequence. This can be the case when the ordering in
reaction causes a so-called causality loop. See Section 2.6 of [Loh20] for
a more thorough discussion. Also note that Condition 2 does not require
the fix-point to be minimal, but this is given by the order-isomorphism
condition on actions.
In [Loh20], reactors are explicitly required to have two special actions,
a startup and a shutdown action. We do not require these two actions
explicitly. An empty reactor network, that does nothing, is also a well-
defined reactor network, albeit a pretty useless one.
Conjecture 6.3.8 (Reactors are deterministic). Let pR, τq be a reactor net-
work such that for every reactor r “ pN, D, D_q the set N is totally ordered.
Then for every execution RτpTq with a discrete time set T the values of si
for every port i P I are uniquely specified.
Our formalization has allowed us to specify determinism in reactors
in a mathematically precise fashion. We believe in future work we can
prove Conjecture 6.3.8 by using fix-point theorems, in a fashion similar
to [Kah74].
This also gives us the language to discuss different kinds of determin-
ism: can the values be independent of the set of time tags T? In general,
it cannot work. Consider a network which prints the timestamps it sees,
this will never be independent of the timestamps. On the other hand, if
every discrete sequence of timestamps is mapped to the same sequence
of values, i.e. ApTq “ ApT1q for all actions A and (valid) sequences of
timestamps T, T1, then the behavior is trivially time-deterministic. Note
that in this case, Definition 6.3.5 implies that T – T1 are order isomor-
phic and, consequently, T “ T1, which is a very strict condition on the
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network, that has to have a constant number of actions. There are cer-
tainly relaxations of this that allow us to define reasonable conditions for
time-determinism.
We can even go further and distinguish between logical and physical ac-
tions for determinism. For example, we can define a reactor network to
be time-deterministic if it only depends on the image sequences of phys-
ical actions A. The non-determinism from the physical world is outside
our control, but with this definition we are also ensuring logical actions to
behave deterministically as a function of the physical ones.
A final word on distributed execution, which we have ignored so far,
is due here. Our semantics are denotational, they are meant to describe
what is computed, not how. In particular, a distributed execution should
adhere to these semantics just as a sequential one. A fundamental prob-
lem with using our model for distributed execution, however, are time
tags, which are uniform in the model. Strictly speaking, we could replace
our Newtonian model of time with a relativistic one and consider differ-
ent frames of reference and transformations. The model, as is, can thus
be considered a model for a fixed (inertial) frame of reference.
In future work we plan to consider distributed execution and its conse-
quences (or lack thereof) on our denotational semantics. We also plan to
precisely identify conditions for these different possible definitions of de-
terminism and verify them, using the Lean theorem prover [Mou+15] and
a formalization similar to the one described here. As mentioned above,
this is ongoing (unpublished) work with Marcus Rossel.
6.3.1 Applications in 5G
Having defined Reactors formally, we consider some applications for the
model. In this section we will discuss Reactors in the 5G standard.
Telecommunication standards evolve constantly, pushing the limits of
signal processing systems from almost every angle. Consumer demands
adapt to increases in capabilities. This results in a feedback loop that not
only raises the demands themselves, but also their heterogeneity. In LTE
today we already see very dynamic demands, with different users requir-
ing very different bandwidths at different times. With the increased capa-
bilities of 5G, the dynamicity of the demand will only increase.
Signal processing systems, however, are not built for dynamic work-
loads; they must tolerate the worst case. This makes sense, since a sys-
tem that is capable of processing the highest demands can also process
lower demands. However, parameters like user count, resource blocks
supported, used MIMO scheme and carrier aggregation have a nuanced
relationship in terms of resources pressure. Additionally, the sub-carrier
spacing is also flexible in 5G systems. As a direct consequence, the real-
time requirements have to adapt to the changing transmission time in-
terval. All of this yields a parameter space with a large dynamic range of
possible workloads.
Figure 6.7 shows a simplified overview of the uplink modem in a bases-
tation for 5G. We see that the overview already resembles MoCs like
dataflow or Reactors. Details on the requirements, like the sizes and num-
bers of FFT nodes depend significantly on the workload being processed.
However, the dependencies between the resources required for the base-
band processing and the parameters of the workload are non-trivial. Fig-
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Figure 6.10: The Reactor network of the modified WiBench benchmark in Lingua
Franca.
ments, we must ensure that the changing system not only respects the
deterministic semantics of the decoder, but also the timing requirements.
This is why we propose to use a formal model of computation to describe
5G (and beyond). Using the model of Reactors we can make the execution
deterministic and timed. It also can help define well-behaved dynamic be-
havior through the use of mutations in future work.
Modeling 5G with Reactors
In ongoing (unpublished) work with Robert Wittig and Christian Menard,
we adapted the WiBench benchmark [Zhe+13] to work with Lingua Franca,
an implementation of Reactors. Figure 6.10 depicts the Reactor network
implementing this benchmark. Since WiBench is single threaded, we only
compared to a single threaded version in Reactors. In particular, we did
not leverage data level parallelism throughout the layer, nor the pipeline
parallelism that we get from the network’s topology for free. This is a
worst-case assumption we made to analyze the overhead. By using the
Reactor model, the benchmark is deterministic, even if it was to run us-
ing this parallelism [Loh+20c]. More importantly though, we can use the
model’s time semantics to define the constraints that ensure each sub-
frame is processed on time. Our implementation is thus still static (cf. Fig-
ure 6.10), since we have not yet specified well-defined mutations. This im-
plementation presents a great opportunity for future work to research
and develop safe mutations for 5G.
Our implementation of the Reactor-based WiBench had an overhead
of 15% (median over 100 executions), compared to the baseline imple-
mentation of WiBench. There is certainly potential to improve this, e.g. as
the scheduler of the C++ implementation on Lingua Franca, used for this
implementation, was not optimized at all. Nevertheless, this is a purely
software-based implementation, so it serves only as a very rough estima-
tion of the overhead; it is best suited to study the model’s suitability and
develop Reactor mutations for adaptability. An efficient implementation
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in practice could work with reconfigurable hardware, e.g. implementing
a Precision Timed (PRET) [EL07] machine, which is well-suited to Reactors’
semantics.
In general, these preliminary results open up many avenues for re-
search in adaptability in 5G. We can the Reactors model, at the semantic
level to support the necessary adaptability in 5G. Similarly, we can design
reconfigurable hardware that implements it.
Other applications: Automotive
The reactors model has many desirable properties for designing reliable
CPSs, which can be applied in a multitude of domains. An important exam-
ple is the automotive domain, where the high-performance requirements
of autonomous driving and modern entertainment are coupled with the
timed CPS including the car and its surroundings. To keep the scope of
this thesis limited, we omit a thorough discussion of an application of Re-
actors in the automotive domain. In [Men+20], we showed how we can
use the Reactors model to achieve determinism in the AUTOSAR Adaptive
Platform (AP), a modern automotive standard.
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7P R O G R A M M I N G L A N G U A G E S
In this thesis we have discussed multiple Models of Computation (MoCs),
reasoning about their semantics and how to best deploy them on a partic-
ular hardware architecture. A natural question arising from this is, “how
do we program in these MoCs?”.
In Chapter 2, Section 2.1 we saw the C for Process Networks (CPN) lan-
guage. It is a DSL designed to describe data flow programs with the KMQ
blocking-read semantics, with special annotations for SDF actors. Other
MoC-based languages exist, like the CAL actor language [EJ03], or Lingua
Franca [Loh+20b]. These languages allow “freedom from choice” [Lee19],
by enforcing a model that limits the ways in which to make mistakes, ide-
ally without compromising the expressiveness of what can be designed
with the model.
A common trade-off when designing programming languages is also
the question of expressiveness versus performance. High-level expres-
sive abstractions are often at odds with low-level performance optimiza-
tions. However, well-designed abstractions can use semantics-preserving
compiler transformations to still derive an efficient execution. The whole
principle of software synthesis can be seen as an instance of this.
This chapter discusses programing languages for defining and enforc-
ing the semantics of a MoC. After a short review of existing languages, it
focuses on the Ohua [Ert19] language, which defines dataflow implicitly. It
also discusses how we can leverage the language and its semantics to de-
fine semantics-preservings transformations at a language level. We show
this for a use-case optimizing I/O on microservice-oriented architectures.
7.1 Freedom from Choice
This section reviews some programming languages and how they provide
“freedom from choice” in the sense of A. Sangiovani-Vincentelli [Lee19].
There is a distinct sense in which this is the central question of program-
ming languages in general. By removing memory management through
having no pointer arithmetic and garbage collection, Java frees its users
from multiple families of errors that are possible in C. Rust’s owner-
ship types take a different approach, also removing complete families
of memory-management based errors, without introducing large perfor-
mance overheads or unpredictable behavior from the garbage collector.
Elm [Cza12], on the other hand, exposes a functional paradigm with a
strong type-system for GUI development of web applications, which elim-
inates virtually all run-time errors.
These kinds of “freedom from choice” are beyond the scope of this the-
sis, which focuses on MoCs like those described in Chapter 6. In more con-
straining MoCs, like the ones discussed here, the temptation to break away
from the semantics might be higher. An interesting observation and dis-
cussion of this phenomenon can be found in [TDJ13]. Not only does it show
that developers commonly break away from the semantics if these are
not enforced, but also gives multiple explanations why. This is why we
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11 ✭s✐♥❦ ①♦✉t ②♦✉t✮✮✮✮
12 ✭sr❝✮✮✮✮
Listing 5: The Audio Filter Example written in Ohua
dataflow-like semantic with time triggering, and is thus closer to discrete
event models. On the discrete events side, as mentioned above, hardware
description languages like Verilog or VHDL have discrete-event semantics.
These languages are very widespread and are used commercially.
7.1.2 Implicit Dataflow
The languages surveyed so far are explicit about their abstractions: Ac-
tors, Reactors or Processes are declared explicitly. Similarly, channels de-
scribing the data flow are made explicit either through channel declara-
tions or through the connection of explicit ports. A programmer writing in
e.g. CPN or Lingua Franca has to have a model of the network describing
the application in their head (or in their IDE). Implicit abstractions, on the
other hand, work by generating implicit models from linguistic constructs
that don’t exhibit their structure directly.
Implicit abstractions, as we just defined them, are ubiquitous in pro-
gramming languages. Objects in object-oriented programming (OOP), for
example, are an implicit abstraction for data encapsulation that is funda-
mentally similar to actors. A thorough classification of these implicit mod-
els is outside the scope of this thesis. Instead, we will look closely at the
Ohua programming paradigm [Ert19], which derives a dataflow execution
from functional semantics.
The Ohua programming paradigm, by S. Ertel, and others is an implicit
model of concurrency. It can be used to express concurrency at a lan-
guage level, without explicit constructions, like threads and locks. This
comes from lowering an Ohua program into a dataflow-based execution.
This model is not part of the original contribution of this thesis. We will
introduce it here as background material.
Ohua itself is a general paradigm that works on multiple languages, and
the framework has evolved over the years of its development. The version
of Ohua we will discuss here is based on Clojure and Java, but the Ohua
compiler and its principles work with many languages. Rutimes also ex-
ist for Rust, Javascript or Go, at different levels of maturity. Ohua is best
understood by diving directly into examples.
Consider the code in Listing 5. The code in the example is written in a DSL
embedded in Clojure, a dialect of Lisp. It implements the same example
from Chapter 2 (cf. Listing 2 or Figure 2.1), a two-channel audio filter. Inter-
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nally, the compiler transforms this code into a dataflow graph (similar to
that depicted in Figure 2.1) for execution. A special function, ♦❤✉❛, anno-
tates the AST it receives as argument to be executed as implicit dataflow.
The s♠❛♣ function is a special variant of ♠❛♣ that considers state in the
functions. We will discuss the semantics of s♠❛♣ in Section 7.2. Finally, the
❛❧❣♦ definition in Ohua is akin to the anonymous function definition ❢♥ in
Clojure. It defines Ohua “algorithms”, which are transformed to dataflow
actors. As a MoC, this can be embedded in the Dennis dataflow models
discussed in Chapter 6.
The example in Listing 5 can be transformed into a dataflow graph for
execution.The main advantage of this transformation is that a dataflow
graph exposes concurrency, which can be exploited e.g. in a parallel ex-
ecution or for optimizing I/O (cf. Section 7.3). This duality between code
and dataflow graphs is a core concept behind Ohua. The other central pi-
lar of the Ohua design concept are stateful functions, an abstraction that
encapsulates functions with state and side-effects in the context of their
dataflow execution.
7.1.3 Stateful Functions
The functional programming community has made the distinction be-
tween pure and impure functions widespread. A pure function is a func-
tion in the mathematical sense of the word: it receives a certain input and,
deterministically, produces an output. This could be as simple as negat-
ing a boolean value, or as complicated as inference with a gargantuan
deep neural network. The main point is that the entirety of the usage of a
function is that it returns a value in a deterministic fashion from its inputs.
In most imperative languages, like C or Java, functions usually also have
side-effects. Writing the output to the terminal, storing data in a global
data structure or even reading data from a sensor in a CPS, these are all
examples of side effects. A language that only allows pure functions is ba-
sically useless, since even printing the result of a computation is impure.
Stateful functions are a special abstraction, where the concept of pure
functions is extended to consider the state of the computation. While this
excludes aspects like the time of the computation and side-effects like
actuation, it is general enough to cover large classes of functions used in
most software. A stateful function is a function f : a Ñ b and an abstract
state S, where the execution of the function can be seen as dependent
on the state, which it also modifies. In other words, we consider f as a
function:
f : a ˆ S Ñ b ˆ S (7.1)
Pure functions can be seen as a special case of stateful functions, with a
trivial state S “ t˚u. Listing 6 shows an example of a stateful function, writ-
ten in Java, which is identified as such by the ❅❞❡❢s❢♥ annotation [EAC18].
It models a parser, which writes the parsed symbols to a symbol table.
The table, a private object of the class, is the state of this stateful function.
It is implicitly managed as the state by the Ohua runtime.
7.2 Stateful Parallelism
Software synthesis for multicores is effective because we use MoCs that ex-
pose concurrency. The most natural way of leveraging the exposed con-
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Listing 6: An example of a stateful function.
currency is parallelism. When writing code using explicit models in the
dataflow family, like KPN or SDF, the concurrency also becomes explicit.
However, in an implicit language like Ohua, we need to be careful to con-
sider stateful computation when extracting concurrency.
Ohua uses a special operator, s♠❛♣, to derive concurrency from stateful
computation. The principle behind s♠❛♣ is that it extends the higher-order
♠❛♣ function to consider the state of the function it maps. This adds a de-
pendency between multiple executions of the same (stateful) function.
For a single function mapped over a collection, this principle exposes no
concurrency. There is none, in general. However, when we compose mul-
tiple functions in a ♠❛♣, we get a different picture.
Consider three (stateful) functions, f : a Ñ b and g : b Ñ c, h : c Ñ d
with respective states S f , Sg and Sh, which we thus model as functions:
s f : a ˆ S f Ñ b ˆ S f , sg : b ˆ Sg Ñ c ˆ Sg, sh : c ˆ Sh Ñ d ˆ Sh
We use the prefix s to distinguish the stateful version of the function
(with the state dependencies explicit). Then, we get the dependency graph
for the execution of the (Haskell) expression ♠❛♣ ✭❢✳❣✳❤✮ ✐♥♣✉ts as de-



























Figure 7.3: Dependencies of ✭♠❛♣ ✭❢ ✳ ❣ ✳ ❤✮ ✐♥♣✉ts✮. Adapted from Figure 5
in [Ert+19b]
The pattern we see in Figure 7.3 is very similar to the higher-order func-
tion s❝❛♥ on the state. Intuitively, if we consider the function s❢✬ that only
returns the state of s❢, then the state S f ,i :“ pS f qi corresponds to the
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i-th value of the expression s❝❛♥❧ s❢✬ S f ,0 ✐♥♣✉t. Threading the state
around ❢ explicitly can be achieved with the functional pattern known as
a monad, in a fashion similar to the state monad in Haskell. Two differ-
ent concrete implementations of this principle in Haskell are discussed
in [Ert+19b]. These implementations are beyond the scope of this thesis.
The result of this monadic composition of state threads, however, is that
we can write virtually the same expression as above in a monadic compo-
sition:
s♠❛♣ ✭❢ ❃❂❃ ❣ ❃❂❃ ❤✮ ✐♥♣✉ts
The ❃❂❃ operator is the monadic equivalent of function composition,
with the ✳ (dot) operator. This yields the dependencies explicitly. Similarly,
these state threads and their composition can be formalized using cate-
gory theory [Ert+19a]. This formalization is rather technical. We will only
sketch it here.
Let C be a Cartesian closed category, which is a technical condition
that in a model-theoretic interpretation of categories corresponds to the
typed λ calculus [Hue85]. We can think of C as the values and functions
of the language, like the category of Haskell types Hask4. A Cartesian
closed category has a terminal object K P ObjpCq, and any two objects
B, C P ObjpCq have a product B ˆ C and an exponential BY. These construc-
tions are defined via universal properties in commutative diagrams and
are rather technical. We will omit the precise definitions here for space
reasons. It suffices to say they correspond with the known constructions,
e.g. the product is the Cartesian product in the category Set of sets.
The main idea of formalizing and dealing with state threads is to in-
dex them. We do this through a (countable) index set N Ď N, which
for practical purposes we can also think of as being finite. We “split” the
state into local states which correspond to the indices in N. Formally, let
Si P ObjpCq, i P N be pairwise distinct (i.e. i ‰ j ñ Si ‰ Sj). We define for
I Ď N the state object SI “ ˆiPISi as the product of the Si for all i P I. If
I “ N, we call the state object SN the global state. The individual states
Si :“ Stiu for i P N we call fundamental states. We thus formally define a
state thread as a morphism:
f : pa ˆ SIq Ñ pb ˆ SIq, for an I Ď N
This definition formalizes the intuition behind Equation 7.1. It is justified
by Lemma 7.2.1.
Lemma 7.2.1 (Lemma 1.3 of [Ert+19a]). The following define the objects
and morphisms of a subcategory S of C,
ObjpSq “ ta ˆ sI | a P ObjpCq, I Ď Nu , (7.2)
MorphpSq “ t f : pa ˆ sIq Ñ pb ˆ sIq | f P MorphpCq, I Ď Nu . (7.3)
Proof. Since C is a category, and as such the composition of morphisms
behaves as required, it suffices to show that morphisms respect the
structure of the subcategory. It is clear that idaˆsI P MorphpSq for every
a P ObjpCq, I Ď N, since ida P MorphpCq. Let f , g P MorphpSq with such that
g ˝ f is defined in C. Then it has to hold that there are a, b and c P ObjpCq
as well as I Ď N, such that f : pa ˆ SIq Ñ pb ˆ SIq and g : pb ˆ SIq Ñ pc ˆ SIq,
since g ˝ f is defined in C. But then g ˝ f : pa ˆ SIq Ñ pc ˆ SIq is in MorphpSq
by definition of S .




In microservices, I/O plays a crucial role in the performance. A microser-
vice will commonly send multiple requests to a different microservice,
as part of its operation. Each request comes with a significant overhead
from establishing the connection and sending the data. If the requests do
not depend on each other, however, they can instead be sent as a single,
batched request for mitigating the overhead.
Batching requests is not a novel idea, it is well-established as a tech-
nique to optimize I/O. The trade-off comes from the code required to write
batched requests. A developer writing code for such a microservice-based
architecture needs to take both the functionality and the I/O optimizations
into account. This makes the code harder to write, read and maintain, as
the optimizations clutter the readability of the functionality. This is un-
acceptable in a context where development time is a highly valuable re-
source, be it for human-resource costs or because it is important to have
a working solution as quick as possible.
The situation described is the case for Facebook’s spam-fighting ser-
vices [Mar+14]. When fighting spam, a novel filter must not only be ef-
fective and perform efficiently, it also should be implemented as fast as
possible without compromising the functionality. An ideal spam-fighting
system thus allows the developers to focus on the functionality, and op-
timizes the implementation without cluttering the code. This is precisely
what the Haxl system attempts, using the Haskell abstraction of applica-
tive functors. Consider the Haskell code snippet (taken from [Mar+14]) in
Listing 7:
❧❡t ♥✉♠❈♦♠♠♦♥❋r✐❡♥❞s ❂
❧❡♥❣t❤ ✭✐♥t❡rs❡❝t ✭❢r✐❡♥❞s❖❢ ①✮ ✭❢r✐❡♥❞s❖❢ ②✮✮
✐♥
✐❢ ♥✉♠❈♦♠♠♦♥❋r✐❡♥❞s ❁ ✷ ✫✫ ❞❛②s❘❡❣✐st❡r❡❞ ① ❁ ✸✵
t❤❡♥✳✳✳
❡❧s❡✳✳✳
Listing 7: An example of a Spam-fighting request to be optimized by Haxl (from
[Mar+14]).
The listing shows a code example where, for spam fighting, the number
of common Facebook friends of two users are calculated. This is done by
calling the function ❢r✐❡♥❞s❖❢ for both ① and ②. Code like Listing 7 is easy
to read, but unoptimized, it will send to requests to the microservice that
handles the ❢r✐❡♥❞s❖❢ function. The solution of Haxl is to use applicative
functors to compose I/O calls, such as ❢r✐❡♥❞s❖❢, and automatically batch
independent requests this way. Listing 8 shows how this is achieved in
Haxl using applicative-do notation.
Under the hood, the applicative functor definition for ❢r✐❡♥❞s❖❢ in Haxl
gathers the arguments ① and ② and makes a single, batched request. This
optimizes the execution with a minimal obfuscation of the code: A devel-
❞♦ ❛ ❁✲ ❢r✐❡♥❞s❖❢ ①
❜ ❁✲ ❢r✐❡♥❞s❖❢ ②
r❡t✉r♥ ✭❧❡♥❣t❤ ✭✐♥t❡rs❡❝t ❛ ❜✮✮





qq ✐♥ . . .
Listing 9: The request from Listing 7 in Ÿauhau.
oper has to switch from a pure functional style to an applicative style, but
can otherwise focus on the semantics of the program.
Our central observation is that this I/O optimizations all come “for free”
from the exposed concurrency in a dataflow execution. If we define a
dataflow operator that gathers the inputs and issues a single batched re-
quest, we get the composition from the semantics of dataflow. This is the
main idea behind Ÿauhau.
Ÿauhau is based on the iteration of Ohua embedded in Clojure. It is
a language with an explicit annotation for functions which perform I/O.
Leveraging these annotations, a semantics-preservig transformation can
minimize the number of independent I/O-performing function calls. We
map the Clojure-based Ohua to an internal expression IR, as is shown in
Figure 7.5.
① ÞÑ x ✭❧❡t ❬① t❪ t✮ ÞÑ ❧❡t x “ t ✐♥ t
✭✐♦ ①✮ ÞÑ ✐♦pxq ✭❢✉♥ ❬①❪ t✮ ” ★✭t✮ ÞÑ λx.t
✭t t✮ ÞÑ t t ✭❢ ①✶ ✳✳✳ ①♥✮ ÞÑ ❢❢ f px1 . . . xnq
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Figure 7.5: Mapping the terms of the Clojure-based language to an expression IR.
Adapted from Figure 9 in [Ert+18].
The expression IR defined in Figure 7.5 is based on λ calculus with a ❧❡t
construction for lexical scoping and explicit conditionals (✐❢). The central
innovations of the language are the two particular terms, ❢❢ for foreign
functions, which is any (possibly stateful) function. The other term is ✐♦,
which is an explicit annotation that a function does I/O. The premise is
to optimize the number of annotated I/O calls leveraging the concurrency
from the dataflow semantics derived from this language. The example in
Listing 9 lists the same request as Listing 7 in Ÿauhau.
The I/O optimizations in Ÿauhau come from batching requests. Instead
of calling ❢❢friendsOf(✐♦(①)) and ❢❢friendsOf(✐♦(②)) as two separate I/O re-
quests, we can call them as a single batched request, since they are in-
dependent. In Ÿauhau we do so by introducing a batched I/O statement,
❜✐♦. The ❜✐♦ statement takes a list of arguments and does a batched
call with this list. In the example, the two statements become a single
❢❢friendsOf(❜✐♦(❬①✱②❪).
Through semantics-preserving transformations using ❧❡t floating we
can get independent I/O calls batched this way and transform them to
dataflow. The explicit concurrency in the dataflow transformation allows
to execute batched I/O calls when they arrive. The details of the transfor-




notably however, both Haxl and Muse significantly increase the amount
of I/O requests when the program becomes more nested, while in Ÿauhau
this is not the case. This is because of the underlying dataflow MoC, which
flattens the dependency graph, effectively inlining the sub-function calls
and allowing the framework to batch across function boundaries. In par-
ticular, this means again that the premise of making developers not worry
about performance in the DSL is partially broken by Haxl and Muse, and
this is fixed by Ÿauhau.
We have seen how MoC-based design can be useful in a different con-
text, besides the CPS applications we focused on in the previous chap-
ters. In particular, the Ohua approach can be used to make the model
more implicit in the computation, which is crucial for developer adoption
in many contexts. Finally, we have seen in this section as well some con-
crete advantages of random benchmarks with a clearly-defined structure,
in the concrete example of the Level Graphs from Section 3.3. They al-
lowed us to tailor experiments to isolate specific features of our dataflow
MoC-based approach and compare them to the other state-of-the-art ap-
proaches, which would not have been possible otherwise.
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8R E L A T E D W O R K
The nature of this thesis is not focused enough for us to discuss related
work from a general point of view. Perhaps the closest in spirit to the work
presented in this thesis is the Ptolemy II project [Pto14]. It is a tool for ex-
ploring model-based design and has a strong focus on CPSs. Ptolemy II is
very comprehensive and studies and implements several MoCs discussed
in this thesis (cf. Section 6.1). The scope of Ptolemy II is far larger and more
detailed than this thesis. It is, however, aimed at application developers.
In contrast, many methods in this thesis (chapters 4-5) are more focused
on tool developers, for improving the methods enabling model-based de-
sign.
Instead of discussing related work generally, we will go over on the dif-
ferent methods proposed here to improve model-based design, and dis-
cuss related work by broader categories. In most chapters and sections
we discuss related work directly. While we will systematically go over re-
lated work here, we refer to the according chapters and sections for dis-
cussion.
8.1 Dataflow-based Software Synthesis
There are many tools for software synthesis, as we discuss in Section 2.6.
We have mentioned [Lin98] which uses Petri Nets, or [RPM92] based
on SDFs. The flows in [BLM00; Pin+95; BML12] are generally based on
dataflow.
More recently, there is SystemCoDesigner [Hau+08], which is based on
SystemC and targets Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs). The same
is the case for the dataflow-based CAPH [SBA13] framework. On the soft-
ware side, there is the Turnus [Cas+13] flow, which is based on RVC-CAL.
Also relevant is the PREESM [Pel+14] flow, which is based on parametrized
extensions of SDF models. These flows are all related to MAPS [CLA11], and
its spinoff in Silexica, which is the KPN-based software synthesis flow that
we focus on in this thesis, and describe in Chapter 2. As such, the more
closely related tools are KPN-based flows, like Sesame [Erb+07], with the
related ESPAM [SDN06] and Daedalus [Nik+08]. Similarly, the DOL [Thi+07]
is a closely related KPN-based flow.
While we did not propose a new software synthesis flow, the methods
in this thesis and in ♠♦❝❛s✐♥ are related to methods implemented in these
diverse flows. To the best of our knowledge, there are no systematic com-
parisons of approaches and heuristics in terms of their performance, as
we argue in [Goe+16]. The survey in [Sin+13] is a systematic comparison of
mapping approaches at an abstract level, but it does not execute and com-
pare the different heuristics in benchmarks. The work in [Bra+01], does
execute and compare heuristics, on the other hand, but these are from
before the multicore era and not as directly related.
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8.2 Mapping Space Structures
In [TP13], Thompson and Pimentel exploit the mapping space structure
explicitly, exploiting both symmetries of the problem and a kind of met-
ric for the mapping space in the form of operators for genetic algorithms.
These can both be seen as special cases of the structures in Chapter 4, al-
beit for a simpler case with homogeneous architectures. The work from
Richthammer and others [RG18; RFG20] is very similar in nature to the ap-
plications discussed in Chapter 5. They also aim to improve DSE methods
from an algorithm-agnostic fashion, although the concrete structure they
exploit is different. Their methods are orthogonal to ours (and could be
combined). Less directly related are approaches for pruning the design
space in general settings, outside the mapping problem [WS04].
8.2.1 Symmetries
Symmetries have been explored in software synthesis implicitly in many
cases, e.g. in [HT01; Kre+05; Sin+10; Rol+15]. In fact, when researchers or
developers just distinguish between core types in architectures with sim-
ple memory subsystems they are implicitly considering the symmetries
of the problem. The problem becomes more difficult when the architec-
ture topologies are more complex. The authors of [Sch+17] also consider
symmetries in DSE, albeit in a more ad-hoc fashion (without the mathe-
matical theory of groups or semigroups). In a related idea, in [Wei+16]
they also introduce the concept of “shapes”, which are a special case of
the symmetries exploited in the TETRiS method, but is limited to meshes in
NoCs. For some applications, the symmetries have also been considered
explicitly [Coh88], but not systematically like we do in this thesis.
Methods from group theory have also been used to exploit symmetries
for problems in computer science and engineering before, in ways that
are very similar to the methods discussed in this thesis [Cra+96; Cla+98].
In particular, some of our methods are inspired by the usage of wreath
products in model checking [DM09].
8.2.2 Distances
Distances between mappings are commonly described in NoC-based sys-
tems. For example, the heuristic described in [Sin+10] considers mappings
in NoC systems and uses the number of hops in the topology to find them.
This strategy is common in many approaches. In [Wei+14], for example,
the authors encode a related notion of distance in the constraints of their
operating points. To the best of our knowledge, explicit low-distortion em-
beddings have not been used in this context before.
Robustness in computation is a broad subject and much work has been
done in different aspects of it, albeit most of it does not consider robust
mappings explicitly. The work of [ZK11; Zha19] defines mapping migration
strategies, without focusing on a DSE for robust mappings. A strategy for
finding robust mappings explicitly was proposed in [Che+16], using redun-
dancy instead of the geometry of the mapping space. This allows for more
robustness but requires more resources. Design centering methods, like
the ones we used to find robust mappings, have also been used in many
other disciplines in engineering, e.g. integrated-circuit design [Che+15].
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To the best of our knowledge, the only other work defining compact-
ness of mappings explicitly is [Yan+10]. However, the quality of this work,
including the heuristic and its evaluation, is dubious. The idea behind
compactness of mappings is composability of applications, on the other
hand, which has been seriously researched with other methods. CoMP-
SoC [Han+09] or the work in [Kum+08] deal with composability of applica-
tions. They do not do so using the geometry of the mappings1, however,
but using sophisticated hardware support instead.
8.3 Run-time and hybrid approaches
There are many run-time and hybrid flows related to our TETRiS approach.
The flows proposed in [Cas+10; Kan+14; Zhu+16], for example, also pro-
pose methods for multi-application mappings. These methods all rely on
statically knowing all applications at compile time and calculating joint
mappings, which does not scale nor works in more dynamic systems.
The approaches from DAARM [Wei+14] or Spider [Heu+14], or the meth-
ods proposed in [MMB07; QP15] are all hybrid approaches. As such, they
all solve the problem with static approaches discussed above, like TETRiS
does. These rely on different methods for finding the final mappings at
run-time and have different advantages. Most works have the architec-
ture model implicit in the flow (cf. Section 2.3), e.g. [Wei+14] which as-
sumes regular NoC meshes from its problem formulation or [MMB07]. A
distinct advantage of our symmetries-based approach to hybrid mapping
is that it uses a general architecture model, which works for arbitrarily
complex architectures.
On the side of run-time adaptivity, the MacQueen gap is generally ig-
nored in literature, where KPN are equated with the KMQ blocking-read se-
mantics. We were not the first to recognize the gap, however. The two
models are also treated as separate in [LM09]. There are many other
related ways of adapting MoCs at run-time. Models like SADF [The+06] or
Multi-Alternative Process Networks [BJC21] do this by modeling the adap-
tivity explicitly in the graph. The AdaPNet model [Sch+14] defines more
comprehensive transformations and is very general and flexible.
On the side of applications to 5G, mostly the complete field of research
in telecommunications investigates methods for adapting to the dynamic
demands of upcoming applications. Models are common for different
areas of the field, but their use is generally not proposed at a system-
level as we do. An example that is proposed at a system-level is the Nu-
cleus project [Cas+11], that is based on the MAPS software synthesis flow
and KPNs. Since this is work-in-progress, it is not possible to provide a de-
tailed examination of advantages and disadvantages of our proposed ap-
proach using Reactors, compared to established methods, as we have yet
to fully examine and understand these. A good overview of model-based
approaches in modem design can be found work in [Gat+20].
8.4 Other model-based design tools
The tools above focus on software synthesis in a flow similar to the one
described in this thesis, using KPN or dataflow models and DSE to find prof-
itable mappings for executing applications in modern hardware. There
1 Which is not a good strategy, as we saw in Section 5.1
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are other tools and languages which are focused more in the model’s
semantics. Besides Ptolemy II [Pto14], these include the CAL [EJ03] lan-
guage and the related RVC-CAL compiler. Synchronous languages like LUS-
TRE [PHP87] or ESTEREL [BD91], which have discrete-event semantics, are
also relevant. These are languages are related to the Reactors model.
Even hardware description languages like VHDL or Verilog, and even
SystemC [Mue+01] can be seen as related, in this case it being HLS, which
is in fact an inspiration for the term software synthesis. Also on the com-
mercial side, Signal Processing Work System and Synopsys System Stu-
dio both from Synopsis join the LabVIEW Communications System Design
Suite or Matlab Simulink [KKM16] as model-based design tools with well-
defined MoCs. In Section 7.1.1 we review and discuss many of these tools
and programming languages based on MoCs.
8.5 Random Benchmark Generation and Machine Learning
A prominent example of random code generation is CSmith [Yan+11],
used to stress-test compilers. A related approach is the grammar-based
method presented in [McK97]. In this thesis we discussed random bench-
marking for evaluating optimizations, more so than for testing corner
cases. The tools TGFF [DRW98] and SDF3[SGB06], also discussed in Sec-
tion 3.1 are more closely related to benchmarking as we investigated it.
We used the proposed Level graphs to evaluate language-based trans-
formations for I/O optimization. We discussed the main related work for
this in Section 7.3, namely Haxl [Mar+14] and Muse [Kac15], as well as the
unpublished Stitch [Don14] from Twitter.
The direct connection between benchmarking and machine learning
comes from CLGen [Cum+17a]. Machine learning for code is a broad sub-
ject and only a minor part of this thesis. A broader overview can be found
in [All+18], although we will solely discuss work closely related to the con-
tributions presented in this thesis. We based our graph-based methods
and the evaluation on the ideas presented in [Cum+17b; BJH18]. Conse-
quently, based in part on our graph-based methods, the work in [Cum+20;
Ye+20] recently proposed some potential improvements to our compiler-
based representations.
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9C O N C L U S I O N S
Programming computers is notoriously difficult. This thesis certainly will
not change that. More generally, this statement will probably remain true
for a long time. This does not mean, however, that we cannot make
progress towards easing the process of programming computers.
In this thesis we have argued for model-based design of software sys-
tems. This is much more common in the hardware world, where models
are central to design, commonly used for ensuring deterministic behav-
ior. The success of this paradigm is what allows us to have programmable
digital computers in the first place.
In the software world, where the level of abstraction is higher and the
entry barrier lower, models are usually more implicit, less strict, or both.
When using well-defined Models of Computation (MoCs) for programming,
however, we can reason about software and its performance. Concretely,
software synthesis flows and the mapping problem result from doing pre-
cisely this.
In this thesis we studied such MoC-based software synthesis flows, with
a focus on Kahn Process Network (KPN). We surveyed multiple dataflow
MoCs, and discussed the advantages and disadvantages of them. The KPN
MoC allows us to express concurrency in computation in a deterministic
fashion, while remaining very expressive. Compared to most dataflow
MoCs, it allows for maximally dynamic, data-dependent behavior. We also
discussed a semantics gap between the Kahn-MacQueen (KMQ) blocking-
reads semantics and KPN, which can be exploited in applications with data-
parallelism.
When lowering KPNs down to be executed in MPSoCs, the mapping prob-
lem plays a crucial role, especially for heterogeneous systems. In this the-
sis we have discussed this intractable problem at length. A central theme
of our discussion has been the structure of the mapping space. We have
seen how the space is large and complex, yet structured.
The mapping space is very symmetrical, which concretely means that
many mappings are equivalent in terms of properties like performance or
energy efficiency. This is due to symmetries in the target hardware archi-
tectures and applications. MPSoCs usually have multiple cores with identi-
cal microarchitectures and memory subsystems with a regular structure.
Data-level parallelism in applications also yield such symmetry. We have
seen how to describe and exploit this symmetry, pruning the mapping
space for Design-Space Exploration (DSE) or for finding equivalent map-
pings when some resources are unavailable at run-time.
The mapping space also has different geometric interpretations. We
have seen how to find different embeddings of these geometric inter-
pretations and exploit them in DSE meta-heuristics. This also allowed us
to design novel heuristics and meta-heuristics, based on the geometric
structure of the space, to find mappings with low communication costs
or high robustness. In general, we have seen how the way we repre-
sent mappings can expose much of this structure. We believe much work
would benefit from explicitly considering the structure exposed to the al-
gorithms.
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There is little point in exposing complex structures and engineering so-
phisticated algorithms if they don’t improve our methods. To assess if
they do, however, we need to test them, using benchmarks. Given the im-
portance of this, we argue for careful consideration as to what and how
improvements are assessed using benchmarks. In this thesis we have
argued for a statistical view of code, seeing improvements on methods
as improvements on the expected value of some property, like the pro-
gram’s execution time.
Unfortunately, benchmarks are scarce and seldom specialized. We
have discussed options for is overcoming this issue, using random bench-
mark generation and machine learning. In particular, we have seen how
our statistical view of code for benchmarking exposes some possible pit-
falls of machine learning for benchmark generation, both in theory and
in practice.
While KPN-based flows have many advantages, they are not well-suited
for every application domain. For example, KPNs do not have semantics to
deal with time, which is important in Cyber-Physical Systems (CPSs). Simi-
larly, the KPN graph structure is rigid, which limits the adaptability of the
model. In this thesis we discussed a novel model, Reactors, which ad-
dresses these limitations. We focused on the opportunities of this model
in the 5G telecommunications standard.
Most of this thesis has focused on the advantages of model-based de-
sign, which are plentiful. An important disadvantage, however, is the ease
of use of this design process. Exposing models through APIs is not produc-
tive, since developers can and usually do end up abandoning the model’s
constraints. We need programming languages and, especially, program-
ming models that make MoC-based design accessible to programmers,
while enforcing the model’s constraints. In this thesis we briefly discussed
the Ohua programming model, which derives a dataflow execution im-
plicitly from a conventional programming language. We saw how we can
use this to combine the advantages of MoC-based design with concise pro-
gramming, by optimizing I/O in microservice-based infrastructures.
9.1 Future Work
We believe the single most important aspect to drive MoC-based design
forward is fostering its adoption. We need tools and environments that
make it easier for programmers to design applications with a well speci-
fied MoC.
The Lingua Franca project, which implements Reactors, is a great av-
enue for fostering adoption. Its polyglot design allows programmers to
use known languages to write reactors1, while still being a coordination
language that can enforce the MoC semantics. The use of known lan-
guages has two distinct advantages, as it reduces the learning curve and
allows using legacy code. Currently, the compiler does not understand
nor does it type-check the target language, leaving that task to the com-
piler. In future work we could add a type system to Lingua Franca, rein-
forcing the “freedom from choice” it provides.
A potential disadvantage from the Lingua Franca project, on the other
hand, could be its coordination language. Explicitly writing the networks
can be confusing for developers. This is exacerbated by the fact that Re-
actors is a complex model, difficult to grasp and learn. We believe the
1 This refers to the unit of computation, reactors, as part of the model, Reactors.
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approach by Ohua of making the network implicit is a great avenue for fu-
ture work. Another example to follow is the Elm language, a functional lan-
guage for the web. Elm started as a language with an explicit Functional
Reactive Programming (FRP) paradigm, which was confusing for users.
They made this paradigm implicit2, which translated into a success for
the learning curve and the language’s adoption. This is part of a general
vision, where compilers and languages are thought of as assistants that
make development easier for programmers, instead of only focussing on
correctness and performance. We believe we should follow similar paths
for the design of software using MoCs like Reactors or KPN.
On the side of mapping there are also many open avenues for improv-
ing our work. In particular, partial symmetries expose a great deal of
the problem’s structure which we are not exploiting yet. Designing effi-
cient methods to detect and exploit them would help navigate the design
space of mappings much better. This would also open up opportunities
for using inverse semigroups of non-symmetries, like reducing the num-
ber of hops in a communication link. Our methods would also greatly ben-
efit from incorporating application symmetries when exploiting data-level
parallelism.
The geometry of the mapping space also has many open questions that
should improve its usefulness. While we discussed the trade-off between
the distortion and dimensionality of embeddings, we did not exploit it
in this thesis. More importantly, while the metrics we discussed are a
good starting point, we saw that they do not reflect the mapping struc-
ture very well yet. Finding better metrics could greatly improve mapping
meta-heuristics, especially those based on some concept of locality in the
search space.
In this thesis we have discussed and shown how provable properties of
MoCs can and do improve the design process. While traditional pen and
paper proofs are a great way of finding and proving these properties, the
advent of powerful theorem proving assistants provides an opportunity
to improve upon this. Formally verified proofs of properties of the system
give us more certainty on their correctness, and some degree of automa-
tion. Combining MoC-based design with developments in formal verifica-
tion methods can help us to write correct software more frequently in
less time.
While formal methods can verify properties of our software, they might
never completely replace testing. Even if they one day do so, that will not
be in the near future. This is why we believe the work on benchmark-
ing is an important avenue for future work. We believe advances in ma-
chine learning could enable our vision of benchmark generation flows.
Informed by statistical models and tailored for a specific use-cases, such





AM A T H E M A T I C A L S U P P L E M E N T
a.1 Groups
Definition A.1.1. Let G be a (finite1) set and ˝ : G ˆ G Ñ G be a mapping.
We say that pG, ˝q is a group if the following hold:
• The mapping ˝ : G ˆ G is associative, i.e. for any f , g, h P G we have
f ˝ pg ˝ hq “ p f ˝ gq ˝ h.
• There exists a neutral element e P G with g ˝ e “ e ˝ g “ g for all
g P G.
• For every g P G there is an inverse element g´1 P G such that g ˝
g´1 “ g´1g “ e.
By abuse of notation, we normally identify the structure pG, ˝q with the
set G and say G is a group. Similarly, when the operation ˝ is understood
from context we commonly abbreviate it as multiplication, without writ-
ing it explicitly: g ˝ h “: gh. Groups are ubiquitous in mathematics. For
example, the natural numbers form a group with addition pN, `q, as do
the reals (without 0) with multiplication pRzt0u, ¨q.
An important example of a group is the so-called symmetric group:
Example A.1.2. Let X be a finite set. Then, the set of bijections X Ñ X
from X to itself is a group with regard to function composition. Indeed, if
f , g : X Ñ X are bijections, then so is f ˝ g : X Ñ X. The identity function
IdX : x ÞÑ x is the neutral element and the inverse function f ´1 is the
group inverse of f , since f ˝ f ´1 “ f ´1 f “ IdX . We call the group of
bijections on X the symmetric group on X and write SympXq. If n P N, n ą
0 is a natural number and X “ t1, . . . , nu, then we write Sn to refer to
Sympt1, . . . , nuq.
This is an important example because every finite group can be found
in Sn for some n, as a subgroup, which we will define shortly. We first want
to introduce cycle notation. A permutation π : t1, . . . , nu Ñ t1, . . . , nu can
be written in different ways. The simplest way to do this is to write it in a
two-row matrix:
˜
1 2 . . . n
πp1q πp2q . . . πpnq
¸
While this is simple to understand, there is a more concise way to write
permutations that has many advantages, including some computational
advantages. It is called cycle notation. We write a permutation as a prod-
uct of cycles pi πpiq πpπpiqq . . . πkpiqq, maximal such that the values don’t
repeat. We can do this since n is finite and thus for some k, πk`1piq “ i,
and we choose the minimal k with that property. For example, the cy-
cle p1, 2, 3q is the permutation 1 ÞÑ 2, 2 ÞÑ 3, 3 ÞÑ 1. From this example
it perhaps is clearer why they are called cycles, since the last element
maps to the first one, cyclically. By convention, 1-cycles are not written
1 Groups are not finite by definition, but all groups we discuss in this thesis are.
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explicitly. The identity mapping can be sometimes be written as pq , but
could equivalently be p1qp2q . . . pnq. For another example, the permutation
1 ÞÑ 2, 2 ÞÑ 1, 3 ÞÑ 3, 4 ÞÑ 5, 5 ÞÑ 4 can be written as p1, 2qp3, 4, 5q.
Definition A.1.3. Let H Ď G be a subset of a group G. We say that H is a
subgroup if H is a group with respect to the restriction of the multiplica-
tion on G. Equivalently, if e P H and for every g, h P G we have gh´1 P G.
We normally write H ď G to denote that H is a subgroup of G (and
H ă G if, additionally, we know that G ‰ H).
In group theory in particular, and in mathematics in general, mappings
that preserve the structures of the objects being studied are a very pow-
erful tool. We proceed to define these mappings for groups.
Definition A.1.4. For two groups G, G1, a mapping ϕ : G Ñ G1 is called a
group homomorphism (or a morphism of groups) if it respects the group’s
structure, i.e. if ϕpghq “ ϕpgqϕphq for all g, h P G and ϕpeGq “ e1G.
The definition above already implies that ϕpg´1q “ ϕpgq´1. As men-
tioned before, these structure-preserving mappings are very important
in the theory of groups, as they are used to relate different mappings. A
group homomorphism ϕ : G Ñ H is called a monomorphism (or embed-
ding) if it is injective, epimorphism if it is surjective and isomorphism if it
is bijective. A group isomorphism from a group G to itself, ϕ : G Ñ G is
called an automorphism. Isomorphisms play a central role in mathematics
(e.g. in their more general definition for categories). They define equiva-
lence classes of objects, i.e. being isomorphic is an equivalence relation.
We usually write G – H to say that G and H are isomoprhic, that is to say, if
there exists an isomoprhism ϕ : G Ñ H. Two objects that are isomorphic
are usually consider to be “the same”, since any structural property has to
be an invariant of the isomorphism class. In fact, this indistinguishability
between isomorphic objects is at the center of the univalance axiom in
homotopy type theory as a foundation of mathematics [Uni13].
In the case of groups, there is a particular property that most other
structures in mathematics do not have. The set of isomorphisms, i.e. the
set of mappings that preserve the structure of an object and define equiv-
alences between objects, is itself a group! Besides group automorphisms,
the structure-preserving mappings of other structures are also groups
(e.g. homeomoprhisms in topological spaces, graph isomorphisms, in-
vertible matrices in vector spaces). In all these cases there is a direct re-
lationship between the structure and the structure preserving mappings,
as the mappings can transform these structures. This concept is general-
ized with group actions.
Definition A.1.5. Let G be a group and X be a set. We say that G acts on X
if there is a group homomorphism G Ñ SympXq from the group G to the
symmetric group on X. Equivalently, if there is an α : G ˆ X Ñ X which is
associative and respects the group operation (in particular αpe, xq “ x for
all x P X)2. We also say that X is a G-set.
As an example, consider a regular polygon with n sides, a regular n-
gon. Figure A.1 shows this for the example of a square (a square is
a regular 4-gon). We name the four corners of the square as 1, 2, 3, 4.
This could thus be interpreted as a graph G “ pV “ t1, 2, 3, 4u, E “
tt1, 2u, t2, 3u, t3, 4u, t4, 1uuq.
2 We call this a left action, and a right action similarly β : X ˆ G Ñ X, where we write the




Figure A.1: A square.
The group of permutations S4 acts on the graph G by permuting the
points V “ t1, 2, 3, 4u (and the edges accordingly). We can take any per-
mutation π P S4 and apply it on the graph. For example, consider the




Figure A.2: The action of the permutation p1, 2q on the square.
Figure A.2 shows the example of the action of p1, 2q on the square. We
note that the square is not a square anymore, it has lost its structure. A
natural question to ask is, what are the permutations that leave a square




Figure A.3: The action of the rotation p1, 2, 3, 4q on the square.
Consider a rotation by 90˝, counter-clockwise. We can write this as the
permutation ρ “ p1, 2, 3, 4q. Figure A.3 depicts the action of ρ on the square,
and indeed, it preserves the structure. We can think of two additional ro-
tations, by 180˝ and 270˝, which would also preserve the structure of the
square. It is worth noting that a rotation by 180˝ is the same as rotating
by 90˝ twice, and similarly, ρ3 is the rotation by 270˝. It is also important
to note that a rotation by 360˝ and 0˝ are indistinguishable on the square,
they are the identity permutation Idt1,2,3,4u. In fact, these four rotations
form a sub-group C4 ă S4, called a cyclic group. More generally, the rota-
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tions that preserve the structure of a regular n-gon are a cyclic group of
order n, Cn.
Definition A.1.6. The cyclic group Cn is the group formed by an n-cycle
a “ p1, . . . , nq in Sn, i.e. Cn “ ta, a2, . . . , an “ Idnu.
We have seen that the rotation ρ in the example above is enough to find
all elements of the group C4. We say that ρ generates the group C4. Cyclic
groups are characterized by having a single generator 3. Thus, all other
groups have multiple generators (except the trivial group teu which can be
considered as having 0 generators.) More generally, for a set X Ď G in a
group G, we define xXy ď G to be the smallest subgroup of G containing X.
For the case of finite groups, we can characterize xXy as the set of words




Figure A.4: The action of the reflection p1, 2qp3, 4q on the square.
Rotations are not all the symmetries of the square, we can also have
reflections. Figure A.4 shows the action of a reflection along the vertical
axis, namely σ “ p1, 2qp3, 4q, on the square. Reflections are fundamentally
different from rotations, no rotation could achieve this transformation.
We can also have a reflection along the horizontal axis and both diago-
nals, for a total of 4 reflections. It is perhaps not obvious at first, but if we
combine reflections and rotations on the square, we always get a reflec-
tion or a rotation. In fact, these 8 transformations form another group D4,
with C4 ă D4 ă S4. The dihedral group on four points, D4, in generated
by the rotation ρ and the reflection σ, i.e. D4 “ xρ, σy.
In the action of permutations on the graph, the group elements act si-
multaneously on both the nodes and edges. If we look at the action only
on the nodes, the action of C4 (and D4) can take any point to any other
point. But if we look at the whole graph, we see that there is no way to
take the original square to the square in Figure A.4 with the action of C4.
Similarly, we cannot use any group element of D4 to take the shape in
Figure A.2, which is not a square anymore. This is precisely the property
that defines D4 as the symmetry group of the square. These questions,
concerning which elements can be taken which others, are common in
group theory. This is why there is a definition to describe these sets: we
call them orbits .
Definition A.1.7. Let G be a group and X be a G-set. Further, let x P X be
an element of X. We define the orbit of x to be the set Gx :“ tgx | g P Gu of
points that x can be transfromed into. We further call X{G :“ tGx | x P Xu
the set of orbits of X.
3 Recall that we are only considering finite groups.
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For example, all squares are precisely the elements in the orbit of D4s,
where s is the graph of the square from the examples above. Orbits define
a partition on the set X, meaning that any two orbits Gx, Gy are either
equal or disjoint and X “
Ť
xPX Gx.
Finally, we discuss how we can construct other groups from existing
groups. The simplest construction is called the direct product. For groups
G, H, we write G ˆ H, endowing the Cartesian product with a component-
wise multiplication (i.e. pg, hqpg1, h1q “ pgg1, hh1q for all g, g1 P G, h, h1 P H).
There is a more general construction called a semi-direct product, which
is a generalization of the direct product. Here we will only discuss a special
case of semi-direct products, namely the wreath product G ≀ H.
Let G be a group and let H ď Sn for an n P N . We consider the direct
product of n copies of G:
Gn :“ G ˆ . . . ˆl jh n
n times
G
Then, the group H acts on these n copies of G by permuting their in-
stances. Let pg1, . . . , gnq P Gn, h P H. We define:
hpg1 . . . , gnq :“ pgh1, . . . , ghnq,
where h permutes the order of the elements in the n-tuple of elements of
Gn. This defines an action of H on Gn. We can use this action to construct
the wreath product G ≀ H on the Cartesian product Gn ˆ H, by defining
the multiplication as:
ppg1, . . . , gnq, hqppg
1




“ ppg1, . . . , gnq




“ ppg1, . . . , gnqpg
1




Intuitively, the wreath product works when we have copies of a sub-
structure arranged in a particular larger structure. It applies transforma-
tions both at the substructure level and an the level of the larger struc-
ture.
a.2 Metric Spaces and Low-Distortion Embeddings
Here we discuss (discrete) metric spaces and low-distortion embeddings.
A metric space is the mathematical formalization of distances. We define
a metric to be able to measure distances in a particular space.
Definition A.2.1. Let M be a set and let d : M ˆ M Ñ Rě0 . We say that d
is a metric on M and, equivalently, pM, dq is a metric space, if the following
hold:
1. For all m, m1 P M, dpm, m1q “ 0 ô m “ m1.
2. For all m, m1 P M, we have dpm, m1q “ dpm1, mq.
3. For all k, l, m P M we have dpk, mq ď dpk, lq ` dpl, mq
The motivation for these properties is intuitively clear. Property 1 says
two things, first, that there is no distance from an element to itself, and
second, that no two equal elements are in the same place (have no dis-
tance between them). If we don’t require the second property (i.e. replace
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ô with ñ in Property 1, we get what is called a pseudo-metric (or a de-
generate metric). The second property, Property 2 states that distance is
symmetric. Finally, Property 3 is the triangle inequality: it states that the
shortest path between two elements is always the direct path, their dis-
tance.
The canonical metric spaces are Rn with different norms, like the p-
norms. A norm is a more restrictive concept than a metric, but we will
not define norms here further.
Example A.2.2. For p ě 1, the function px, yq ÞÑ }x ´ y}p : Rn ˆ Rn Ñ Rě0





1{p is the p-norm.
The case for p “ 2 is the well-known Euclidean distance in vector spaces.
Also well-known is the case of of p “ 1, which is sometimes called the Ma-
hattan or Taxi distance, in allusion to the distance when moving through
the streets of a neighborhood that look like a regular mesh, like in Man-
hattan.
In this thesis we are particularly interested in the case where M is finite,
which we will assume from here on. If M “ tm1, . . . , mnu is finite, we can






dpm1, m1q dpm1, m2q . . . dpm1, mnq





dpmn, m1q dpmn, m2q . . . dpmn, mnq
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‚
The structure preserving mappings (moprhisms) of metric spaces are
called isometries. They have the particular property that they are always
injective, due to Property 1.
Definition A.2.3. Let M, M1 be metric spaces. We say that a mapping ϕ :
M Ñ M1 is an isometry if for all m, m1 P M, dMpm, m1q “ dM1 pϕpmq, ϕpm1qq.
An isometry is thus always an embedding (monic), since for any two
points m, m1 P M with ϕpmq “ ϕpm1q we have 0 “ dM1 pϕpmq, ϕpm1qq “
dMpm, m
1q.
In the case of groups, embeddings into a particular group Sn are use-
ful for computing. While we did not discuss it as thoroughly, the basis
of all computation we are concerned with in this thesis are these embed-
dings into permutation groups Sn4. The question is, can we find an equiva-
lent method for metric spaces, using isometries to (finite subsets of) Rn?
The unfortunate answer is that no, for a finite metric space M there is
not always n, p such that there exists an isometry from M to pRn, } ¨ }pq
(see [Mat02] for a proof). Fortunately, however, when dealing with real
numbers we can always look for approximations.
Definition A.2.4. Let M be a metric space and ι : M ãÑ Rn be an embed-
ding onto Rn. We say that ι has distortion D ą 0 if
1
D
dpx, yq ď }ιpxq ´ ιpyq} ď dpx, yq
4 In computational group theory there are other branches like matrix groups or black-box
groups, where embedding into an Sn is infeasible, but we are not concerned with these in
this thesis.
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While, in general, we cannot find an isometry, we can search for an
embedding with a low distortion. There is a particularly useful result in
this context: we can use convex optimization to find an embedding of M
onto Rn with the Euclidean (p “ 2) norm [Mat02]. This is unfortunately
only the case for this norm, e.g. for p “ 1 finding such an embedding is
known to be NP-complete [Mat02]
A problem with the convex optimization method above is that it yields
an embedding with dimension |M|, which might be very high. The dimen-
sion of the vector space strongly affects algorithmic properties of the
problem. It would be ideal to find an embedding into a mapping with a
lower dimension, without increasing the distortion much. In [JL84], John-
son and Lindenstrauss describe this precise problem and its solution as
follows: “Given n points in Euclidean space, what is the smallest k “ kpnq
so that these points can be moved into k-dimensional Euclidean space
via a transformation that expands or contracts all paairwise distances
by a factor of at most 1 ` ǫ? The answer, that k ď cpǫq Log n, is a sim-
ple consequence of the isoperimetric inequality for the n-sphere stud-
ied in [FLM77].” They proceed to formalize and prove this fact, which we
will not restate here more precisely. This result is known as the Johnson-
Lindenstrauss Lemma.
An intuitive albeit sometimes misleading interpretation of the proof of
this lemma is that a projection onto a random subspace will have a low
distortion with high probability. In practice, the distribution does give a
very useful “transform” for dimensionality reduction, simply by projecting
onto a random subspace. However, we should be careful when using this
and ideally check the distortion, if possible.
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